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AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS., July IO, i894. 

The Twenty-Sixth Annual Session was called to order at 4.15 P.M., 
in Hopkins Hall, by the President, Professor James M. Garnett, of 
the University of Virginia. 

The Secretary of the ASSOCIATION, Professor Herbert Weir Smyth, 
of Bryn Mawr College, presented the following report:-- 

i. The Executive Committee has elected as members of the Asso- 
CIATION: - 

E. C. Adams, Principal of the High School, Newburyport, Mass. 
W. A. Adams, Instructor in German, Yale University. 
E. H. Atherton, Master of the Girls' Latin School, Boston. 
Francis K. Ball, Ph.D., Professor of Greek, University of North Carolina. 
William N. Bates, Ph.D., Instructor in Greek, Harvard University. 
C. H. Beeson, Instructor in Latin, University of Indiana. 
Robert W. Blake, A.M., Tutor in Greek, College of New Jersey. 
George W. Botsford, Professor of Greek, Bethany College, West Virginia. 
C. F. Brusie, Mount Pleasant Academy, Sing Sing, N.Y. 
C. T. Copeland, Instructor in English Literature, Harvard University. 
J. I. Dillard, Professor of Latin, Tulane University. 
A. Judson Eaton, Professor of Latin, McGill University, Montreal. 
W. A. Eckels, Professor of Greek, Ripon College. 
Homer J. Edmiston, Instructor in Latin, Cornell University. 
F. W. Ellis, Professor of Greek, Washburn College, Topeka. 
A. H. Evans, A.M., Instructor in Greek, Cushing Academy, Ashburnham, Mass. 
Jos. R. Ewing, Professor of Greek, Ottawa University, Ottawa, Kan. 

George A. H. Fraser, Professor of Latin, Colorado College, Colorado Springs. 
Clarence W. Gleason, Instructor in Latin and Greek, Roxbury Latin School, 

Boston. 
Frank P. Graves, Professor of Classical Philology, Tufts College. 
Charles B. Gulick, Ph.D. 
W. D. Hooper, Instructor in Ancient Languages, University of Georgia. 
F. H. Howard, Professor of Latin and Greek, Colgate University. 
J. II. Howard, Assistant Professor of Latin, University of Indiana. 
J. Corrin Hutchinson, Associate Professor of Greek, University of Minnesota. 
Arthur J. Leacock, A.M., Wilbraham Academy, Wilbraham, Mass. 
D. O. S. Lowell, Teacher of Latin, Roxbury Latin School, Boston. 
Grace H. Macurdy, Instructor in Greek, Vassar College. 
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Maurice W. Mather, Ph.D. 
John Morris, Instructor in English and German, University of Georgia. 
William Bishop Owen, Tutor in Greek, University of Chicago. 
M. M. Ramsey, Assistant in Romance Languages, Columbian University. 
Robert L. Sanderson, Assistant Professor of French, Harvard University. 
Professor H. Schmidt-Wartenberg, Professor of German, University of Chicago. 
E. D. Scott, Instructor in Latin and Greek, Cheshire Academy, Conn. 
Emily James Smith, Dean of Barnard College. 
Alice Walton, Ph.D., 37 West 49th Street, New York City. 
H. D. Wild, Professor of Latin, Williams College. 

2. The ASSOCIATION has received invitations to send delegates to the 
tenth session of the Congress of Orientalists, to be held at Geneva in 

September, and to the tenth session of the International Congress of 

Americanists, to be held at Stockholm in August, I894. Professor B. I. 

Wheeler, who was requested to act as delegate to the first named gather- 
ing, was subsequently compelled to abandon his intention of attending as 
a representative of the ASSOCIATION. 

3. The TRANSACTIONS for I893, and the PROCEEDINGS containing the 

report of the session at Chicago, were issued in June. Separate copies of 
the PROCEEDINGS may be obtained of the Secretary or of the Publishers. 

4. The Executive Committee has resolved to increase for one year at 
least the percentage paid to the publishers for issuing the publications 
of the ASSOCIATION. Since the contract with Messrs. Ginn & Company 
was made (in I89I) the publishers have received 20 % of all sales. During 
1894-95 they will receive 25 %. 

5. The Executive Committee, recognizing the value of a bibliography 
of the work done each year by members of the ASSOCIATION, has voted 

that, beginning with 1894, the Secretary keep a record of all books, 
pamphlets, etc., published by the members, and that a report be made by 
him at each regular annual meeting, which report may be printed in the 
PROCEEDINGS. 

Professor Smyth then made his report as Treasurer of the Asso- 

CIATION, for the year I893-94: - 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance from 1892-93 . . . .. ........... $1206.24 
Fees and Arrears ..... ... . $I1113.00 
Sales of Transactions.. .......... . I.07 
Authors' Offprints . . .. . . ... . 9.00 
Dividends Central N. E. & Western R.R.. . 6.00 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.12 

Total receipts for the year . ....... . . I293.19 

$2499.43 
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EXPENDITURES. 

Transactions and Proceedings (Vol. XXIV.) ... . $ 8.70 
Balance on Transactions and Proceedings (Vol. XXIII.) 40.00 
Salary of Secretary .. . ..... ... 250.00 
Postage . ..... ... ........... 48.64 
Expressage ... ...... ...... 2.50 
Stationery and Job Printing . .. 4.. .. 47 
Binding . ........... ... 2.00 

Incidental . ............. . 8.84 
Total expenditures for the year ..... .... $I512.15 
Balance July 7, 1894 .............. 987.28 

$2499.43 

Attention is called to the fact that the membership dues still 

outstanding for 1892-93 are $221; for the years previous to 

1892-93, $348. 
The Chair then appointed Professors Lodge and Sihler to audit 

the Treasurer's accounts. 
The reading of papers was then begun. At this time there were 

about fifty members present. At subsequent meetings the number 
was somewhat larger. 

i. The Song of the Arval Brothers: The Manes worship in the 

Aryan Period, by Professor Edwin W. Fay, of the Washington and 
Lee University. 

In the absence of the author, this paper was presented by Professor 
G. Lodge, of Bryn Mawr College. 

An adequate interpretation of this monument does not exist. The Romans 
seem not to have understood its meaning themselves, as they did not understand 
the somewhat more archaic 'Carmen Saliare' (Hor. Ep. 2. I. 85, Quint. I. 6. 40). 
We know from the inscription in which these words occur that the priests read 
the words libellis acceptis, and we can infer not only that the hymn was liable to 

palaeographic variations, but, as Henzen infers (Acta Fratrum Arvalium, p. 33), that 
the books were used because the words were unintelligible to the priests. In the 

original inscription, dating from the time of Elagabalus, each verse of the hymn 
is repeated three times with numerous epigraphic variants, representing perhaps 
prior manuscript variants. 

I present the text of the hymn, indicating the variants from Merry in his 
Selected Fragments of Roman Poetry. 

enos loses iuvafe. 
ne veluer vemarmar neve lue rue, etc. 

sin{t) sincurrere in pleores sins incur0 
satur fu fere mars limen sali(s) sta berber 
semunis alternei advoca pit conctos advocapit. 
enos marmor iuvato 
triumpe. 

V 
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This I translate as follows: Now ancestors aid us. Let there be no evil 

famine, nor evil death to rush upon more of us (?). Have thy fill fierce death, 
On the shore of the sea pause O Fever, My enemies other where summon to 
another land, all of them. Now let death aid us, etc. 

This interpretation is based on the assumption that the hymn is a totemic 
charm against fever, and I shall presently compare it with a similar charm from 
the Atharva Veda. First I proceed with an etymological commentary on the hymn. 

Vs. I. Loses. 'hearth-gods,' 'ancestors.' I compare Ist Grk. a-Xaio-rwp 
'avenging spirit.' In connection with the appeal to the Lares to ward off sick- 
ness I note Soph. Trach. 1235 iE dXarTopov voa-ev, where sickness seems to be 
a visitation of the adXaTropes. It is fair to identify in the above appeal Lases 
with Mars and berber, the gods of disease, with the diseases. The Lares were 

'gibbering ghosts' (cf. Od. X 43): Lat. lascivus 'jolly' derives from 'noisy.' 
Grk. XdocKw 1 'shriek,' 'howl' is another congener, and so is Sk. qra-s, same 

meaning. The R]ast, the Vedic mythic stream between the lower world and 
the earth, and, in Mahabharata, the lower world, is perhaps also a congener, i.e. 

'ghost-river,' by which the gibbering ghosts sit. On the primitiveness of the 
Manes worship I shall speak below. 

In ve-luer (vs. 2) we may recognize a rhotacized lues + the pejorative ve-; 
cf. 0. Miiller, Praef. ad. Festum, p. 34, N. 3: "Belues (in a gloss ascribed to 

Verrius), egeslas quae solet conlingere per vastitatem, in his belizes scriptum 
puto pro velues, i.e. velues dicitum ut veiovis." The rhotacism is difficult, however, 
unless we assume an -es- stem, gen. *luer-is, working back to a nom. luer, cf. arbor 

arbos, gen. arbor-is. Ve-marmar would then be also a pejorative compound. 
Another possible reading for vs. 2 is ne Beluae rue (i.e. C for -erm) arma(?s) 

sin(i), sincurrere in pleores, where sincurrere is perhaps a gloss for rue, a reading 

actually founded on epigraphic variants in the text save beluae for veluae. Here 

if we connect arma(?s) with armenta 'herds,' and take it in proleptic agreement 
with pleores (?), we may translate: "Let there be no wild beasts to charge our 

cattle, to rush upon more (? of them)." In this vs. the locution sin{t) sincur- 

rere calls for explanation. It is syntactically comparable with daturum for datu 

esun ' to be (about) to give' (cf. Postgate in Cl. Rev. 5. 301, Brug. Gr. ii. ? 900). 

Comparable also is the Umbrian future (Biich. Umbr., p. 195). In sin-currere 

we have a congener of the Sk. preposition sam.2 

I have taken marmar (if that be the reading) in the sense of ' death.' It is 

comparable with Sk. mdrman ' mortal part of the body,' both are reduplicated 
forms of the root mar,3 kinship with mors ' death' is self-evident; kinship with 

Mars ' god of war and death' is also obvious. 
It will be objected that the early Italic function of Mars was ' god of spring.' 

Possibly. Correct etymologizing will perhaps unite these functions of this god 

1 Aor. Aa-K-e?V, Lat. lo-q-or, are made from the same root: on the relation of the -ke and -ske 

suffixes, cf. the author in ' Agglutination and Adaptation ' (Am. Jr. Phil. No. 60). 
2 This is preserved in Latin in other words, e.g. sin-gZl-tus 'sob': g?la 'throat' a congener 

of Sk. v'gr ' swallow.' 
Possibly sin-cerns means ' with the heart,' ' heartily,' whence ' sound,' ' sincere.' Or it may 

mean ' single-hearted.' 
3 I refer to my 'Agglutination and Adaptation' AJP, Nos. 60 and 6r, for an explanation of the 

vocalization. In umdrnian the reduplication shows the -r anid -az stems both. I note in advance 

of the article referred to that the variations of -r and -n in noun stems are exhibited also in vb. roots. 
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into one. I note that Mars had an Italic consort Nerio or Neriene. In Mars 
I believe we are to see a stem *nr-, whose grade need not concern us now. It is 

possible thus to identify "Ap-/s with Mars (*Nars); I)n(d)ra may be brought 
into this group and attached to a stem nr- 11I zr-t.1 The assumption that d in 

I)n(d)ra is a passing sound has already been made (cf. Jacobi in KZ. XXXI. 
p. 36 sq.). The source of i) I find in the adjective ind 'on-rushing.' Grass- 
mann remarks (W6rt. z. RV. s.v. ind): hiufig von Indra, selten von andern 
Gottern. From the frequent combination *ina ndra Lonrushing hero' was de- 

veloped ind i)ndra. Lat. Mairs is for *Nairs, i.e. nr-t-s, Gen. *nr-t-es. The 
Grk. voc.'Ap-es also shows the stem nr--. The change of *Nars to Mars was 
due to mors ' death.' 2 In the Sabine word Nero = 'fortis' we have a congener 
of *iNars, and obviously of Grk. av,p 'hero.' The three forms Marmar, 
Ma-mers3 |I Mavors are evidently reduplicated forms. I find in Ma-vors a 
conscious translation of ?mars into terms of -vir 'hero.' This reduplication is 
suggested in Greek by the group'Apes dpis (E 31). 

When we search for the root to which this group belongs, our proof becomes 
stronger. I find the root in Sk. nr- 11 n-t- ' dance.' I note the war dance of the 
American Indians. Our savage Aryan ancestors may well have had the same 
custom. At any rate Mars had his college of leaping priests. Indra has the 
standing epithets n.i-t, nftaman 'dancer.'4 In the Iliad only Ares and the 
weapons of war are characterized by the epithet OoOpos 'leaping' : 6OpCTKw. 

The fem. forms Nerio and Neriene call for some notice. Ner(i)ene can be 
very nearly identified with Indranz, the feminine counterpart of Indra, in regard 
of its formation, especially if we regard the (i) as having crept in from Nerio. 

I return to vs. 3 of the song: here I have taken Mars = mors, and limen 
I construe as a 'suffixless' locative, a formative type especially common with 
-an stems in Sk., but sparsely represented elsewhere. The correction to sali(s) 
is justified on palaeographic principles. The motive for the corruption may have 
been got from the Salian priests of Mars. In berber I see a reduplicated form to 
the dhzer (cf. Dunn, Cl. Rev. viii. p. 95), Grk. Opc6o-Kw 'leap '; Lat. ferio 'kick (?),' 
' strike' is also a congener. berber goes back to *fer-fer, and should have given 
*ferber, but berber was the result of a feeling for the reduplication. I connect 
also fe(r)bris ' fever.' I note that in A. V. 5. 22, to be presently cited, the fever is 
called mustiha 'fisticuffer.' The same personification obtains in our 'attack,' 
Ger. anschlzag, spoken of the onset of disease. In vs. 4 I define semunis by 
' enemies': it is the opposite of communis; cf. the doublets segrego 1| congrego, 
sevoco 1I convoco, etc. In alternei I see a form corresponding to Lat. qui, hi-c, 
etc., that is to say a ' locative,' and I divide advoca pit. I take pit to be a ' suffix- 
less' locative to the stem ped-, with a meaning like Umbrian peaum ' ditch,' Grk. 
7r'dov ' ground, earth,' Sk. padd- 'place,' ' locality': the form pit for ped is due 
to the fact that it had come to be attached in course of time to advoca as a sort 
of future termination. 

1 It is obvious that a gen. *nr-ds might be taken *nrr-ds, or *n-rds. 
2 I compare the Grk. plural tep-ovre ' men' in which there are elements of ppoTod (Sk. mnr-td) 

' mortal,' of a&vsp (Sk. nr-) ' man,' and avOpw-rroa 'human' from avSpo + ?'Foe (: 4u) ' possess. 

ing the nature of a man,' where transfer of aspiration is to be recognized. 
3 We must note the variants marmor and marmor from the last vs. of the song. 
4 Commonly explained as ' manliest.' 
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The hymn A. V. 5. 22 furnished the starting-point for the above interpretation 
of the Arval Song as a charm against disease. I now offer a translation of a few 
stanzas of this hymn. 

Stz. I. Agni, drive away the fever from here, 
Soma and Gravan, Varuna, be propitious; 
Vedi and Barhis, kindlings aflame, 
Let what is hateful be off yonder. 

Stz. 4. I drive it below 

By doing it honor -the fever: 
Let Cakambhara's assailant 
Go away to the Mahavrsas. 

Stz. 8. The Mahavrsas and Mujavants, 
Thy tribesmen, go and devour, 
We dedicate thee these, Fever, 
Or yon other lands. 

Stz. 9. An thou wilt not other lands, 
Be complaisant and treat us gently; 
Ay, the Fever is obliging, 
He will go to the Balhikas. 

Stz. II. Do not make friends of these, 
To wit, consumption, and cough, its fellow; 
From yonder come thou not back hither, 
This I implore thee, Fever. 

With Stz. II I compare vs. 2: " Let there be no evil famine, evil death to 
rush upon more of us." With Stz. 9 vs. 3: " Have thy fill, fierce death, take thy 
stand, Fever, at the threshold of the sea." Stz. 4 illustrates, as was seen just now, 
the interpretation I have assigned to berber. The point of vs. 4 "call our 
enemies to another land," or (?) " call upon thy enemies in another land," is found 
specially in Stz. I and passim in the stanzas cited from the Vedic hymn. 

For the two hymns community of origin is not to be proved ; such charms are 
well-nigh universal, but either charm, as representing a totemic period of culture, 
might root in the Aryan period, and have possibly had a common origin. 

EXCURSUS ON THE MANES WORSHIP. 

In connecting Lases with Grk. d)Xdc-rrwp (p. vi.), we were brought face to face 
with the question whether the Greeks worshipped their ancestors as the Romans 
did the MAanes, and the Hindus the Pilres. I answer that they did, and give a 
brief sketch of my argument to prove this. 

The Eleusinian mysteries seem to have been instituted for the cultivation of 
a belief in the immortality of the soul. One of the festivals, in honor of the 
resurrection goddess Persephone, was held in 'AvOecrlptrbv (February) and called 

cvarOeorptaL, and popularly interpreted as the 'feast of flowers.' [The offering 
of flowers and fruits was a part of the Italic and Hindu ritual in the worship of 
ancestors.] 
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In dvOeoTa7pta I see *avOe(p)-o'T4pta l which I compare with Lat. in-fer-iae 
[not *inderiae or *imbeyriae, because of association with the uncompounded (?) 
f/riae ' feast days'], and Sk. a-dzvar-d-s2 ' Soma offering.' [This I shall explain 
in another place as somewhat more closely connected with the rites to the 

Pitres.] 
In point of ritual practice details of the Vedic ritual correspond closely with 

Circe's directions to Odysseus how to secure an audience with the dead (K 518 
sq.). In the Vedic rites as given in Agv. Grh. Sutra 2. 5 the sacrifice consisted of 
boiled-rice, sesamum (barley), rice-milk, meal-pap with honey and curds, rum 
and boiled rice, made into lumps and sometimes put in pits. Water was also a 
sacrificial object for the Pitres. Odysseus was directed to make libations with 
seX,tKp7hrt (honey and milk), i854' orvy (sweet wine), and u&arL (water), over 
which he was to throw barley meal. HIe was also to dig a pit. 

In the rites of the Arval brothers (Henzen, Acta Fr. Arv., p. 26) wine and incense 
were employed in the service within the temple, and probably milk in the sacrifice 
on the turf (the pits ?). Honey-wine (nmulsum) seems also to have been used. 
A sacrifice of meal-pap was probably also made from jars (Henzen, I.c., p. 27). 
[These jars I explain to be images of the ancestors, and compare the sex-marked 

jars of the Vedic rite, Aqv. Grh. Su. 4. 5. 2.] 
A further point is the correspondence of time between the Eleusinian mysteries 

and one of the Roman festivals to the Manes; thus the dv8e(p)7r-pta were cele- 
brated in February, and the corresponding Latin rites were called Februa. [It is 
suggested that Februa is a decomposite for *in-fe(r)-brua.] 

A further coincidence in a name of the Hlindu, Greek, and Roman rites is to 
be noted. The Romans had a tradition (Ov. Fasti v. 421 sq.) that the month 
Muaius was sacred to the Manes, and Varro tells us (L. L. 6. 4. 34) that Mahius 
is from nmaioribus. One of the Manes festivals was called meaia. Among the 
Greeks two festivals were called ct-ydcAa, the Dionysia and the Eleusinia. The 
epibhet ue'ydX-q belongs also to the chthonic goddesses Demeter and Persephone, 
and Dionysus was a chthonic divinity too; now Adeyas is an etymological congener 
of reiaores and of MaJia. In the Hindu ritual a feast of the Pitres was cele- 

1 Etymologies to justify the loss of-p- in -(p)o-Tp- will be produced when this study is printed entire. 
2The Aryans perhaps had undergroutnd dwellings with a sort of trap door. (Note the 

subterranean dwellings of the Germans, Tac. Germ. XVI.) And perhaps in a-dhz,ard- we have 
a compound ' without doors,' a prehistoric conception of the grave as a 'bourne from which no 
traveller returns.' In the sense of what has been said above (p. vi. foot-note 4), we can connect 
FOR-es ' doors', with FEN-estra ' windows,' and likewise a-Gav-aTos ' the immortal dead,' with Lat. 
IN-FER-'ae 'rites to the immortals.' The Sk. root dhz,an was doubtless originally due to the 
same impulse as the English word 'slam'; it means (i) to cover up, (2) to make a noise; 
its doublet dvor- means 'injure,' 'entrap.' I compare the Eng. vb. 'to floor'; with dht7r is 
comparable Lat. furere 'rage.' I compare Furzae 'the furies,' with Sk. d/vartds 'daemoni- 
scher wesen,' andfur 'thief,' with dherta ' deceiver'; possibly 4)asp ' thief,' is for *Otop, patterned 
on 0Op 11 4up ' wild beast,' and prevailed because of association with qbp.ev in the phrase &yeLv Kai. 

0 petv, influenced doubtless also by r1Ak-Tqr1, OIAos 'cheat.' 
It is hard to separate ziferiae Sk. ad/vard, ' rites to the dead,' from infer-s, Sk. ddhara- 

'lower.' The -v- in adhvard is parasitic. Thus I explain the Sk. doutblet taks- 11 tvaks-: ks pro- 
duces anticipatory rounding, whence tv- for t-. In Lat. sex beside Gr. *rFe ' six' we have perhaps 
a similar affection. The syllable -no- is always spoken with rounding. Who will say that a 
Gen. 'dha-n-os' did not become dhvan-ds ? Thius the so-called 'velars' are to be explained: 
they are either compounds of guttural + w or they are gutturals + a parasitic w of anticipative 
rounding. 

ix 
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brated each month, called radd7aeltm, but more important were the astakas, 
feasts of the Pitres celebrated on the 8th day of four successive months, Novem- 

ber-February. The one of these that occurred in M5gha (January) was the 
most important, and might take the place of all the others. This Mga/za may 
well be connected with Sk. miah- ' great,' Grk. ue-yas, Lat. magsnus. The technical 
name of the deified grandfather was piIt-maha. I suggest that in Lat. Maius, 
Sk. Miigh-a, we have an Aryan month-name got from the festival to the Manes.' 

In my study of Vedic hymns bearing on the funeral rites, in order to fix the 

meaning of a-dhvar-d, the following etymology suggested itself: NEPT-unus = 

*(NE)'roT-Ldt,iv =Sk. apadm NAPX'AT 'son of the waters,' a personification of 

Agni in the form of lightning, as has been supposed. 
In R. V. x. 15 3b zdpataiam is used alone, without apatm, according to my in- 

terpretation.2 At ii. 35. 14e dpttSi-e is certainly used as short for (aepm) zndpre, 
where epaptn is suggested by the connection. In the Vedas, however, the per- 
sonification cannot be said to have differentiated into an independent deity. 
Note however the legend of Agni hiding in the waters. 

For the change from *Ne7ror-tdiov to Ilort6Idov I suggest two reasons. I?, 

shortening by haplolalia in an oath formula *Nb Ne7roT3Saova; 20, In Greek the 

personification of apSlm ndpaSt had become complete, and had passed from the 

stage of 'son of the waters' to that of ' lord (7r6-rt-) of the waters.' lhe very 
ending -tsdwv is found in Vedic. At R. V. 3. 29. 3d Agni is called i.drya,z puti-di. 
'son of i.d.' 3 I suggest also the division of ATeplutzus into Nepot unus. In -iznus 
I see a gen. sg. - Sk. udnzds ' of water.' Thus in JVep/-nus we have a translation 
of aam; nIdpit.4 

With Neptune and Poseidon the Greeks and Romans associated the horse. 
In R. V. ii. 35. 6a, the hymn devoted to ap mam ndp3t we have dpvasya dira jdnim?z 

asyd ca svar.- 'the birth of the horse is in him, and his is light,' where dira as 
well as asyd (Ludwig after Sayana) is a pronominal form referring to apamM 

.dpat. 

I see in Manes a by-form of dtagfn-s and compare ex-a(g)zen.: aginen. In exzmee the 

specialization of meaning allows this phonetic treatment. In agnmen relation to ago was felt. 
So in dzg,zus relation with dec-us, in vozgnus relation with Iozagis, whereas the isolated Manes 
shows the regular phonetic treatment. But Latin shows a trace of this association in the constant 
application of msg'na (Aen. iv. 654) and mzaior (ib. ii. 773, Ov. Fast. ii. 503) to the shades 
(ima,,go) of the dead. Thtus/Jiznu; ' hay,' is to be connected with Grk. Oa-y?v 'eat,' from 

*fe-jnu;n, and Jenus ' ilterest,' with Sk. v/biaj ' share,' from *leo-nos. Back of both forms 
lies *fags-no. The palatalisation of the vowel is precisely comparable with the change in 
d,,numn: dec-us. Note that finuzs and fPnunz are isolated words. 

I add to this group Aayv6s 'salacious'; leno 'pander,' to a V/ag ' lie' (for a cf. infra, p. xi.). 
2 This interpretation I find mentioned also in Luddwig's R. V. v. 420. 
3 The lingual d is not original, but the result of association with the Vi/d 'worship,' i.d2 

'praise.' I connect this id-a with the V,idh- 11 id- ' burn,' and define by (?) 'kindlings'; ida was 
a sacrificial food of ghee. It is doubtless in gradation with Hom. eiap ' food,' used possibly first 
of a liquid food, and so perhaps associated, as its inflection hints, with 5op 'water.' 

Johansson in I. F. iv. p. 144 attempts to give to ntei,t the definition ' water' in the Aryan 
period, and suggests that Sk. adbhyds, dat. to -(i-, ' water' comes from *nbdbhiyds. His semnantic 

is inconclusive, for the associations with water all derive in connection with the 'god of the 
waters,' as here demonstrated. The regutlar form *abbhyds was liable to confusion with ,b/zyds 
dat. fern., to the demonstrative. I suggest that in adibhyds we see a contamination from ad- 
' water.' Thus ud3 (Ins. sg. R. V. v. 4I. 14d, cf. afi, ib. viii. 4. 3a) and aids (ib. v. 4I. x4b), 
enable us to infer an *udbihyds as the analogical source of ad/bzyis. 
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For the various interpretations of this legend (Ludwig R. V. iv. p. 182) I 

suggest a much simpler one. According to the now received theories, the Aryans 
had a stem ekwe 'horse,' and a stem aqa 'water.' In my 'Agglutination and 

Adaptation' (AJP, No. 60) I recur to the theory of the primordial a sound 

(which I designate by a instead of ax) for the earliest period. In Class. Rev. 
vii. p. 60, I suggested that for qo-, the relative stem, we ought to write kvo, a 
compound demonstrative from ke- + ve-. I have stated above (p. ix. n. 2) that 
in my belief the so-called velars are nothing but ordinary gutturals affected 
by anticipative rounding. 

There are absolutely no unimpeachable examples to prove a difference between 
the treatment of the so-called velars q, etc., and palatals + a labial spirant kw, etc.1 
But waiving this last point, we see the Aryans possessed of a stem aqa 'water,' 
and a stem akwa 'horse.' The lightning (apam ndpat) as the bringer of the 
rain, a common feature of Vedic descriptions, created the 'water' (aqa), and 
' water' was confused with' horse' (akwa) --a sort of primitive pun. As a matter 
of fact I believe that both nouns are derived from a primitive akw - ' swift,' applied 
indifferently to the scudding clouds, or the running brook (cf. ' run' = stream in 
Bull Run), or the fleet steed. 

Remarks on the paper were made by Professor Minton Warren. 

2. Omission as a Means of Phonetic Representation, by Charles 
P. G. Scott. 

In a liberal view of the meaning of the word, Omission plays in the fonetic 
representation of English a very extensiv part indeed. For example, there is an 

f herd in rough and tough, there ar two f's herd in philosophy and phosphorus, 
but there is no f seen, and it is merely by a convenient fiction that we saygh 
(dzht etsh) or ph (pi 8tsh) represents f But the fiction is convenient, and it 
has a basis of fact. The gh, the ph, had a right to exist in these words, once, and 
they ment what they then said. Now they " preserv history; " which is a great 
thing. The Italians and the Spaniards hav no ph, and spelfilosofia, fosforo, and 
the like; but what is the condition of Italy and Spain to-day? 

For an other example, take the various "glides," "slurs," "vanishes," which 
may be herd, by a fine ear, between, or before, or after sounds having their 
proper representations, but which hav no sign to indicate their existence. There 
is a vanish to i (ti, iy) in marine, seen, etc., to e (ei, ei) in vale, vail, veil, etc., 
to o (oU, ou), in so, sole, soul, etc., to f (-W, uw), in rue, yew, you, etc.; there is 
something in initial s or f that is not present in final s or f, and so on; but these 
accompaniments ar not represented in ordinary notation, partly because they ar 
fleeting, evasiv and variable, and partly because, altho they do not "go without 
saying," they may very wel go without spelling. They may be left to the esoteric 
minutiosity of fonetic precisians. In ordinary spelling, Omission is good enuf 
for them. 

In the words and forms I shal cite the Omission has to do with essential ele- 
ments, sounds which ar a part of the framework of words and ar such as he who 
runs may hear. 

1 I defer for the present the demonstration of this point in full, involving a discussion of 
Sk. dva : ZTrwroS and O.Bulg. zvri : >irjp ' wild beast.' 

xi 
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i. Burgh. In this Scottish form and its compounds, Dryburgh, Edinburgh, 
7edburgh, and other place-names, a vowel is herd for which no representativ 
appears. The word is pronounced bir'o, and is often indeed speld -boro, with 
or without the petty apostrofe at the end. We can not say that the final vowel 
is represented by gh. We must draw the line somewhere. 

Historically the case is clear. In the A.S. burh, by reason of the trild r and 
the palatal h, a vowel was often herd, and therefore often written, between the 
r and the h--burZuh. In the inflected forms this vowel appears as i, and works 
mutation of u to y - genitiv, dativ, and accusativ byrig, whence the modern form 
Bury, and -bury (-berli) in place-names. The nominativ form burh, in the 
expanded form buruh, went thru its own changes, and emerged as the modern 
borough (biuro), in composition -borough, -boro', -boro, -bro. The form burh 

emerged in Scottish as burghz, where the gh was and should be pronounced as 
a guttural. This form has prevaild in the spelling, however, even where the form 

pronounced is the disyllable borough, boro. The result is, on the face of it, that 
a vowel is pronounced without a sign to indicate it. 

The case is parallel on one side to the case of alarm, which by reason of the 
former vigor of the r, got to be pronounced with an evoked vowel, alarum or 
alarom; which alarum is now partly differenced from its original. So the Irish- 
man pronounces arm 'arum' or 'arrum,' as the Old High German cald it aram; 
and Hosea Biglow talks of the ' ellum,' and Mrs. Cluppins of' spazzums.' 

2. Eighth. The word ezihth is pronounced etth-- the vowel e or the difthong 
ei followd by /, and that followd by th. But the written word, tho containing 
a now silent guttural, has no character to represent the /; for the t there seen 
obviously belongs to the th. The t sounded is left unrepresented. Historically 
as well as fonetically the word ought to be speld eightth (eight + -th), repre- 
senting M.E. eightethe, etc., A.S. eahtota. 

3. One. This word is pronounced wun, with an initial w sound. But where 
is the character to represent it? Like the Spanish fleet, it can not be seen; and 
for the same reason- it is not in sight. The w arose from labializing the former 
initial vowel o- one, pronounced on (as it stil is in alone, atone and only), then 
won, then wfin or wun, then wun. One thus labialized, was formerly often speld 
honestly with a w. Wone is common in i6th century print, and won appears 
much erlier. 

In eschewing al maner doublenesse, 
To make too joys insted of won grevance. 

a 1400 CHAUCER [?] Ms. Cantab. Ff. i. 6. f. 104. (H. p. 937.) 
For won gose and for 2 pyggs xviiid. 

1460 Account of the expence of he entertainment given by thefirst 
mayor of Rochester (in Antiq. Repertory, I8o8, iii. 147). 

Ther was never a freake wone foot wolde fle. 
a 1550 Hunting ofthe Cheviot. (Child, Ballads, VII. 38.) 

Wan. One. Still in use. 1847 HALLIWELL. 
He was now yelling after Mrs. Harmon, to know if she was not satisfied 

with wan gutther-snoipe that she must go and pick up another. 
1887 HOWELLS, 7he Minister's Charge, p. 338. 

Now, passon, do 'e know of wzan? 1894 BLACKMORE, Perlycross, p. 315. 

4. Once. The fonetic history of once follows that of one. It was in Middle 

English ones o'nes and became wo'nes, w6ns, wfins, wuns, wuins. I find it speld 
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wonus in the I6th century, and it often appears in modern dialect notation as 

wonce, wunce, wance, wonst, wanst. 

Ther stode wonus a coke on Seynt Pale stepull toppe. 
a I550 in Reliq. Antiq. i. 82 (H. p. 816). 

Wonst. Once; on purpose. Lanc. 1847 HALLIWELL. 
Wance. Once. Devon. 1847 HALLIWELL. 
"You be to coom .to wance; " her vowel sounds were of the purest Devon- 

shire air, winged by many a quill, but never summed in pen by any. 
1894 BLACKMORE, Perlycross, p. 276. 

There ar three terminations, involving three large classes of words, in which 
a vowel is herd without representation. I mean the terminations -le equivalent 
to -el, -re equivalent to -er, and 's equivalent to -es. 

5. -le. In -le as occurring after a consonant, in -cle, -kle, -gle, -pie, -ble, -tle, 
-dle, -sle, -zle, there is herd before the I an obscure vowel. This vowel is histori- 

cally, in most cases, an obscured e or i or o or u, the termination being formerly, 
in erly modern Eng., in M.E., or in A.S., -el, -il, -ol, -ul. The vowel as now 
herd has been identified with the natural "glide" between a consonant and 1, 
or with the initial murmur of i, and most foneticians content themselves with 

ignoring the vowel, and calling the merged sounds " syllabic /," which they write 
, or I or I or 'i. Of these, the last is the best notation, because it shows most 

clearly the fact that there is a vowel omitted before 1. In rattle (roet'l, rsett'l), ripple 
(rip'l, rip'l), etc., there is a syllabic i; in rattling (r0et'ling), rippling (rip'ling), 
etc. there is no syllabic l, tho we may make one-rzet"l-ing, rip'l-ing. Compare 
ablely (e'b'l-li, e'b'l-i), now ably (e'bli). Historically the vowel is usually e- 
rattle, A.S. hreltel- (wyrt); apple, A.S. acppel; cattle, M.E. catel, etc. The e is 
retaind in some uses of certain words while dropt in others; mantel = mantle, 
battel = battle; compare mettle = metal. After m and n, -el prevails; trarmmel, 
channel, etc. 

6. -re. The case of -re for -er is similar to that of -le for -el. In the mouths 
of those who pronounce the r, namely, northern Americans, Scotch, Irish, and 
northern Englishmen, there is a vowel followd by r. In the mouths of southern 
Englishmen, as Sweet and Murray teach us, there is a vowel, with no r following. 
Centre, for example, is pronounced by most English-speaking persons senttar, but 

by London Englishmen it is pronounced sen'ta or sen'ta. 
Now in centre pronounced senttar there ar two vowels pronounced. One of 

them is not represented. The final e is not the second pronounced e. It is not 
" transposed," but is silent, ded- as ded as the e in have or gone. The history 
of centre is this: The Greek Kdv-rpo-v became the Latin cen-tru-m, this the Ital- 
ian cen-tro, Old French cen-tre, pronounced as written, with the developt s for 
c and the obscured final e- sentre. The Old French centre became the Middle 
English centre, pronounced and written the same. Later, with the general loss 
of obscure final e, centre became fonetically sen'tr-, and this developt a new 
obscure e, between the t and r. It was then speld center, the old final e being 
omitted. And so it was with number, chamber, eager, tiger and other words from 
Latin, and with timber and other words from Anglo-Saxon. Centre, then, consists 
as so speld of six letters, of which one, final e, or, in South British pronunciation, 
two, r and e, ar totally silent. The second vowel herd is not represented at all. 
In center so speld, all the sounds ar represented. Center is thus both fonetic- 
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ally and historically the correct spelling. Centre in present spelling arose out of 
a blunder and is defended through ignorance. 

7. -'s. The most common genitiv or possessiv suffix in A.S. was-es. This 
remaind in M.E. as -es (identical then in form with the plural suffix -es), pro- 
nounced -es or in certain positions -ez-a pronunciation sometimes acknowledged 
in spelling, as armez for armes (ar'mez) later arm's (armz). In modern English 
the suffix is after most consonants reduced to -s, pronounced s or z according to 
the preceding consonant-sship's (ships), kid's (kidz), etc. This -s was written 
simply -s until about the year I680, when the custom of indicating the omitted 
vowel, or rather of marking off the case-ending, by an apostrofe, became com- 
mon, and the possessiv ships was written ship's, kids kid's, zmans man's, etc. 

When the nominativ ended in a sibilant, -s (-s, -ss, -se, -ce, -x), -z (-z, -zz, -s, 
-se), -sh (-s/, -ch, -cke), -zh (-ge), -tsh (-tch, -ch), -dzh (-dge, -ge), the e before 
the final sibilant of the possessiv did not fall out, so that the possessiv- and the 
plural forms remaind alike in -es-lasses, lances, bushes, witches, churches, judges, 
foxes, etc. 

Here was the opportunity of the wooden Walkers and Lindley Murrays of that 

age. Finding the apostrofe used in possessiv forms where there was an actual 
omission of a once existing vowel, as in man's, bird's, etc., they began to use the 

apostrofe in all possessivs, as a " sign." The apostrofe was thus used in possessivs 
like horses, lances, judges, which wer written horse's, lance's, judge's, as if they wer 
formed from horse + 's, etc., whereas they represent M.E. hors-es (A.S. hors-es), 
launc-es, jug-es, with the full genitiv suffix -es. The e in hor-s-e is not identical 
historically with the e in hors-es. They ar of different origin; and moreover one 
is ded (nay, it never existed !- A.S. hors) and the other stil livs. 

The forms horse's, lance's, judge's, etc., ar irrational in that the apostrofe 
indicates an omission which has not taken place either in speech or in writing; 
but the apostrofe may do as a "sign." 

But the wooden regularists went further. They not only used the apostrofe 
where a vowel had been omitted in pronunciation a century and more ago, and 
where the vowel was not omitted either in pronunciation or writing, but they 
actually thrust out of the writing the vowel then and stil pronounced and gave 
the apostrofe a new office - that of representing, not a vowel omitted, but a 
vowel utterd. After -s, -ss, -sh, -chi, -x, the termination -es was reduced to 's, 
and they wrote, and so we now all write, lass's, bush's, vitclh's, church's, fox's, etc. 
The plural form has not been sofisticated, and we write lasses, bushes, witches, 
churches, foxes, etc., with exactly the same pronunciation as the possessiv. In 
lass's we have three esses (or, as we see it written, s's), pronounced as s+e+z. 
In s's we hav two esses, pronounced as e+ s+ e+ z. 

Examples of the apostrofed possessiv do not become common before I680. 
The older notation without the apostrofe has never wholly ceast. Sir Frederick 
Madden in his fine edition of Layamon (1847), and the Rev. Oswald Cockayne in 
his Saxon Leechdoms (I86I), reject the apostrofe. 

The following examples illustrate the two notations. 

And with thy blessings steele my Lances point. 
I623 SHAKESPEARE, Rich. II, i. 3. 74 (F1 p. 26). 

A Witches Prayer. I695 CONGREVE, Lovefor Love, iv. 21 (1710, i. 460). 
Their Ancestress's Arms. 1799 YORKE, Royal Tribes of WVales, p. 50. 
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The Albatross's blood. 1798 COLERIDGE, Anc. Mariner, 1. 513. 
The Marquis's man. 1855 THACKERAY, The Aewcomes, ii. 9 (i868, p. Io6). 
MIcNish's "Anatomy of Drunkenness " was published there, 1855; and 

MA' Cosh's "Typical Forms of Creation," in I856. 
186i BOWDITCH, Suffolk Surnames. 

Ill now my weary limbs repose 
Beneath this bush's friendly shade. I864 Sir Guy de Guy, p. Io. 

But in the dark unknown 
Perfect their circles seem, 
Even as a bridge's arch of stone 
As rounded in the stream. 

I874 LONGFELLOW, Charles Sumner. 

'Independence of thought of his own'- as if it could have been some- 
body else's. 1894 Academy, Aug. 4, p. 8I. 

The next two cases ar of common vowel letters. 

8. i. What we ar pleased to call "long i" is a difthong, pronounced nor- 

mally ai (with dialectal variants sei, ai, oi, etc.) and composed of a, long or short, 
followed by i short (' ee' short, not 'i' short). The name of the letter in Latin 
and in A.S. was i, pronounced t. We call it ai. What our forefathers cald Is 
and speld, like honest men, just as they pronounced it, is, we now spel ice and 

pronounce ais. They pronounced and wrote wi'd; we write wide and pronounce 
waid. So the A.S. side is now side, said; pin is pine, pain; niht is night, nait; 
liht is liglht, lait; and so on. So Latin fzintus, Eng.finite, fainait; Latin milia, 
A.S. mil, E. mile, mail, etc. 

The following shows the original and the present spoken forms of these 
words: 

i (the letter) is w id s tde p in n ht f in ttus 
ai ais waid said.. pain nai..t fainait.... 

9. u. This letter, cald in Latin u (oo) as it is spelt, is now cald in English 
yu (yoo). In words from the Latin thru French, or directly, long u is pro- 
nounced in most positions yft, or it, ia. The Latin zsus is in English use, pro- 
nounced yfis; uniu(n-) is union yn'yuin; f2nmus is fume fifm; musa is muse 
miiz; cumulus is cumulus cil'miulus; computare is compute, compiftt, etc. Here 
is a consonrant, y, or a consonantized vowel, i, left wholly unrepresented. 

f (the letter) f us fin i (n-) f i m u s m s a 
ya yds .... yfn yun fifim .... mi z .. 

When an I or an r precedes the u, the interpolated i is stil supposed to be 
pronounced, tho teeming millions drop it or hav never used it. People ar sup- 
posed to pronounce lucid liftsid, lunar lit'nar (or liftna), rule riAl, rumor rf'mor 
(or ra'ma), but most say just li'nar, ril, rf'mor, etc. I know of no reason why 
this natural reversion to the old and stable pronunciation of u in such positions 
should be opposed. Indeed, most dictionaries now admit fi after r -rtl, etc. 
And so where the u = iu> u is not in the Latin: lieu-tlenant liu-ten'ant, lu-ten'- 
ant; new nia, now often ni. Most persons within my observation pronounce 
newspaper nfz'ppepr, or nis'ppper, tho all agree that we ought to say niz'ppeper; 
and Newz York, outside of dictionaries and other fairy-books, is commonly ni york. 
One hears even nf yok. 
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In the independent spelling of the 16th century the English pronunciation of 
use and other words was sometimes plainly confest. I find for use the spellings 
youse and yowse, more than once. 

Money receyvede to the youse of the churche. 
1562 Churchwardens' accounts of the town of Ludlow (Camden 

Soc. 1869), p. 112. 
He and his wyffe did knolege yt for my yowse. 

c I560 Account quoted in Hall, Society in the Elizabethan 
Age (1887), p. 57. 

I hear ye ar very well youssed and no bringer up ye have. 
I570 LADY HUNGERFORD, Letter to the Duchess of Feria, quoted in 

Hall, Society in the Elizabethan Age (1887), p. 249. 

The fonetic instinct asserts itself in all ages. Mr. Sweet, a man of "this 
so-cald nineteenth century," spels use without mitigation or remorse 'juws,' and 

usefully 'juwsfli.' 

juws sb. gebrauch, nutzen. juws)i adj. niitzlich. 
1885 SWEET, Handbuch des gesprochenen Englisch, p. 49. 

In eu or ew, pronounced yf, the consonant y is represented by the e (e > i > 
i> , > y), as in ewe, ewer, etc. Sometimes the y is put on visibly. Yew was 
erlier ew, and beside the surname Ewell I find Yewell. 

In one instance I find the digraf ou, properly t, used as equivalent to it. 
The name of Samuel Houston and of the city in Texas named after him, and of 
other towns of the same name, is commonly pronounced hifs'tl.n; but Houston 
street in New York is pronounced haus'tun. The original pronunciation must 
hav been hts'tun. 

Io. OU. The digraf ou in out, bound, etc., contains an unrepresented sound. 
This ou is pronounced au (with variants weu, eu, au), but the o does not really 
represent the first sound a. The digraf ou was introduced into English from Old 
French to represent the simple sound ft (oo); it is composed of the letter o, then 
common in the value t (as it is in mod. E. do, move, etc.) and the letter u, 
the historical representativ of the same sound. ou retains its former value, 
by the preservativ influence of w, in wound (wtnd) (which is also pronounced 
waund, by conformity to the changed pronunciation of found, round, etc., 
formerly ffnd, rfnd, etc.); and has that value in words recently taken from 
the French -group, soup, troupe, etc. So that out (aut) is really a + ou (= u) + t; 
bound (baund) b + a + ou (= u) + n + d. Compare aoudad (a'-u-dad or a-fi- 

dad). The vowel a is not represented at all, tho it is common and convenient to 
treat the o as standing for the first element of the difthong, as if it wer 6, which 
seems very like a (a) (compare papa, in books pronounced pa-pa., in actual 

speech now commonly pA'pa, in dialect stories often written poppa, popper). 
The non-appearance of the a in the written digraf is tacitly admitted in the 
Yankee dialect spellings haouse, haow, naow, taown, etc., representing hoeus, 
haeu, noeu, taeun, for the regular haus, hau, nau, taun. See Holmes (One-Hoss 
Shay), Lowell (Biglow Papers), Mrs. Stowe, etc. 

I . a. I might mention an other class of words in which an i or y interpolated 
in speech is not recognized in spelling, but the use is now dialectal or obsolete. 
I mean the words in which c or k before the sound a (written a) or ai (written i) 
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is followd by the consonant y, that is, palatalized; as in car (pron. ciar kyar 
kya ), card (ciard kyard kyad), kind (ciaind, kyaind). This manner of pronun- 
ciation is not now recognized in standard English. 

I2. ch. In the difone written ch and pronounced tsh, there is a t herd, but 
not written. It is written in the other spelling tch, which is the regular medial 
and final spelling of the difone in question. We write pitch, witch, catch, watch, 
fetch, vetch, etc., where in Middle English we find picche, wicche, cacche, wacche, 
fecche, vecche, etc.; an original t + sh appears in wet-shod, dialectal watshod, speld 
watched, watcherd in Halliwell. The t is a genuin fonetic improvement, and 

ought not to be thrust out in reformd spelling purporting to be based on fo- 
netic principles. It is no improvement to spell pitch 'pich,' catch 'cach,' etc. 
The t is all right; it is the ch which calls for reform. Why not pitsh ? 

Many words, however, both of Anglo-Saxon and of French provenience, faild 
to receiv the fonetic insert t, and we hav, with initial ch, chick, chill, etc., chair, 
chance, charm, etc., with medial ch, bachelor, achieve, sachel, etc., with final ch, 
each, much, such, which, bench, winch, etc., rich, search, touch, etc. These ar 
the words defectivly speld, without their existent but unrecognized t. Yet many 
of these words with medial or final ch wer in the I6th and I7th centuries often 

speld with their t, in good honest fashion -batcheler (I617), atchieve (as late as 

I765), coatche (1578), dzitchy, lurtcher (I530), outch (1582 Mulcaster), croutch 

(1582 id.), slowtch (1582 id.), partch (I577), ritch (1596), satchel (a spelling 
stil in use), mutch, sutch (we often see sitch for sich), sertche (1530 Palsgrave), 
tutch (1577), etc. So in surnames we hav Bachelor and Batchelor, Rich and 
Ritch, Richey and Ritchie, Prichard and Pritchard, Michell and Mitchell, and 
in local names LichJield and Litchfield. The name of the 8th letter is written 
either ache or aitch. 

Initial tch and tsh, tsch ar becoming wel known in English and German tran- 
scriptions of Russian and Oriental words. But initial tch is found in English 
words also. The word chair is speld tcheir in Lyndesay's Thrie Estaits (I602, 
1. I953), and the word tchick, verb and noun, imitativ of a clicking or clucking 
sound, is found in Sir Walter Scott (Quentin Durward, ch. 14) and in Harper's 
flagazine, vol. 76, p. 32. Howells uses this tchick without a vowel to its back 
"tchk, tchk, tchk ! " (1887 The Minister's Charge, p. 355). 

I3. j or g(e). Parallel to tsh is the sonant form dzh. The component d 
is acknowledged in the common spelling dg(e), as in badge, edge, judge, lodge, 
knowledge, dudgeon, badger, ledger, etc., in which the d is a true fonetic 
insert, the Middle English forms being bage or bagge, egge, juge, logge, know- 
lege or knowleche, dogeon, etc. But the d is not always inserted. It never 
appears initially except in some Oriental words of recent introduction. The usual 
initial spelling of dzh isj or g, as in jet, gem, etc. The medial and final spelling 
is either -dg(e) as above, or -g(e), as in page, rage, allege, cabbage, dam age, savage, 
pigeon, hinge, etc. But in these words, the component d was often recognized in 
the i6th, 17th, and x8th centuries, as in alledge (I530), cabbadge and cabbidge, 
chardge (1538), damadge, priviledge, savadge, pidgeon, hindge, etc. We stil see 
widgeon beside wigeon, Babbadge beside Babbage, Talmadge beside Talmnage, 
etc., and porridge has driven out the erlier porrage. In journal, journey, etc., 
as compared with their Latin source diurnus, it appears that j represents the 
Latin i, and that the d pronounced is unrepresented. In joke, judge, etc,, 
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thej in English represents only the Latin i (=y), which took on an initial d by 
analogy with words having original di; thus, i > (d)i = di, > di > dy > dzh = j. 

I4. t. The Latin / before i appears now in German with a following s pro- 
nounced but not written: L. natio(n-) (na-ti-onl), G. nation (na-tsi-on'). In 
Swedish the / is followd in pronunciation by sh: nation (na-tshon'). In French 
the t is pronounced s: and so in English, with the further change of si to si and 
sh: O.F. nation, nacion, M.E. nation, nacion, nacioun (na-si-fn'), mod. E. nation 
(na&si-un, nvesliun, now ne'shun). 

15. oi. The spelling choir, pronounced cwair, according to Sweet cwaia, is 
merely a disguise of the true form quire, imitating modern French chcur. Gold- 
smith rimes choir with Loire. We hav in English several words from the French 
ending in -oir, which we pronounce " like the French "- or at least in a non- 
English fashion, which with many is the same thing - memoir pronounced memt- 
wor, reservoir pronounced rez-er-vw3or, or rz-er-vwor, abbatoir pronounced 
aeb'-a-tworf, moire pronounced mwor, etc., with variations. The French oi is 
renderd wa or wo or wo. The w is represented by the o (compare Portuguese 
lingoa for Latin lingua). The i represents a, as in vin (veh, vaen) it represents 
e or ae. The French pronunciation w6 for oi or oy is recognized in the late i6th 
century spelling bwoy (I600 Hakluyt), buoy (I605 Shakespeare), for erlier boy 
(I530), boye (1466), from O.F. boye. There ar really 3 forms of this word: (I) 
the original boy (boi), universal among sailors; (2) the later bwoy, now buoy, 
properly pronounced bwoi; (3) a doutful form, of unestablisht spelling, pro- 
nounced ba'i, represented perhaps by the obsolete spellings boe, bouye, buye, 
buie, depending rather upon the D. boei (pronounced b'i) than upon the French. 

The paper ended with several reflections and morals, to which it is here 
necessary to apply the principle of Omission. 

Remarks were made by Professors Lodge and March, by Mr. 

Ingraham, and by the author. 

3. The Athenian Polemarch, by Dr. Guy V. Thompson, of Yale 

University. 

Bruno Keil (Die solonische Verfassung, 1892, S. 114, Anm. I) proposes to fill 
the lacuna before eXdrrTTo ('AOrlvaiwv 7roXtela 4. 2) with the words CK\Xpovv, 
TrAl I/V, so as to remove the inconsistency between this sentence and KX\OpovoOat 
U5 Kai rarv6T? Kal ras ,tXXas acpXCd in 4. 3. Replying to the objection that the 

generals were never chosen by lot, he says that while this is true for the time after 
Kleisthenes, it is not true for the time before him, the reasons being that the 

polemarch led the army as late as 490 B.c.; not until 501/0 were ten generals 
chosen, one from each phyle; the development of the orparryila does not there- 
fore begin until 501/0; consequently the generals and hipparchs must have been 
" untere Beamte " at so early a time as that of Drakon. 

Against Keil's view two points may be stated: first, the polemarch did not 
"lead the army" in 490, in the sense intended by Keil; secondly, there are indi- 
cations of the development of the -rpart17ya before the time of Kleisthenes. 
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I. The part which the polemarch had in the battle of Marathon - for this is 
what Keil alludes to - is set forth in Herod. VI. o09 ff. The polemarch was not 
in command of a phyle on the field of battle (Stein ad loc.). He did not have 
chief command, for in sections IIo- I it is distinctly stated that Miltiades was 

general-in-chief. The position of the polemarch in the battle of Marathon was 

purely honorary. It was the survival of a real power, which we know from 'AO. 
7roX. 3. 2 he once possessed. To be sure, 'A0. 7roX. 22. 2 contains the statement 
T7S 8R dardo7s arTpartas r'yeJu&v tv 6b roX/,uapxos in a description of the Kleisthe-. 
nean constitution. But the power of the polemarch in 500 B.c. may reasonably be 
assumed to have been the same as in 490 B.c. What it was in 490 should be clear 
from Herod. VI. I09 ff., discussed above. Aristotle drew his account of the reforms 
of Kleisthenes from Herodotos (Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen. I. 29-38), 
and 'A0. 7roX. 22. 2 should be interpreted in the light of Herod. VI. Io9 ff. 

II. At least three instances are known of Athenian arpar^qyot having chief 
command before the time of Kleisthenes. First, Phrynon was general and chief 
in command in the expedition from Athens which captured Sigeion 6Io B.C. 

Strabo XIII. 38, p. 599, 7rXev5oas i r rb v 4ptvwvria arpacrry7vP, KrX. The same 
story is told by Polyainos orp. I. 25, Diog. Laert. I. 74, Suidas s.v. IIHTTaK6S, all 
no doubt coming from Strabo's source, which seems to have been Demetrios of 
Skepsis through Apollodoros (Niese, Rh. Mus. 32, 267-307; Christ, Gr. Littera- 
turges. 456). Not much reliance, however, is to be placed on the accuracy of the 
use of the word aopar7rly6s in these accounts. The second instance is that of 
Alkmaion, in the first sacred war, which was ended in 590 B.C. by the victory of 
the Amphiktyons over Krisa. Plutarch, Solon, I i,'AXK/Aatwv, ov Z6Xwv, 'AGO?vawcv 
a-rpaTr'qy6s dcvayypairrat. This statement rests ultimately, as we may fairly 
assume from dcvay^ypa7rrat, upon the authority of an official record. The third 
instance is that of Peisistratos, who, as general of the Athenians, took Nisaia, the 
port of Megara, in 570 B.C. Herod. I. 59-64, where 7a-parL7-7y is not decisive; 
'AO. 7roX. 22. 16, IletalorTparos 8Jl7aYWioybs KCLI orrparlyb ( v. Cf. 17. 8. 

These instances indicate that the decline of the military power of the pole- 
march began as early as the end of the seventh century. Two other considera- 
tions support this view: first, judicial duties became attached to the office of 
polemarch before the time of Drakon ('Ad. TroX. 3. 5). This being the case the 
polemarchs became more and more confined to the city, and if they still retained 
the chief control in war, it was in an advisory capacity only, unless the field of 
battle were near at hand, as in 490. Further, when the Athenians began to send 
out commercial and colonizing expeditions, as they did in 6Io and again in 560, 
the generals must have become the actual commanders and have assumed most 
if not all of the military power of the polemarch. Secondly, Solon provided that 
the nine archons should be chosen by lot out of forty men selected from the 
phylae, ten from each, instead of being elected by all the citizens, as under the 
constitution of Drakon. Under this system the polemarch was frequently a man 
of little or no experience as a leader in war, and the practical management of 
wars must have fallen to the generals. 

The question when the polemarch lost his actual command cannot be answered. 
But we know from 'A0. 7roX. 3 that when the office was created he was what his 
name indicates, the leader in war. The office was created before the seventh 
century B.C. We have seen that he did not have chief command of the army in 
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501/0 and not always before, even as far back as 61o, when his power was already 
yielding to that of the arpar7-y6b. It seems probable then that the development 
of the orpar-qTla began by the end of the seventh century, and that the generals 
of Drakon's time are not to be classed, as by Keil, among the " untere Beamte." 

Remarks were made by Professors Elwell and Seymour, and by 
the author. 

4. On the inscriptional Hymn to Apollo, recently discovered at 

Delphi, by Professor F. D. Allen of Harvard University. 

The condition and contents of this inscription, published by Weil and Reinach 
in the Bulletin de Co-respondance Helleniqze, 17, p. 569, were briefly described. 
The composition is in continuous paeons (_ , _), without traces of strophic 
arrangement. This, and the other lyric fragments found at Delphi, confirm what 
we learned from Isyllus's paean, that lyric poetry was written by the ancients like 

prose, no attempt being made to represent to the eye its phrases or rhythmical 
divisions. The date of the hymn is after 279 B.C., but cannot be exactly fixed. 

A curious feature of the text is that in those syllables which are divided between 
two notes of the music the vowel is written double: TptTrwLotos. Even short 
vowels: AeeX0q5lov. The diphthongs are treated in two ways. In the case of 
et, oL, and ov the whole diphthong is repeated (avTvreteFov, ' eotoFos, pt/3pdjoUvov). 
But ev is doubled as eov, av as aov (raovpwv), and at either as aet or atet. This 
has its bearing on pronunciation. The latter method is clearly an attempt to dis- 
tribute the two elements of the diphthong between the two notes, et representing 
merely a long i-sound and ov a long u-sound. In the case of etet, ovov, oto0, on the 
other hand, the graphic repetition of the whole diphthong obviously means that 
these diphthongs were nothing but digraphs for simple sounds. For an actual 

repetition of both elements of a real diphthong would be grotesque. It follows, 
then, that, at the time when this hymn was inscribed, oi, as well as et and ov, was 

monophthongal. 
The musical signs engraved above the syllables find their interpretation in 

what we already know of the Greek notation. The key of the composition is 
thus fixed as the Phrygian; that is, three flats according to Greek reckoning, the 
actual pitch being, however, about a third lower. At least a part of the compo- 
sition is in either the enharmonic or chromatic genus, but it is impossible, in the 

present state of our knowledge, to determine positively which of the two is 
intended, as the notation for the two was identical, though the pitch of many notes 
differed. Two alien notes, not belonging in the regular Phrygian scale, occur. 
One of them (" B" = g&J) occurs but once. The other (" O" = b~) recurs fre- 

quently, and appears to be used much as the note bh would be used in a com- 

position in C minor, -as the sharp seventh, that is, of the minor scale. We 
have hitherto supposed that the ancient minor scales used only the-fat seventh, 
but this appears to be erroneous. It is to be observed that in this hymn the flat 
seventh (b1) does not occur at all, and seems to be studiously avoided. 

Other points about ancient music which seem to be established by this impor- 
tant find are first, the possibility of combining diatonic and chromatic (or enhar- 
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monic) music in one and the same composition; and secondly, the possibility 
of temporary modulation into related keys, effected partly by the use of the 
&ee?vyJvuLvwv and the avvvrfuevov forms of the scales within the same composition, 
and partly by the introduction of alien tones, not included in either of these 
forms. The melody of this hymn evidently exemplifies one of the more complex 
developments of ancient art. Its progressions are strange, and for the most part 
unpleasant to our ears. 

Remarks were made by Professors Wright and Smyth. 
The President then appointed the following Committees:-- 
On Place of Meeting: Professors Allen, Warren, Platner. 
On Officers for I894-95: Professors Hart, C. F. Smith, E. T. 

Merrill. 
Professor Hart then alluded to the death of Professor Whitney, 

the first President of the ASSOCIATION, and for many years a member 
of the Executive Committee. Professors Hart, March, and Seymour 
were appointed a committee to prepare resolutions in reference to 
the death of Professor Whitney. 

Adjourned at 6.I5 P.M. 

EVENING SESSION. 

At eight o'clock the ASSOCIATION reassembled, in the College Chapel, 
to listen to the address of the President of the ASSOCIATION. The 
speaker was introduced by Franklin Carter, President of Williams 
College, who extended a welcome to the ASSOCIATION on behalf of 
the Trustees and Faculty of Williams College. 

5. The Progress of English Philology, by Professor James M. 
Garnett, of the University of Virginia, President of the ASSOCIATION. 

After a brief reference to the progress of philological science during the twenty- 
five years' existence of the Association, and the contributions of the members of 
the Association to it, Professor Garnett paid a tribute to the memory of the late 
Professor Whitney, to whom " our Association owes more than to any other one 
man," and quoted extracts from his President's address at Rochester in 1870 as 
showing the objects and aims of the Association, and how it had consistently 
adhered to them. After recommending that the Association adopt the plan of 
the English Philological Society, namely, " the assigning to specialists the task of 
annually reporting for the President's address the progress of each department of 
philology during the preceding year," he took up his subject proper, The Progress 
of English Philology, during the past twenty-five or thirty years, circumscribing 
the term, after Professor George Curtius's definition of philology as understood 
in England and France, to "the study of language," English philology being 
understood to mean "all that relates to the investigation, the study, and the 
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teaching of the English language in its widest sense, both in itself and in its rela- 
tions to cognate languages and to the general science of language." The fact 
was noted that this is a very modern subject, especially " the study of living dial- 
ects," "the grounding of the laws of language in physiological necessities," to 
quote from Professor March's President's address in 1874. The study of phonet- 
ics, as illustrating the progress of English philology, was first commented on, and 
the principal works in that branch, such as those of Ellis, Bell, Sweet, and others, 
were mentioned. The scientific study of English etymology was also adverted to. 
"The reign of law in the philological world has come to be recognized, and while 

English seems to have been the last to yield to its inexorable demands, it has 
finally yielded, and he who would etymologize regardless of it, is no longer entitled 
to a hearing." The most prominent works illustrative of this branch were 
noted, particularly those of Professor Skeat, and in connection with them the 
most recent works in English lexicography, at the head of which stands the dic- 
tionary of the English Philological Society, known as Dr. Murray's " New English 
Dictionary," the most complete work of the kind in any language, the only draw- 
back to its usefulness being the delay in the publication of its successive parts. 
Special mention was also made of the Bosworth-Toller "Anglo-Saxon Diction- 
ary," and the Stratmann-Bradley "Dictionary of Middle English," the standard 
works for those periods of English, and others of less importance. The greatest 
present need in the progress of English philology was pronounced to be "an 
accurate and comprehensive historical grammar of the English language," which 
should be an improvement upon the German works of Fiedler and Sachs, Maetzner, 
and Koch. Much material for this purpose has been accumulated in the publica- 
tions of the Early English Text Society and other learned societies of England. 
The oldest period of the language has been fairly well provided for, but the 
Middle English period needs further study and elucidation. 

As valuable works illustrative of the late Middle English Professor Skeat's edi- 
tions of Langland's " Piers Plowman," and of Chaucer's complete works, were 
mentioned, and the hope expressed that he would add to them a new edition of 
Gower, who needs re-editing. Professor Child's " Ballads " and Professor Lounsbury's 
" Studies in Chaucer" were also referred to as illustrations of progress, though not 
strictly philological. The formation of the Modern Language Association and of 
the American Dialect Society, outgrowths from this Association, illustrates the 
active prosecution of modern, as distinct from oriental and classical philology. 
The establishment of such periodicals as Anglia and Englisclze Stzidien in Ger- 
many, of the American yournal of Philology, including modern, though chiefly 
devoted to classical philology, and of MAodern Language Notes, in this country, 
shows philological activity. Some of the most important German works for the 
study of English philology, such as Wiilker's new edition of Grein's " Bibliothek 
der angelsachsischen Poesie," the bibliographies of Wiilker, Elze and K6rting, 
and the special treatises of Behrens, Morsbach and Kluge, were also noted. In 
this country the editions of Old English texts in the "Library of Anglo-Saxon 
Poetry," and some other works, illustrate this progress. 

But even more than the publication of journals and special works, the recent 
establishment of chairs of English Philology at the universities of Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, Great Britain and America, was dwelt 
upon, as showing the progress that this subject has made in the last twenty-five 
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years. Scarcely a German or English University is without its representative of 

English philology, and the number of such chairs in this country has largely 
increased, the larger universities having separated the chair of the English 
language, including philology, from the chair of English literature, which is a dis- 
tinct mark of progress, as it widens and deepens the study of both. "Not less 
noticeable than the increase and the number of such chairs is the improvement 
in the methods of instruction. The historical method has come more and more 
into vogue; it has been realized that to know the present we must know the past; 
that the English of the modern period cannot be thoroughly known without a 
knowledge of that of the earlier periods, and helps are almost daily being pro- 
vided which subserve this end. The critical and philological method, long 
applied to the classical languages, has been applied to the modern languages, 
and to English especially. We have learned to value the discipline thereby fur- 
nished, and to know that, while students are acquiring a thorough and accurate 
knowledge of their own language, they are undergoing a mental discipline equal 
to that supplied by the study of any other language; and that for some this must 
serve as the only linguistic discipline they will ever receive." 

"While some of the colleges and universities are thus gradually doing their 
part in contributing to the progress of English philology, I fear the same cannot 
be said of the preparatory schools. They still seem to stick in the old ruts, to 
cling to old methods, to limit the teaching of the English language to the stereo- 
type formal English grammar. But I cannot go into this subject at the close of 
this address. I would merely recommend that they add to their curriculum, at 
least for the higher classes, the study of the history of the English language. With 
much that is commendable in the suggestions of the English Conference contained 
in the Report of the 'Committee of Ten,' I think that they have overlooked the 
importance of this subject. If the schools will adopt this recommendation, they 
will supply the groundwork for more advanced teaching in the colleges and uni- 
versities, and remove the crass ignorance on this subject that now prevails among 
their students. They will help forward the study of English philology, which must 
be based, in its elementary form, on the history of the English language." 

At the conclusion of the address, President Carter extended to 
the members of the ASSOCIATION an invitation to take luncheon at 
his house on the following day, and in the afternoon to make an 
excursion to the top of Mount Greylock. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, July IIth, I894. 

The meeting was called to order at 9.15 A.M. 

6. Cena, 8s7rvov, prandium, apto-rov, by Professor W. S. Scar- 
borough, of Wilberforce University. 

There are few words, perhaps, in classical literature, more variable in meaning 
than the four selected as the subject of this paper. 
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Ordinarily we speak of aedlrvov as a late meal, and, in this sense, equivalent to 
66p?rov; cf. Od. XII. 439; IV. 429; II. 20; vide Aesch. Fr. 181: dpaTra, &eirva, 
86p7ra 0' aipeZ-Oat TpiTa. Among the three meals mentioned here, 6op7rov comes 

last, and must correspond to our supper, or cena in Latin, when used as a late 
meal. 

6el7rvov, though sometimes equivalent to dptarov, an early meal, varied with 
the fashion of the day, sometimes early, sometimes late. 

The phrase, darb e&rvov, found in Homer and elsewhere, may mean straight- 
way after ditnner, or simply after a meal, with the idea of chief meal implied. 
I1. VIII. 54. In Il. II. 383, it is simply provender or dry food; vide Aesch. 
Supp. 80o, etc. &e7rvov is equivalent to prandium, and implies an early meal, 
Od. IX. 3II. 

dptwrov becomes 6e?irvov, the chief meal of the day, Xen. Mem. II. 7, I2. 
In Xen. Cyr. I. 2, ? II, there is a difficulty because of the indefinite meaning 

of dpLrrov. To the superficial or casual reader it is either breakfast or dinner. 
It has been suggested that dptorov, with the meaning of dinner, agrees perfectly 
with the statement that in two days they took the food of but one- breakfast 
before they left home, supper in place of their dinner, and supper, on the second 
night, of what they should have eaten on the evening of the first day. In the 
same section occurs adptrTfocatLev, but with the meaning (suggested by the editor 1) 
of breakfast. This is only one of many instances of confusion growing out of the 
doubtful meaning of dpLpTTov. As an early meal, vide Il. XXIV. 124, etc.; also 
Aesch. Ag. 331; Fr. 18I. 

Wlrrvov, in its relation to the modified root " dap" of a shorter form da, which 
carries with it the idea of distribution, means simply a meal. The same root 

appears in C6drrw, to devour: I1. XVI. 159; Il. XXIII. 183; Aesch. Supp. 70; 
Soph. O. T. 682; Aesch. Pr. 437. 

The later Greeks called breakfast rb dKpa'artaJa; luncheon, dpt-'rov, or &enrvov 

jueorx,ujLpiv6v (Athen. I, 9, 10, p. 115). It is only with some such modifying word 
as /Ueoa-77jptvo6 that the meaning of any of these words applied to meals can be 
determined with any degree of definiteness. This may be said to be due to the 
fact that the etymology has little or no influence over the popular notion as to 
what the words should mean. 

If we associate dptsrov with gos (dawn), or with rpLtos (early morn), then we 
must concede to it the primary meaning of an early meal (our breakfast). In 
this sense it is etymologically equivalent to prandium, which also primarily meant 
the first meal of the day. Cf. Thuc. VII. 81; IV. 90; Hdt. III. 26; VI. 78; 
Aristop. Nubes, 416; Eq. 815; Anab. IV. 6, 21, 22. Meirrvov in Hellenistic 
Greek differs little from its classic use. Vide Luke xiv. 12; xvii. 8; xx. 46; 
xxii. 20; John xii. 2; xiii. 2-4; xxi. 20; Matt. xxiii. 6; MIark vi. 21; xii. 39; 
Rev. xix. 9; Dan. v. I. It will be observed that eriirvov, in a few of these 

passages, is rendered feast, e.g. ev ro?is Seirvots (at feasts). Cf. also Rev. iii. 20; 
Luke xiv. I6, 17, 24. For dplo-rov, vide John xxi. 12, 15; Luke xi. 37, etc. 

Prandium is derived from *pranz-(e)d-io-m, if we accept Osthoff's derivation. 
Cf. Umbr. prumunz primum. 

From this we get prandeo, to take breakfast; pransor, he who breakfasts. 

1 Owen's edition of the Cyropaedia. 
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Etymologically, prandium is an early meal, earlier than midday. It is a morning 
meal (our breakfast). Its composition agrees with the Greek breakfast - simple. 
Cf. Plaut. Cap. III. I, I9, etc. 

Varying customs seem to have paid no heed to the etymology, and left it to 
the whim of the writer or speaker to decide for himself, not only the time but 
whether he must say: &e7rvov, cena, pptLcrov, or prandium. Vide Plaut. Men- 
aechmi III. 2, 25; II. 3, 37; Stichus IV. 2, 46; Amphitruo II. 2, 33; Hor. 
Sat. II. 7. 30; Cic. Mur. 35; Phil. II. 39; Ver. II. I, 19; ad Fam. IX. 26; Suet. 
Cal. 58; Seneca, Ep. 83; Quint. VII. 3. 33. 

Cena apud antiquos dicebatur quid nunc est prandium, says a Roman gram- 
marian (506 A.D.). Vide Sext. Pompeius Festus, s.v. cena. 

Cena is not to be associated with Oolv-r, the latter word being connected 
with Skt. dhinoti satiate, Old Bulgarian doilica nurse. Cena, on the other hand, 
represents older caesna. In its more general sense, Oolv77 means a dinner, a meal 
or banquet. eK Ooiv7s, after dinner, occurs in Epicharmus (9, 9, Ahr.), els rTjv 

0oivflv KaXe?v rtva, in Eurip. Ion 140, T1ri Ootivrv ldvat, in Plat. Phaed. 247 B. 
Cf. Theaet. I78 D, etc. 

The conclusion reached from the foregoing observations is that 6eZirvov, like 
cena, varied as to time from noon to midnight and possibly later, as in the case 
of banquets orfeasts which were not ordinary meals; so, also, idptoov, like pran- 
dium, from early morn to midday. 

Remarks were made by Messrs. Ashmore, Scott, Seymour, and 
Warren, and by the author. 

The Secretary then reported that he had sent out in June the 
following notice:- 

At the last two meetings of the Association the project to meet once in two 
years, at the same time and place as other organizations of kindred interests, has 
received the attention of the members present. At the meeting held in I892, at 
the University of Virginia, it was voted that the Executive Committee be author- 
ized to make arrangements in concert with the other societies for a joint meeting 
(see Proceedings, vol. XXIII. p. xi.). At the Chicago meeting in I893, the 
Committee was empowered to consider the feasibility of bringing about the 
meeting approved of in 1892. 

Since it appears that none of the other philological associations either now 
meets, or purposes to meet, in mid-summer, it seems proper to consider the 
advisableness of shifting the date of our meeting in order to test the advantages 
promised from the proposed joint sessions. 

It is therefore requested that you give expression to your preference among 
the times proposed for the joint meeting, and that you state whether there is a 
reasonable probability of your attending at the time selected. It should be borne 
in mind that any regular biennial joint meeting of the ASSOCIATION in conjunction 
with the AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY and the MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION 
is impracticable in the summer months and that, under present conditions, such 
a joint meeting would take place in the East only. Furthermore for the informa- 
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tion of members it may be stated that the regular meetings of the AMERICAN 
ORIENTAL SOCIETY take place in the Easter vacation, but that this Society has 
determined to meet at Christmas in I894, provided the AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL 
ASSOCIATION meets with it; and that the MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION holds 
its regular sessions in the Christmas holidays. 

Another question, distinct from that mentioned above, deals with the desira- 
bility of changing the time of our regular meetings. 

In reply to the above notice, a large number of the members 
indicated a preference that the special meeting be held during the 
Christmas holidays. Whereupon it was voted that a special meeting 
of the AssocIATION be held in Philadelphia during the Christmas holi- 

days in conjunction with the American Oriental Society, and that 
the Modern Language Association, the American Dialect Society, 
and the Spelling Reform Association be invited to meet at the same 
time and place. Further, that this joint meeting be especially com- 
memorative of the services of the late Professor Whitney, and of the 
esteem in which he is held by his former friends and colleagues. 

The Secretary also reported that the number of members desiring 
to change the date of the regular meeting was so small as not to 
warrant any discussion of the desirability of abandoning the usual 
time of meeting. 

Professor Hart then reported as Chairman of the Committee to 

prepare resolutions upon the death of Professor Whitney. 

The Committee respectfully reports for adoption and for entry in the Proceed- 

ings the following minute: - 
The American Philological Association, at its first meeting after the death of 

Professor William D. Whitney, bears grateful testimony to the value of the ser- 
vices which he rendered for the furtherance of philological learning, and espe- 
cially in connection with this Association. Fitly chosen to be its first President, 
and retained for a quarter of a century upon its Executive Committee, he never 
failed to take an active part in its work; and in many ways he advanced its inter- 
ests and encouraged and assisted the studies to which its members were devoted. 
The record of his life-work may be left for more full recital at another time; but 
the Association takes this opportunity of testifying to its sense of obligation to 
Professor Whitney's manifold and successful labors and of the great loss which 
his death has brought to its members and to philological students throughout 
the world. 

The Committee further asks that it may be continued and authorized to secure 
a suitable memorial of Professor Whitney to be published in the Transactions. 

The report was adopted and the Committee given the authoriza- 
tion it requested. 
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7. Some Poetical Constructions in Thucydides, by Professor Charles 
Forster Smith, of the University of Wisconsin. 

This paper is printed in full in the Transactions. Remarks were 
made upon it by Professors Smyth and Seymour, and by the author. 

8. Notes on Thucydides I. 8. I, 9. 3, 28. 3, by Professor Harold 
N. Fowler, of Western Reserve University. 

In the first passage, the words r7 re aKevT rTv 67rXwv uvvrTeOac/le.vV should be 
rendered " by the fact that their equipment of arms (or military outfit) was buried 
with them." This is in accord with the regular meaning of the word oKeuv, as 
well as with archaeological evidence. 

In 9. 3, d .MoI OKEi 'AyauYeLvwv wrapaXap&iv Kal vaVTiLKi re &ita e7Tr TrX\ov Trv 

&XXcwv io-xvaas, KTi., it is possible that Kai Treaf or the like was originally written 

(or intended) to correspond to vaVTLK 7re. 
In 28. 3, Kal aCTroi ava'yKa-07oeffOffcL Efaav .. . . /Xovs 7roieloOa. oiv ou f o0- 

Xov7ra, r7TpovS TW'v VVpV vrwv au\XXov should be rendered: "they said that they, 
on their side, should be forced . . . to make friends whom they did not wish, 
other than (i.e. different from) those who were now more their friends," i.e. the 

Corcyraeans said: " we shall be forced to make friends (the Athenians) different 
from those (i.e. the Peloponnesians) who are now (by virtue of Dorian blood 
and previous habit) more our friends (than are the Athenians)." Here Ma\XXov 
really modifies fiXwv supplied with dVTrw from the preceding fiXovs. 

Remarks were made by Professor C. F. Smith. 

9. A Discussion of Horace, Carmina III. 30, 10-14, by Dr. Charles 

Knapp, of Barnard College. 

Dicar, qua violens cbstrepit Aufidus 
et qua pauper aquae Daunus agrestium 
regnavit populorum, ex humili potens 
princeps Aeolium carmen ad Italos 
deduxisse modos. 

It is evident that the interpretation of this passage turns on the construction 
which is assumed for the clauses qua . . . obstrepit and qua . . . regnavit. The 
commentators generally connect them either with ex humili potens (so Kiessling), 
or with princeps deduxisse (so Wickham and Page). In support of the latter 
view, Page urges that " Horace does not wish to limit his fame to his native dis- 
trict, but that his native district should share in his own world-wide glory." Wick- 
ham had formerly given expression to his own opinion in almost the same words. 
Bentley is silent as to the construction of the qua-clauses, but since he regarded 
ex humili potens as picturing the career of Daunus, it is plain that he joined them 
either to dicar or to princeps deduxisse. Kiessling's comment is thoroughly char- 
acteristic in its brevity and positiveness of tone: "qua . . . populorum giebt die 
niihere Bestimmung zu ex humili potens (polens als vates IV. 8, 26) neben der 
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niedern Abkunft auch die origo aus dem abgelegenen Venusia betonend ...." 
Orelli-Hirschfelder (in the editio quarta maior) argue that we must arrange the 
words thus: Dicar princeps Aeolium carmen ad /Ialos modo deduxisse, (ibi natus), 
qua (ubi) Azfidus obstrepit, non vero, ibi, ubi Aufidus fluit, dicar. The only con- 
sideration advanced in support of this positive declaration is the assertion " Natale 
enim solum Horatio nimis angustus gloriae finis esse videatur." If we are to 
understand that there is an ellipsis here of ibi natus, we may justly complain of 
the failure to cite other examples of such ellipsis. 

Lucian Muller (in the Prolegomena to his text in the Teubner series, 1886) 
injects a new element into the discussion by attacking the correctness of the text 
and by maintaining that in ex humili polens we have a corruption which effect- 
ually conceals the true reading. This objection, however, has deservedly failed 
to find support among Horatian students. Dillenburger cautions us thus: " Noli 
tamen haec cum dicar artius coniungere; nam nomen Horatii et gloria tam angus- 
tis finibus non est circumscribenda." He is writing, however, rather with refer- 
ence to the esteem in which Horace is held to-day than with regard to the text 
which he had before him. Doering is in substantial agreement with Orelli. 
Nauck's comment is: " Preisen wird man mich dass ich in Apulien, nicht Preisen 
wird man mich in Apulien dass ich." 

Let us now examine these views in detail. Against the view advocated by 
Wickham and Page, it may be fairly argued that it is not true that Horace carmen 
Aeolium ad Italos modos deduxit by the Aufidus. There is no evidence to show 
that HIorace ever revisited Venusia after he came to Rome with his father. It is 
of course probable that he went to Venusia as soon as he returned to Italy after 
the battle of Philippi, for such a visit would be the natural outcome of his desire to 
ascertain the exact state of his property there. But of such a visit at that time or 
at any subsequent period he nowhere makes mention. (Compare Sellar, Horace 
and thze Elegiac Poets, pp. 31, 32, footnote). Against Kiessling, on the other 
hand, we may say with equal force that Horace did not rise " from low estate to 
high renown in far-off Venusia." His renown and the verse whereby it was gained 
belong alike to the years when Venusia and the Aufidus had given place to Rome, 
Tibur, and the valley of the Digentia. (Compare again Sellar, p. 26.) If there- 
fore due regard be had to the known facts of Horace's life, it is plain that the 
qua-clauses cannot be joined either to 5rinceps deduxisse or to ex humili potens. 
Again, in point of syntax these clauses go most readily with dicar. It is extremely 
difficult to see how any one in reading the verses aloud could help taking them 
in that way. As has been well remarked, " The ancients read with their ears, as 
well as with their eyes." (See on this point Gudeman in Classical Studies in 
Honour of Henry Drisler, p. 68 ; Wilkins on Cicero De Oratore, iii. ?? 195, I96; 
Sandys on Orator, ? 173; cf. also the story told of Vergil by lulius Montanus, 
cited by Nettleship (p. 77) in his account of Vergil in the Classical Writers series, 
published by Appleton, I88o). The meaning of the passage will then be simply, 
" The Apulians will sing of me as one who rose from low estate to high renown, 
and as the first (Roman) who made Aeolic song at home among Aeolic meas- 
ures." We might represent this thought in Latin by writing " Apulia me dicet, ex 
humili potentem, principem deduxisse modos." In opposition to the thought thus 

obtained, no argument worth mentioning has been presented. The gist of the 

position taken by Dillenburger, Wickham, Orelli, and Page, plainly stated, is this: 
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Horace ought not to have been willing to limit the proclamation of his fame to 
Apulia and the Apulians, therefore he cannot have said any such thing. This is 
a form of assertion which, to my mind at least, is not at all convincing. With 
the aesthetic considerations which lie at the bottom of their contention, everybody 
will sympathize, but we ought not to allow aesthetics to override syntax or to do 
violence to facts. Nor have we any right to emend (as L. Miller would have us 
do) in the face of unanimous MSS. testimony, so long as a meaning which is sen- 
sible and which exhibits a proper regard for facts and syntax is obtainable from 
the passage. So much for the destructive side of this paper. Let us consider 
now what can be urged in support of the meaning I have assigned to the passage. 
I have to quote an epigram (i. 61) of Martial, which, so far as I know, has never 
been cited in this connection. 

Verona docti syllabas amat vatis, 
Marone felix Mantua est, 

Censetur Apona Livio suo tellus 
Stellaque nec Flacco minus, 

Apollodoro plaudit imbrifer Nilus, 
Nasone Paeligni sonant, 

Duosque Senecas unicumque Lucanum 
Facunda loquitur Corduba, 

Gaudent iocosae Canio suo Gades, 
Emerita Deciano meo: 

Te, Liciniane, gloriabitur 
Nec me tacebit Bilbilis. 

The whole epigram is interesting and valuable in this connection, but especially 
verses 7, 8, Ii and I2. Here we find Martial expressing not only of himself, but 
also of another, as a thing of which that other may well be proud, the very 
thought which, we are told, Horace could not have entertained in reference to 
himself. If it was aesthetically wrong for Horace to express such a thought, 
it is worse for Martial to damn his friend with faint praise. The correspondence 
between the thought of Horace's verses, as paraphrased above (Apulia me dicet 
ex humili potentem, etc.) and verses 7 and 8 of Martial's poem is complete. I 
think it not unlikely that Martial had the ode of Horace in mind. That the 
Horatian poem was well known is clearly shown by the fact that it was imitated 
by Propertius (iv. I. 33-36, iv. 2. I5-24 Haupt) and by Ovid (Met. xv. 871 sqq.; 
Amor. iii. 15. 7; ibid. vss. I9, 20; Amor. i. 15. 41, 42). That Martial was 
familiar with the ode of Horace and with Ovid's paraphrase in the Metamorphoses 
is evident, I think, from two passages in the Epigrams (viii. 3. 5-8, and x. 2. 9-12). 

Though I unhesitatingly reject Kiessling's view that situ in Horace = " crumbled 
stone," I think it quite probable that Martial derived his general thought in the 
three epigrams referred to ultimately from Horace, even though that thought 
is modified by the effect of the imitations by Propertius and Ovid. (See 
Friedlander on Martial viii. 3.) If I am right in this, we may perhaps conclude 
that Martial joined the qua-clauses with dicar. 

To sum up, we may put the matter thus: - 
1. In point of syntax, the clauses in question go most readily with dicar. 
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2. To join them either to ex humili potens or to princeps deduxisse is to do 
violence to the known facts of Horace's career, as well as to produce a construc- 
tion far from clear or natural. 

3. The sense obtained by joining the clauses to dicar does no violence to facts 
or to syntax. If it be objected that this view is tame, two answers may be made. 
First, for that very reason it may be nearer the truth. Horace's muse is not 
always winged. Secondly, this much-decried thought seems to have brought 
no suggestion of tameness to the minds of Ovid and Martial. 

It remains to consider briefly the view held by Macleane. The above dis- 
cussion, be it noted, had been worked out in every detail, before I saw his edition. 
In the brief argument prefixed to the Ode in general and in the first part of his 
note on this particular passage, Macleane takes a view entirely in accord with 
that advocated in this paper. Had he stopped there, all would have been well. He 

proceeds, however, as follows: "But if this interpretation be objected to on the 
ground that Horace never appeared to take any great interest 1 in his birthplace 

.., either we must suppose him to mean Italy in general . . . or the words 
must be translated thus: ' It shall be said that I who in that place where the 
Aufidus roars, and where Daunus, poor of streams, ruled over his rustic people, 
from a man of low degree became great, was the first to adapt the Aeolian verse 
to Italian measures.' " To this view I have already taken exception. We have 
here a curious illustration, in this recantation, of the blighting effect of traditional 

interpretation. 

Remarks were made by Professors Ashmore, Sihler, C. L. Smith, 
Hart, and, in reply, by Dr. Knapp. 

io. The Speeches in the Agricola of Tacitus, by Professor W. B. 

Owen, of Lafayette College. 

The paper referd to a discussion of " Libration in the Periods of Cicero " at the 

Chicago meeting, and briefly treated the subject with reference to other authors, 
coming rapidly to Tacitus. His erlier essays show this feature of style abun- 

dantly. The discussion was, however, limited to the Speeches in the Agricola. 
These speeches librate as holes, rhetorically, in the effect, as recorded, upon 

the respectiv armies, and in the effect upon the reader. 
Then in detail, the thoughts of the first recur in the second, point for point, 

with a change of course in the point of view and with the application reverst. 
There is, first, the confidence of victory, based in either case upon the ex- 

tremity -" necessitas " Calgacus calls it. Theirs is the last margin of land; they 
hav no place to which they can retreat - no one to fall back upon, - they 
must conquer. 

1 Horace did take an interest in his native place. See Wickham on Carm. i. 22. 13, and 
Sellar, pp. 9-IT. It may be worth while to point out that passages like Carm. iii. 4. 9-20, and Sat. 

i. 5. 77 Inczzpit ex illo montes Apulia notos ostentare mni/i, do not militate against the view 

held above that Horace never revisited, or at any rate never lived for any length of time at 
Venusia after he came to Rome with his father as described in the sixth satire of the first book. 
In such passages he may well be drawing upon his memories of the past. Finally, if ex humili 

iotens be joined with Daunus, the point made in this paper is in nowise affected. 
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So the Romans; the extremity with them is the peril of a retreat, without sup- 
plies, thru an unfrendly and unfamiliar cuntry. While neither would admit that 
there ar cowards in his army, this is an appeal to cowards as wel as brave men; 
for under these circumstances desperate fighting is the only safe, as wel as the 
only honorabl course. 

Then as to the character of the armies, -each has the very pink of valor, 
tried and true; while the others ar a timid, shrinking, craven set, inspired as 
Calgacus insists, only by greed, cruelty, and lust; or, as Agricola suggests, over- 
taken only because further retreat is impossibl. 

Then in the appeals to past achievments, the various incitements to victory, 
and the consequences of defeat, each address has its counterpart in the other. 

The paper gave only brief discussion to verbal duplicates, and the libration of 
sentences. In oratory the tendency is to greater formality than in narrativ or 
treatis, especially the forms that promote emfasis and rhetorical effect. Duplica- 
tion is an easy one, and givs a graceful rhythm as wel as clearnes and emfasis. 

Climax is a good form too, and is especially frequent in oratory. There ar 
four instances of it in the first chapter of the speech of Calgacus. It is notabl 
however that a sentence with three climactic steps usually falls back into the 
vibratory swing; as-nihzil nisifluctus, et saxa, et infestiores Romani, quorum 
superbiam frustra per obsequium et modestiam effugeris; and auferre, trucidare, 
rapere, falsis nominibus imperium, atque ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem appel- 
lant. So with one or two exceptions thruout the speeches. 

A more practical interest attaches to the recognition of this movement when it 
becomes a help in the critical handling of uncertain text. There ar two passages 
in the speeches where considerations of this kind giv an easy solution to the only 
textual difficulties. The first is in chapter 3I, ager atque annus, where the MS. 
reading is aggerat annus. In the very beginning of the sentence the pace is set 
for a series of pairs, - Bona fortunceque in tributum, and ager atque annus in 
frumenztum falls into the swing which is continued thru five or six vibrations. 

When such movement becums the law of a sentence, we can not of course expect 
all the pairs to show real cumulation of thought. ager atque annus, is simply the 
yearly product of the land, as bona fortunceque stand for the simpl idea of pecunia. 

The second passage is one in which the more remote libration of the two 
speeches is worth considering. Calgacus says, - quia nobilissimi totius Britan- 
niae, eoque in ipsis penetralibus siti. The eoque has by sum been changed to 
iique on the ground that their nobility was no reason for their occupying the 
penetralia. Editors who retain eoque usually justify the reading by giving to 
nobilissimi the sense of purest born, autocthons, and explain that an indigenous 
population was likely to linger longest in the least accesibl parts of a cuntry,- 
hence eoque. Turning to the corresponding passage in the speech of Agricola, 
where he accounts for the remoteness and the survival of this army before him in 
quite another way, we find a very similar expression; hi ceterorum Britannorum 
fugacissimi ideoque tam diu superstites. 

Ideoque seems to hav sum value in confirming the reading eoque in the 
former speech. 

Remarks were made by Professors Gudeman, Ashmore, and Hart, 
and by the author. 
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1. Critical Notes on Sophocles, by Professor John H. Wright, of 
Harvard University. 

The indiscriminate and arbitrary emendation of the language of a classical 
author, as transmitted to us in the manuscripts, is decidedly to be condemned; 
and indeed only such emendations should be received into a text as can claim a 

very high degree of probability. On the other hand, so long as new readings 
proposed have a certain amount of possibility, emendation is at once legitimate 
and necessary; for, in a given case, we should remember that it is only after all 
the apparent possibilities shall have been examined, and - with the exception of 
one, of course-duly eliminated, that a text attains finality. The readings pro- 
posed in this paper are not offered as certainties, nor even as very probable read- 

ings, but rather as fair possibilities. Emendation has been attempted only either 
when the manuscripts do not unite in giving satisfactory (Sophoclean) sense, or 
when their language or sense may reasonably be regarded as un-Sophoclean or at 

any rate as less Sophoclean than that of the proposed change. (Of course I do 
not accept L as the parent of the existing manuscripts.) For lack of space the 
critical apparatus, the parallel passages, and the palaeographical justification of 
the emendations here offered are not given. Except when otherwise stated the 
text used is that of Mekler-Dindorf (1885). 

AJAX 1266 sq. euo TOo Oaav6vros ws TaXeia TOL ppOTroS 

Xdpts 6tappeE 
-for rTS. 

id. 1337 sqq. dAX' avrbv e/Tmras 6vr' eyd, roto'y' euol 

OVK dvrarLTcTaJ4u' dv, voTre pU71 Xeyetv 

Ev' avSpa S V EtvaC d&pLT0ov 
-for &vop' toIev. 

ELECTRA 47. &yyeXXe 8' OpKov 7rpoarttOes oCoJveKa 

TeOvPqK' 'Op&ar-qs advayKalas r6Xjs. 

Reiske's SpKOV for L's 5pKtW is defensible on palaeographical grounds, since 'uncial' 

OPKON might have been misread for OPKWI. Something might be said 
for 

&yyeXXe, E,/. 6KVOV 7rpo70TetSi, KTX. 

Cf. Ant. 243 ra& eta ydp TOL 7rpo0r7TiOT' 6KVOV TTOX\v, and O.C. I636 OVK 6KvoU /xra | 

Karrjvea-ev Tra' 6PpKLOS SpdCaeLv vcp, where 6KVOv is Bothe's certain emendation for 

L's ofKrou. But the Scholiast on El. 47 had a text with some form of 6pKos. 

id. 224 sqq. dXX' ev yap aeLvo?s ov aXja.w 
ra6ras acv.Ss, 

6(ppa /ue fios EX7 
-for &Tra. 

id. 653 sq. Kar TrKVWV 80iwV 4/O 

86oavota JLt rp6oo'r-TL ilqS' 'r! lrLKp& 

-for rrp6afea0Tv i X67rr7 7rLKpd. 

OEDIPUS COLONEUS 113 sq. The traditional text reads 

o'ytaotoLat rTe Kal a<i5 t' 1 68oo 7r66a 

Kp6IOP Kcar' dXoos, 
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in which t 65ooD r6&a must be corrupt. Should we not perhaps write t 6o8o 
wro8ov = e 68aoO [iK]Tro8&v, the three words felt as one, and the preposition in 

composition omitted by a familiar idiom? The 7roSdv would have been written 
TTOAUW, and this would easily have given rise to rb6Sa. I prefer this explana- 
tion to ie 65bo 'K7ro35v, which had also occurred to me as it has occurred to others. 

id. 250. 7rp6s r' 6 rt aotL plXov eK orOev &vTroMat. 

The traditional eK ao-ev, which has been much emended, is sustained by the IK 

Oewv of v. 256, which at once echoes and rebukes it. 

id. 418 sq. K,O' ol KatKLTOL T7V3' daKCoaavres wraTpos 

ToobiOV rbOov TrpO06evr7 Tv v TrvpavvIla; 
-for 7rdpor. 

For the sentiment compare 0. C. I383 cirdrwp _uovO. The close of the verse 
is a favorite place for 7rarp6s, which written Fl POC might well have been taken 
for 7rdpos. For the same reason 7rapos was sometimes supposed to be Irarpos. 
Cf. Track. 56 (Hayley and Earle), 88, O.C. 1689 (Dind.). 

id. 1407 sq. iav iS3' aL'S' apal 
7rarpb6s reX(ivrat 

- for at Toro' dpat. rou0' crept in from the line above. 

id. I702 sq. ov8& /yap oviv dcaX'qros Aot r Ore 

Kal rT&e JL[ KUPhSOT17 

-for L's Wyppwv. Hermann proposed y&p wv. Cf. Phil. 298, 766, 0. C. 980, 985. 

ANTIGONE 390. oXoX\ 7roO' {ietv 6eOpo 8'1 6rwXovv iy75 
- for 6v. For many other passages where an dy has arisen from n8 see H. Rich- 
ards, Classical Review, V. (1892), pp. 336 sqq. In Phil. 869, dr should, however, 
be retained. 

id. 604 sq. Tred, ZEW, 8&vatcv ris av8pWv 

vbrepfl3aa KaTrd-XOL; 

In this passage, vexatious alike to the textual critic and to the grammarian, may 
we not read and point 

redv, ZeO, S6vaacrv rs &vt , SpCv, 
vrrepfraadi, KardTCXot; 

Cf. Aj. 119, 430, Phil. 895. 

PHILOCTETES 234. w fqtXradrov FiLSvt/ja y' * c{ TOL Kal \Xae?ti 

- for qb56xa ' <ei r7- Kat XafCe?v. 

id. 596 sq. oTroS 'yap 7rXov 

rb Odpoaos e Xe ardpov Tirp&l o'eiov rd5e 

-for spd-ewv. Possibly Sp&oia'. Cf. Phil. 918. 

id. 647. Kaltrep ou 7roXX\v i'rL 

-for L's I Y. Cf. El. 1327, Aj. 1269. 

id. 1136 sqq. 6pWiv tvp ait'Xpas dTrdiTra, oVrruvypyv l& pir' eXo8c7r6v 
iAvpl' &ir' ala'Xpv dvaTa\XXovO', os tq' l7[v^ KaK' e.4cs-ar', i ZeO. 

xxxiii 
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L reads at the close 'a' . . . eAucar' 6ouvae6s, which is impossible. Evidently 
'O3vooeis was a gloss on something in the line, probably 6s. This then crowded 
out what stood at the end of the line, perhaps W ZeO (Dind.), which is Sopho- 
clean. 6s is the suggestion of Bothe. 

id. 1227. eTrpaas Epyov TroZov ouv o0 0ot 7rp&rov; 

for OJv. 

Adjourned at II.45. 

EVENING SESSION. 

The reading of papers was begun at 8.45 P.M. 

12. Coronelli's Maps of Athens, by Professor J. R. Wheeler, of 
the University of Vermont. 

The Venetian cosmographer Coronelli has left two maps of Athens. The 
first of these appeared in 1686 in his work entitled MIemorie istoriogeografiche 
delli regni della Morea e Negroponte e luoghi adiacenti, descritte, etc. (Cf. Laborde 
Athenes aux XVe. XVI'. et XVIIe. Siecles, II. p. 99.) Subsequent editions 
show some slight and wholly unimportant variations in the details of the map. 
This first plan of Athens by Coronelli, a copy of which from the Marsh Library at 

Burlington was used for illustration, was compared with that of Spon, and shown 
to be no more than a copy of the French scholar's work. 

A later edition of Coronelli's book on the Morea, which is without date, but 
which would seem to be later than the Venetian siege of Athens, appeared under 
the title Conquiste nella AMorea della sereniss. Republica di Venezia, nella 
seconda camf)pagna della guerra intrapresa L'Anno M..DC.LXXXIV. sotto la 
valorosa condotfa del Cap.' Generale Francesco Morosini, Caualier, e Procura- 
tore di S. Mazrco contro Meemet IV. Imperator dei Tztrchi. This edition (No. 
XXXIV. 4, 26166 in St. Mark's Library) contains, at page 64, the second and 
most interesting map of Athens, which is inscribed Antica, e moderna citta 
d' Atente, dedicata dal P. Coronelli all' illustriss. et eccellentiss. Sig: Cristino 

A/artinelli, Patritio Veneto. In the copy of the map at Venice the portion of 
this dedication which is at the bottom of the plate has been cut off. A photo- 
graph of this map, made from a copy of it now in the library of the German 
Institute at Athens, was shown. The copy at Athens is not in the "Conquiste " 

as at Venice, but by itself, and this fact suggests the possibility that the plan was 
an entirely separate publication originally, and merely inserted after the siege of 
Athens (it bears the date of the siege, 1687) in the earlier work. Coronelli gives 
no description of it except the brief numbered explanation of buildings which 

appears at the top of the plate. Reasons were given which show beyond a doubt 
that this plan had its origin in that of Guillet de St. Georges, published by Laborde, 
Ath/nes, I. p. 228. 

Coronelli's maps of Athens thus have no really independent value, but they 
are interesting documents in the history of the Hellenic renaissance. 
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I3. The Opisthodomus on the Acropolis at Athens,' by Professor 

John Williams White, of Harvard University. This paper was read 
by Professor Seymour. 

In inscriptions of the fifth century and fourth century B.C. and in Aristophanes, 
Demosthenes, and Lucian, references occur to a structure on the Acropollis at 
Athens which is called simply 6 o7rto806o/uos, without further designation. The 
scholiasts, however, on the passages in which the Opisthodomus is thus referred 
to and the ancient lexicographers define its situation clearly. 

The view generally accepted makes the Opisthodomus in question a part of 
the Parthenon, either the western chamber of the cella, or the western portico, 
or the two combined. Since the discovery of the Hecatompedon, the temple of 
Athena whose foundations lie close to the Erechtheum on the south, D6rpfeld 
has maintained that the term Opisthodomus designates the three rooms that 
constitute the western half of this temple, which he believes to have been still 
in existence in the time of Pausanius. I purpose to discuss as the main thesis 
of the present paper the proposition that the Opisthodomus on the Acropolis, 
referred to in the inscriptions and authors simply as o 67rrio06o/los, was not, as 
has been supposed, a part of some existing temple, but was a separate building, 
complete in itself. 

The current view, if I may so name it, would seem to be expressly contradicted 
by the testimony of the lexicographers and scholiasts. An important part of this 
testimony, with the original passages in the authors of which it is an explanation, 
is the following: [Dem.] XIII. I4, with Schol. FY; Harpocration and Suidas 
s.v. 67rO8066o0uos; Arist. Plut. 1191-1193, with Schol. RV on 1193 and Schol. 
LB on II9I; Photius and Et. Mag. s.v. 67Lro06o/Aos; Bekk. Anec. I. p. 286, 26; 
Dem. XXIV. I36, with Schol. ATCV; Hesychius s.v. o7rLa0oo6/sos (sic). 

The meaning of the interpreters here seems to be clear. They say that the 

Opisthodomus was a house, or a place on the Acropolis, or a part of the Acropolis, 
that lay behind the temple of Athena, and that it was used as a treasury. 

If, in the language of those interpreters, the words vebs and lepbv mean temple, 
it is possible to obtain the definition of Opisthodomus adopted in the current 
view only by attaching to 6rttaoev the meaning in the back part of. oiKoS 6rLaOev 

TroV Trj 'AOrjvas veb would then mean a room in the back part of the temple of 
Athena. But this meaning of 67rtLOev with the genitive expressing the place 
where cannot be established. It is recognized by none of the lexicographers. 
In order to express the desired meaning 67roa8ev must be combined adjectively 
with the article; the genitive that follows is then partitive. Cf Paus. IV. 31. II. 

It may be well to establish the uses of 67rtoiev in this author, who naturally 
had occasion to use the word often. In Pausanias 67rtorev may be used adjec- 
tively, and sometimes adverbially, but in the great majority of instances of its 
occurrence, it is followed, as an adverb of place, by the genitive. In the most 
of these it clearly means behind; in some cases the meaning is indeterminable, 
because the statement is brief, and we have no other means of arriving at the 
facts; in no instance can it be proved that the word means in the back part of. 

1 The paper here presented in abstract is printed in full in Volume VI. of the Harvard Studies 
in Classical Philology. 
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In the following cases 6rioaOev signifies, in my judgment, behind.' I. I8. 6. 
Cf VIII. 9. 6; 30. 7; 30. 8. I. 19. 4. Cf. II. 31. 3; III. 16. 6; VIII. 14. 0o. 
I. 40. 4, 5- II 5- I. II. 29. 1I. III. 15. I. y. 3. III. I7.5. V.I7.9. 
Cf V. I9. 6. VI. io. 6. Cf X. 9. 9. X. I9. io. The following are indeter- 
minable, but that in them 6rb,Oev means behind can hardly be doubted in view 
of the preceding clear instances of this meaning: II. I . I . II. 13. 7. V. 15. 7. 
VIII. 22. 7. It should further be noted, as important in establishing the meaning 
of 6rtO(ev with the genitive of place, that the counter-idea is generally expressed 
by 7rp6 with the genitive, where by no contrivance can the preposition signify 
in the front part of. 

In view of these facts, it is impossible to interpret 6&rsiOev roo 7ris 'AOrvas veO 
to mean in the back part of the temple of Athena. 

But, as is well known, vewLS and lep6v may signify cella, as well as temple, 
although this meaning is comparatively very rare both in the literature and in 
inscriptions. If this signification of these words could be established for the phrase 
OlKOs 67riOTev roO r7sJ 'AOrlvas vejb (or iepou), we should arrive at the meaning 
demanded by the current view as to the situation of the Opisthodomus. 

The question is limited to the use of ve6s and lep6v in their actual application 
to temples of Athena on the Acropolis at Athens. Fortunately the successive 
labours of scholars have collected the existing literary aud epigraphical evidence 
not only for those words but also for the other terms designating these temples 
and their parts (Michaelis, Parthenon, I871, pp. 285-317; Jahn-Michaelis, Paus. 
descrip. arc. Athen., I88o; Milchh6fer in Curtius, Stadtgeschichte von Athen, 189I, 
pp. xx.-xxii.), and it is now not difficult to reach trustworthy conclusions in 

regard to their use and application. The law of use for veds and tep6v requires 
that, when they have the limited sense cella, this shall always be clearly indicated 
either by an added epithet or by the context. Such instances are surprisingly rare. 
There are only three cases in which rews or lepbv means cella among sixty-three 
recorded occurrences of the words in application to temples of Athena on the 
Acropolis, and this signification is fixed in each case by the context or an added 
epithet. In the passages from the lexicographers and scholiasts, on the contrary, 
that are cited above, no limitation whatever of the meaning of vewds and lep6v 
is indicated. And yet the especial purpose of these interpreters was to give a 
definition; nor were they ignorant of the fact, had vew's and lep6v seemed to them 
to be liable to misinterpretation, that the unmistakable &UVTOv, an Homeric word, 
and o-'xK6s were ready to their hand. 

If, nevertheless, we seek to attach to ve(si and lepbv in these passages the 
restricted sense of cella, we encounter an unexpected difficulty. The schol. Arist. 
Plut. 1193 says that the Opisthodomus lay behind the vec5s of Athena Polias. 
Those, therefore, who hold the current view in regard to the situation of the Opis- 
thodomus must either establish the worship of Athena Polias in the Parthenon or 
Hecatompedon, or reject the evidence. If the evidence is trustworthy and if the 
term Polias designates, as is commonly believed, Athena of the Erechtheum or of 
the temple that preceded it on the same site, then we are forced, on the supposi- 
tion that vecbs here has the restricted sense, to the conclusion that the Opisthodo- 
mus lay in the Erechtheum. But this is impossible. Boeckh saw these difficulties, 
and felt himself forced to declare that the scholiast had blundered; although he 
himself accepted and in part sought to explain the remaining testimony of the 
scholiasts and lexicographers. 
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That in the phrase OiKOT or otrK/a 6IrtSev 7ro ri^s 'A0tv&,s ve5b the words o?KOS 

and oitKjfua may signify house will at once be granted. This use of OKOS to denote 
a separate structure that was a treasury receives striking confirmation from the 
names officially recorded of four of the treasuries and magazines at Delos, 'Avapiwv 
oiKos, Natiwv o?KOs, A'\XIWl OKOs, and IISptvos oSKOs. 

The same word is used by Hesychius in defining 07raavups, namely: els d'yaX- 
,ATldWV Kal Xp7judaULrv [-] iepwv ai7r6oeeav oiKOs. 

If the preceding discussion of the terms iArt-Oev, veSs, and oiKos is sound, we must 
either agree that the Opisthodomus was neither in the Parthenon nor in the Heca- 
tompedon, but was a separate building, or else reject the testimony of the lexicog- 
raphers and scholiasts as to its situation. Michaelis does reject their testimony, 
declaring that their explanation of the name is for the most part worthless. He 
makes an exception in favour of Harpocration, but the reasons for this are not 
apparent. In Harpocration's definition, 6 o Kos 6 6i rtaOev roV veW, Sjs 'AOrdvas OVTr 

KaXeFrat, one might be tempted to construe 6 6TN7rLrov oKos roo veeb, and render 
the back chamber of the temple; but this construction is excluded by the phrase- 
ology of the Epitome, eiKaXeZTro 8 o rs 6 rStaOev TOU viei ris 'AO~pv's OIKOS, where 
the genitive ro0 veeb cannot be partitive. Michaelis's rejection of the evidence 
seems to justify the conclusion that he did not believe it possible to interpret 
67ro^Oev and veLs in the manner demanded by the current view. 

The testimony of these later writers receives unexpected confirmation from an 
early and important inscription, CIA. IV. I C, 25-29 (p. 3 ff.). This inscription 
says at least so much, that in the first half of the fifth century B.C. treasure of the 
Eleusinian goddesses was kept in an enclosure to the south of the old temple of 
Athena on the Acropolis. This statement is strikingly similar to that of the 
lexicographers and scholiasts quoted above. 

We have, further, excellent testimony to the existence of a treasury at Athens, 
mentioned in connexion with the Stoa Poecile and Temple of Castor and Pollux 
in such a manner as to make it highly probable that it was a separate structure, in 
Harpocration s.v. IloXyPvwros. Cf also Photius and Suidas s.v. and Endocia, 340 

(ed. Flach, I88o). The only authenticated reading here is rTw' OqaavpqJ. Editors 
without due warrant have changed this by conjecture to Oo'-eiy or 0o-,ws lIepq. 
In this they have disregarded the testimony of Pausanias, who ascribes the paint- 
ings in the Theseum to Micon. The supposition, expressed above, that this 
07or-avp6s at Athens which was adorned with paintings by Polygnotus was a sep- 
arate building, is strengthened by the well-known fact that the treasure-houses at 
Olympia and Delphi were called rqo-Lavpoi - and were separate structures. 

If the theory that the Opisthodomus on the Acropolis which was used as a 
treasury was a separate building is contradicted by any inscriptional or literary 
evidence, it must be abandoned. Is it thus contradicted ? This Opisthodomus 
is mentioned four times in Greek literature. [Dem.] xiii. I4; Arist. Plut. 1193; 
Dem. xxiv. 136; Luc. Tinm. 53. There is no intimation in any one of these four 
passages that the Opisthodomus mentioned was the western chamber or chambers 
of the cella either of the Parthenon or of the Hecatompedon. On the contrary, 
so far as they contain any implication at all, it is easier to suppose that the burn- 
ing recorded by Demosthenes and the spoliation imagined by Lucian relate to a 
building that stood apart and was at least of a semi-secular character than to a 
part of a great temple. It is fairly incredible that the Parthenon should have 
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been set on fire in the early years of the fourth century B.C., and no distinct men- 
tion of so notable an event have come down to us; and one may well wonder 
how Lucian imagined Timon to have set to work to dig through its massive walls. 

There are two other references to an opisthodomus on the Acropolis: Plut. 
Demet. 23; Aristides, I. p. 548, 14, Dind. These passages contain an implication 
of importance to the present discussion. When, namely, the Opisthodomus is 
referred to by Demosthenes, Aristophanes, and Lucian, no specification of its 
situation is necessary. It is sufficient to say, 6 o7rta-So066oo . But Plutarch in 

designating the place in which Demetrius was lodged felt it necessary to name 
it r6v OTrT0660o0tov TOV Hap6evpWvos. Aristides, likewise, who as the context shows 

undoubtedly refers to the Parthenon, says TOo vei) r5j 'AO7qvias Tov oirto-066oyov, not 

simply TOVy 0rto-00boov. The inference is that these two opisthodomi were not 
the same. This tells against the view of those who believe that the Opisthodomus 
was the western chamber of the cella of the Parthenon. 

The theory that the Opisthodomus on the Acropolis which was used as a 

treasury was a separate building is not contradicted by any references to it in 
literature. The references to it in inscriptions are the following: CIA. I. 32 A, 
I5-18, and B, 20-24; 273 ab, 16-20; 109; IV. 225 c (p. 168), A col. II. 31-36; 
I. 191, 3; Sitz. Ber. d. Berl. Akad. 1887, p. I201, No. 45, II; II. 652 B, 23, 24 

(repeated in 660, 6I, 62); 685, 2; 720 A, col. II. 6, and B, col. I. 32; 721 B, 
col. II. 19, and 21-23. 

The striking fact here, as before, is that the great treasure-house of Athens 
is referred to simply as b 67rw806o0uos. Whatever other information about it we 

may be able to gather from these important records, there certainly is no implica- 
tion in any one of them that the Opisthodomus mentioned was the western 
chamber or chambers of the cella either of the Parthenon or of the Hecatom- 
pedon. 

The case, therefore, now stands as follows: The assumption that the Opis- 
thodomus was not a separate building involves the rejection of the testimony 
cited above of the lexicographers and scholiasts, who, as Harpocration, were 
often drawing on excellent sources and whose special purpose was a definition. 
The authors and inscriptions, on the contrary, say nothing about the situation 
of the Opisthodomus because they unconsciously assume that this is known. 
On the other hand, the assumption that the Opisthodomus was a separate 
building, a fact clearly declared by the lexicographers and scholiasts, finds no 
contradiction in passages in the authors or in inscriptions that refer to the 

Opisthodomus, and is supported by two independent considerations of weight. 
In other words, this theory reconciles the evidence. 

The question, intimately connected with the main thesis of this paper, that 
now evidently presses for answer is the following. If the Opisthodomus was not 
the rear chamber or chambers of an existing temple, either the Parthenon or the 

Hecatompedon, but a separate building, where on the Acropolis was it situated ? 
Here, as before, and for the same reason, we expect no help from the authors 

and inscriptions; but the lexicographers and scholiasts give us the desired infor- 
mation. They say that the Opisthodomus lay behind the temple of Athena, and 

specifically behind the temple of Athena Polias. If, further, the generally accepted 
restoration of cdpXalov in CIA. IV. I. 28 be allowed, we have evidence that money 
was kept, although the Opisthodomus is not here named, to the south of the old 
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temple of Athena, v6roO]eV TOo TrS 'AOivala[s 8pXalov yve]& l T7r6bXe, at least 
as early as 460 B.C. 

What was the temple of Athena Polias ? Until very recently there was but 
one answer to this question. The term IIoXmis, when used of the protecting 
goddess of Athens, was the epithet of Athena in her oldest temple on the 
Acropolis, as distinguished from'A0BIva HapO6vos and 'AOffv IIp6/uaXos, and this 
oldest temple, 6 apxalos vecs, was the Erechtheum or the temple that preceded 
it on the same site. The eastern chamber of the cella of this temple had been 
from early times the shrine of the ancient wooden image of the goddess to which 
alone belonged the title of'AOrtvH IIoXLds. 

On the discovery of the Hecatompedon, Dorpfeld took issue with the pre- 
vailing view. The oldest temple on the Acropolis was the Hecatompedon, not 
the Erechtheum, which was only a shrine of Erechtheus. The Hecatompedon 
was the original temple of Athena Polias, but not the only one; the temple of 
Athena Poliaspar excellence was the Parthenon. 

Dorpfeld's attempt to wrest the name temple of Athena Polias from the 
Erechtheum has not met with acceptance. It has been considered and suc- 
cessively rejected by Petersen, Curtius, Frazer, and Michaelis, all of whom main- 
tain the traditional view that the oldest temple of Athena on the Acropolis was 
the temple of Athena Polias, and that this was the Erechtheum. Accepting the 
traditional view, what is meant when it is said that the Opisthodomus lay behind 
the temple of Athena Polias ? 

If the front of the old temple of Athena, i.e. of the Erechtheum, was at the 
east of the temple, as was generally true of Greek temples, the Opisthodomus 
must have lain to the west of it, behind the Pandroseum, and must be sought for 
there. On this supposition, there must have once existed at this place a sub- 
stantial and independent structure, no trace of the foundations of which, however, 
have been brought to light by the recent thorough excavation of the Acropolis. 

This brings us face to face with a question of great apparent difficulty. 
Namely, how is it possible that the treasury of Athens, a separate building as has 
been proved, was called an opisthodomus? Pollux (I. 6) and Varro (de lingua 
Lat. V. I60) say that in Greek temples the 67rLo068ouos lay behind the cella. 
This use of the word, to designate the rear portico of a temple, is confirmed by 
its actual employment in the literature. It is thus applied to the western porticos 
of the temples of Zeus and Hera at Olympia. Nowhere is it used to designate a 
building that was and always had been a separate structure. This established 
application of the word seems to contradict hopelessly the view that the Opistho- 
domus on the Acropolis was a separate building; but in fact it itself indicates 
the solution of the difficulty. 

Whether in early times the northern or eastern portico of the Erechtheum was 
regarded the front of the temple cannot be surely determined; but it seems 

probable that, at least in the time of the sources from which Harpocration and 
the other lexicographers and the scholiasts drew their information, the front of 
the temple was thought to be at the north. Here lay the broad portico through 
which Pausanias entered the temple. If the front of the temple was at the north, 
the Opisthodomus, which was situated 0o7raoOev Troo veb, must have lain to the 
south of the Erechtheum. 

Here in fact we find it, the Opisthodomus of the old Hecatompedon, rebuilt, 
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after the destruction of the temple in the Persian Wars, to serve as it had served 
before the coming of Xerxes as treasury of the gods and of the state. The peri- 
style of the temple disappeared; its cella was not restored; the Opisthodomus, 
consisting of the three rooms and the western portico, was alone rebuilt. This 
was the Opisthodomus to which reference is made, in the times following the 
Persian Wars, simply as 6 d7rio006ouxos, the 6-qoavpos that was adorned with paint- 
ings by Polygnotus. It was a treasury, and was doubtless so spoken of, but its 
official name was 6 0orto00665oos, and in the fourth century B.C. this name became 
current as its general designation. Aristophanes, Demosthenes, and Lucian 
could so speak of it, without danger of confusion. There was another opistho- 
domus on the Acropolis, but when this was meant the speaker said o 0rrt'065o0ios 
roV HapOevujvos or used an equivalent expression. This solution, which we owe 
to the insight of Ernst Curtius, is a complete and satisfactory explanation of the 

application of the namze Opisthodomus to the Athenian treasury, and is confirmed 
by a consideration of the uses to which the Opisthodomus was put. It accounts 
adequately for the established facts. 

The lexicographers and scholiasts, in the first place, call the Opisthodomus a 
rac.uteov or Oqc(ravpovXcKKioov. In it, by their testimony, were housed rd Xp'pTara, 
both the sacred treasure, 7r lep& Xp 'Aara, r& XpOxaraa 7rTv Oecjv, and the public 
treasure, ra rlwu6otLa XP7j plara, rb f7l60otov ap'y6ptov Kal 6 06pos. 

Our earliest documentary proof of the existence of the hecatompedon is CIA. 
IV. p. I37 if. This inscription, which in date precedes the Persian Wars, names 
the rabcat frequently, and, although much mutilated, evidently contained impor- 
tant prescriptions of their duties. Among these it is specified Tra Ot'KarTa [ra 
{v Tr ecKaT]ogL7rGo5 dvoiye,v [Tros] ralAras (II. 17, I8). It is generally agreed 
that the chambers here referred to are those in the western half of the cella and 
that they were treasure-chambers. These are the rooms which according to the 
conclusions to which we have come constituted the treasury referred to as 6 O7rI- 

ao0680o/os in later times. 
The inscription already named above (CIA. IV. I C. 25-29), which in date 

falls between 480 and 460 B.C., records the fact that treasure was kept in a pre- 
cinct south of the old temple of Athena. The 7repif3oXos here mentioned, if the 
lacuna has been properly supplied, was that of the Hecatompedon, in which at 
the time of the decree stood the restored treasury, and in this treasury the money 
in question must have been kept. That it was safely housed is certain, however 
general the phrase [e'v 7rept3]6Xo[t] may be ; the treasure was not kept in the 
open. 

In 454 B.C. the chest of the Delian Confederation was transferred to Athens, 
and from this date the funded treasure of the state, which consisted of the sur- 
plus of its yearly income and was kept on the Acropolis, was large. This was 
public money, Srt.6atia, in contrast with sacred treasure, lepa. The two funds 
were kept separate, but the reserve treasure of the state as well as the other was 
under the charge of the ra/cla T 7rS OeoJ, to whom the hellenotamiae paid over the 
yearly surplus of the tribute. This system of financial control existed from the 
time of the transfer of the Delian fund to Athens. 

Now the theory that the public and sacred treasure of Athens was stored in the 
Opisthodomus of the Parthenon fails to provide a place for it before the comple- 
tion of that temple in 438 B.C. This fact is so formidable that once the advocates 
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of the theory even resorted to the supposition that the Opisthodomus of the 
Parthenon must have been completed and put to use as early as 454 B.C. when the 
Delian fund was brought to Athens. The view, on the contrary, that makes 
the restored Opisthodomus of the Hecatompedon the treasury on the Acropolis 
provides adequately for all demands from the Persian Wars to the latest times. 

After the Persian Wars to the time of the completion of the Parthenon the 
treasures in kind of Athena must have been stored partly in the old temple, 
which was certainly rebuilt after the retreat of the Persians, partly in the treasury. 
In the latter was also the sacred money of Athena, and likewise of some of the 
other gods. On the completion of the Parthenon the treasures in kind were 
transferred, as is well known, to the Pronaos, Neos Hecatompedos, and " Par- 
thenon " of the new temple. In 435-4 were passed the two celebrated decrees 
(CIA. I. 32 A, B) which brought all of the finances of the state into order. In 
them we clearly perceive the influence of Pericles, under whose careful financial 

policy Athens was preparing herself for the great struggle with Sparta that was to 
follow. The provisions of these two decrees are met with singular fitness on the 

supposition that the public and sacred money was housed in the restored Opis- 
thodomus of the Hecatompedon. 

The money now stored in the treasury had become a great sum (A 2 if.). 
This fact is confirmed by the testimony of Thucydides. The amount of coined 
silver on the Acropolis at the time when the decree was passed was 9700 talents. 
This included both the state-reserve and the treasure of the goddess. The exist- 
ence of so great a treasure in 435 B.C., which must have been the accumulation 
of years, necessarily implies the existence of a treasury before the completion of 
the Parthenon. 

It is noteworthy that the decrees assume certain facts. The fact of the exist- 
ence of a treasury is taken for granted, just as that of the boards of the helleno- 
tamiae, logistae, and raTlati rwv lepwv rTs 'AO~pvaias. The treasury is named 
three times (A 15, I7, B 23), simply as o d6rto'0665oos, in such a way as to imply 
that it was a well-known place in established use. The specification, further, of 
the duty of the hellenotamiae in B I8 if. to deposit the yearly surplus from the 
tribute from the treasurers of the goddess simply recognizes and emphasizes, as 
Kirchhoff has shown, a previous practice. The one important new provision is 
the establishment of the board of the Trarlar rwv /XXwcv Oewv (A 13 ff.). This 
necessitated certain rearrangements in the use of the Opisthodomus. From this 
time the tamiae of Athena are to store her money-treasure gv r er'l e &~t& roi 
6rto0Oo866bov, the tamiae of the other gods iv rc I7r' dapLorepa. This must mean, 
as D6rpfeld has already pointed out, the room to the right and the room to the 
left in the back part of the Opisthodomus. Since now we know that there was 
a third treasure, and that it was large, which although under the charge of the 
treasurers of Athena was still kept separate, we cannot but conclude that it was 
stored in the larger chamber that lay in front of the two smaller chambers. It 
had probably been here from the first establishment of a state-fund. This use of 
the larger chamber explains the provision in A 15 if. (quoted on p. I5). This 
provision, in which the words 6o'a 5vvarbv KKal 6otov imply a limitation, means, as 
I think, that the racuaL TWV &\\XXv OeGOv are not to have access to the chamber 
in which the treasure of which they are in charge is stored except in company 
with the TaAJlai Trv rTs 'AOqvalas, not that they are always to be present when 
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the other rooms are opened. To reach their own chamber they were obliged 
to pass through that set aside for the reserve fund of the state, which was in 

charge, under the authority of the state, of the more ancient and much more 

important board. It must not be forgotten that the state exercised absolute con- 
trol over all of these treasures, although it employed the form of a fictitious loan 
when it drew upon the resources of Athena and of the other gods. The outward 

symbol of this authority was the key of the treasury held by the eLrtoTrdrs LTr 

7rpvTrveoav, of whom Aristotle says (At/h. Pol. 44), Trqpei 8' o6roU Tr&S KX\S ras rvP 

iepCwv v ots ra XprluarTdefirLv Kal <Tr&> ypdauJUara rj 7r6Xet. The custody of the 

key did not imply responsibility for the actual management of the funds. 

Remarks were made by Professors Wright, Allen, Wheeler, Smyth, 
and Seymour. 

14. On a literary judgment of Fronto, by Professor Minton 

Warren, of the Johns Hopkins University. 
Of the body of literary criticism among the Romans much is lost to us. 

Enough has been preserved, however, to enable us to estimate its general scope 
and character. We know the technical terms employed by the rhetoricians to 

designate varieties of style, and some of the traditional verdicts upon individual 
writers have reached us in a variety of ways. Oftentimes, however, the judgments 
expressed are so brief and epigrammatic that we are not entirely clear as to their 

meaning, and sometimes they exactly contravene what we should have expected, 
so that the bolder critics resort to emendation. So Wolfflin (Rhein. Museum, 47, 
640) in the comparison of Cicero and Demosthenes, Quintilian o1. I. Io6, emends 

so as to read curae plus in hoc, in illo naturae. So the celebrated criticism of 
Cicero on Lucretius ad Q. Fr. II. 9, Lucreti poemata, ut scribis, ita sunt, multis 
luminibus ing,enii, multae tamen artis, has been completely turned about by 

many editors inserting non before multis or multae. The critical estimates of 
Horace upon the older poets still furnish editors material for controversy. There 
is no universal agreement as to who is meant by Graecis intacti carminis auctor 
S. I. IO. 66. The line Plaziuus ad exemplar Siculi properare Epicharmi Ep. II. 
I. 58 still awaits a completely satisfactory explanation. Many scholars have 

puzzled their heads to account for the omission of Varro by Horace in his 
enumeration of preceding satirists, and recently Christ has gone so far as to pro- 
pose to read Varrone Reatino with hypermeter in S. I. Io. 46 (cf. Sitzungs- 
berichte der Minchen Akademie, I893, Heft I, p. II9), in my judgment a very 

perverse change. 
The passage from Fronto to be discussed, while not concerned with establishing 

a canon like that of Volcacius Sedigitus, does attempt discrimination and contrast 
between various authors; and although it has not given rise to as much discussion 
as some of the passages above mentioned, it has certainly troubled the lexicog- 
raphers and historians of literature. The passage will be found in Naber's ed. p. 
113 f. We here consider only the sentences referring to the poets and historians. 

" In poetis aute/m quis ignorat ut gracilis sit Lucilius, Albucius aridus, 

mublimis Lucretius, mediocris Pacubius, inaequalis Accius, Ennius multiformis ? " 
- It will be seen that we have six poets named in three contrasted pairs. In the 
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first and last pair we have chiasm, while in the middle pair, the adjective in each 
case precedes the names. We have also at least four technical names regularly 
applied to style, gracilis, aridus, sublimis, mediocris. Gracilis here represents the 
Greek laXv6s, which is more commonly translated by sublilis or tenuis. Gellius, 
VI. I4. I, following Varro also translates loxv&s by gracilis, but uses uber instead 
of sublimis as an equivalent for dap6s. Moreover, Varro, according to Gellius, made 
Pacuvius the representative of ubertas, Lucilius of gracilitas, and Terentius of 
mediocritas. As mediocris does not seem especially appropriate to Pacuvius, one 
is almost tempted to believe that Fronto wrote with chiastic arrangement sublimis 
Lucretius, Terentius mediocris, Terentius falling out from its similarity of ending 
to Lucretius. In that case the epithet applying to Pacuvius (? uber) has been 
lost. It is hardly probable that Fronto is the originator of these descriptive adjec- 
tives; as Varro had called Lucilius gracilis, so Ovid, Am. I. 15. 23 calls Lucretius 
sublimis. 

The epithet aridus is the technical designation of the faulty style opposed to 
gracilis. Compare Auctor ad Herennium IV. I , I6, Fortunatianus, R. M. p. 126, 
and Gellius VI. I4. 5. 

Who now is the Albucius who is contrasted with Lucilius? Teuffel (? I41-3), 
following M. Hertz, is inclined to identify him with the Epicurean T. Albucius, 
whom Lucilius ridicules for his Graeco-mania. He may have written, surmises 
Hertz, a didactic Epicurean poem before Lucretius, which died of its aridity. 
We have, however, no other evidence that this T. Albucius ever wrote poetry at 
all. It seems to me much more probable that our Albucius is to be identified 
with the Abuccius mentioned twice by Varro, R. R. 3. 6. 6. and 3. 2. 17 item 
L. Abuccius, ut homo, scitis, adprime doctus, cuius Luciliano charactere sunt 
libelli. The early editions have here Albucius, but Keil follows the MSS., and 
the existence of the name Abuccius is abundantly proved from inscriptions. As 
Fronto's opinion may ultimately go back to Varro, it seems much more plausible, 
even if we have to emend to Abuccius, that a poet who was a satirist in the 
manner of Lucilius is contrasted with him, than to suppose that Albucius wrote 
an Epicurean poem. 

In the last pair of poets coupled together Accius is called inaequalis, Ennius 
multiformis. R. Klussman, Emendationes Frontonianae (I874), p. 54, does not 
find in inaequalis a proper contrast to multiformis, and accordingly reads 
aequalis. While we readily admit that Ennius shows variety, is versatile and 
many-sided, we can hardly affirm that Accuis lacked these qualities. Teuffel says 
of Accius " In Vielseitigkeit, Formgewandheit, etc., dem Ennius aiihnlich." Accius 
is elsewhere alluded to by Fronto with great respect, and inaequalis can hardly be 
accepted as a term of grave censure. Martial, it will be remembered, converts it 
into a compliment; cf. VII. 90 and 8i. The only other passage I have found 
where inaequalis is applied to a poet is Seneca, Suasoriae, VI. 27. 

Passing from the poets to speak of historians, Fronto drops the chiastic order. 
" Historiam quoque scribsere Sallustius structe, Pictor incondite, Claudius lepide, 
Antias invenuste, Sisenna longinque, verbis Cato multiiugis, Coelius singulis." 
The first four abverbs gives us no trouble. Structe makes the contrast to incon- 
dite, lepide to invenuste. So too at the end verbis multiiugis is set off against 
singulis. Sisenna is left unpaired with the adverb longinque, and Klussmann, 
Emendationes, p. 54, to complete the parallelism, conjectures that some name has 
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fallen out, suggesting Rutilius, who is included by Velleius, 2. 9, in his list of 
historians, being mentioned as a contemporary of Claudius Quadrugarius and 
Valerius Antias, who are mentioned by Fronto. As Fronto, however, pays no 
attention to chronology, coupling Sallust with Pictor, we can have no certainty 
as to what name, if any, was omitted. What now is the meaning of longinque ? 
Harper's quoting this very passage assigns the meaning, after a long interval,' 
surely a curious literary judgment to put beside invenuste. The text is given 
after the ed. of Mai in a very misleading way, historiam scripsere Pictor incon- 
dite, Sisenna longinque. In the original Claudius and Antias intervene between 
Pictor and Sisenna, and Mai, comparing Cicero, Brutus, 74, gives to longinque the 

meaning of inusifate. Harper's mistake is not an inheritance from Andrews, 
which gives of ancient times,' presumably a translation of Freund's 'alterthiim- 
lich antik,'-Klotz gives 'alterthiimlich,' Georges 'der Zeit nach entfernt, alt, 
antik,' De Vit. inusitate. White and Riddle, and Key do not quote the passage, 
and of course the lexicographers of the last century do not. Peter, in his large 
edition of the Historical Fragments, Proleg. 331, without translating the word, 
refers it to the copiousness or prolixity of the narrative. In this he is followed 

by Teuffel, who translates by 'umstandlich.' So too Cruttwell, p. 102. "He became 

prolix. This apparently is what Fronto meant when he says scripsit longinque." 
The fact that six books of the historiae seem to have been devoted to a period of 
three years from 91-88, and if Nonius' citation of a 23d book is correct, seven- 
teen books were taken up with the events of six years, might seem to justify Ion- 

ginque in the sense of prolix. Compare also the use of longinquus in Plautus, 
Mil. 1020 and Merc. 6Io. Fronto nowhere else uses longinquus or longinque. 
He makes frequent use of longus and longior, prolixus and prolixior, applied to 
the length of an epistle, etc. But longinque may go back to an earlier writer, as 

gracilis, which does not elsewhere occur in Fronto. Against Teuffel I am inclined 
to think that longinque refers to the language rather than the undue length of his 
history. Compare especially Cic. Brutus, 75. 260, ' ne a C. Rusio quidem accusa- 
tore deterreri potuit quominus inusitatis verbis uteretur ' and 'recte loqui putabat 
esse inusitate loqui.' Fronto himself opposes p. 64 Naber remotis et requisitis 
to vok,aribus et usitatis, and longinque may have been chosen as an adverb to 

neatly express this. Compare Quintilian, 8.6. 17, a longinqua similitudine ductae. 
What, finally, is the meaning of multiiugis verbis and singulis ? Some argu- 

ment might be made for translating these words ' with polysyndeton' ' with asyn- 
deton.' fultiiugum in the sense of polysyndeton is not given in Harper's. 

(The poem in which it occurs was not printed until 1839.) Georges and De Vit 
give it. See Carmen de figuris (Halm, R. M. p. 65). For singula verba used 
in connection with asyndeton, cf. auctor ad Her. IV. 19. 26, Julius Rufinianus 

(Halm, R. M. p. 53), Quintilian, IX. 3. 50 and IX. 4. 23, and Donatus, Commen- 
tary on Andria Prol. 18, ' In singulis magna emphasis est auctoritatis.' 

It is a well-known fact that polysyndeton is frequent in Cato. Compare Elmer, 
"The Copulative .Conjunctions que, et, atque in the Inscriptions of the Republic, 
in Terence and in Cato," p. 37. Especially noteworthy is a passage cited by 
Gellius, VI. 3, from the oration for the Rhodians which it will be remembered 
was included in the Origines. Scio solere plerisque hominibus rebus secundis 

atque prolixis atque prosperis animum excellere atque superbiam atque ferociam 
augescere atque crescere. Here we have five atques. Two connect three sy- 
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nonymous adjectives, one two synonymous verbs, one two synonymous nouns, 
and one two clauses. We must not imagine that such a piling up of con- 
nectives was not noticed by the ancients as a mark of style. A curious proof 
that it was noticed is afforded by the correspondence of Fronto. See p. 36. 
M. Aurelius writcs, ' Nam uni M. Porcio me dedicavi atque despondi atqui dele- 
gavi. Hoc etiam ipsum atque unde putas ? ex ipso furor.' The verbatim fragments 
of Coelius are very few and very short. None of them show any tendency to 

polysyndeton, and of 32 verbatim fragments, ten exhibit asyndeton. It may be 
objected, however, that such an interpretation of multiiugis and singulis does 
not go well with the adverbs longinque, invenuste, etc.; that it is too special and 
perhaps too trivial a criticism. It will be noted that in the passage already 
quoted from Cato the polysyndeton is accompanied by an abundant use of syn- 
onyms. A writer in the Nation, April 29, I886, says, " Speaking of the use of 
synonyms, M. Amiel says (in other language) that it is well one's team of words 
should be adapted to the subject and the occasion; a writer should sometimes 
drive at full speed with a single epithet, sometimes with four magnificently, some- 
times a la Russe with three, sometimes even with a tandem, perhaps more safely 
with the usual two, etc." 

In a similar figurative sense, implying the comparison with a team, multiiugis 
and singztlis seem to be used here. Coelius uses the single word, the off-hand 

stroke; Cato drives in pairs and threes, sometimes with four magnificently. This 
is the meaning also attached to the word by Peter, Prolegomena, cxxxxvIIII. 
With this use of multiiugis we may compare in Fronto, p. 211, neque verba 
multa geminata supervacanea inferciet. With the use of singulis, Fronto, 
p. 151, synonymis colligendis, verbis interdum singularibus requirendis, and a 
curious parallel with Amiel is furnished by p. I39. The whole passage beginning 
with castella verborum is too long to quote, " quae ratio sit verba geminandi el 
interduzm trigeminandi, non numquam quadriplicia saepe quinquies aut eo 
amplius superlata ponendi," etc. Numerous passages might be cited from 
Fronto's works where he insists upon the necessity of choosing one's words care- 
fully, and that Coelius was one of the few early writers who did pay attention to 
seeking for the right word is attested by Fronto, p. 62. 

Remarks upon this paper were made by Professor Gudeman, and, 
in reply, by the author. 

I5. On Velleius Paterculus, by Professor E. G. Sihler, of the 

University of the City of New York. 
The constant drawing upon Velleiusl by Mommsen in his Provinzen, and the 

elaborate special treatise by Leopold von Ranke in the " Analekten," subjoined 
to the third volume of his Universal History, would suffice to dispose of the depre- 
ciation of this writer found in many current manuals of Roman literature. 

Niebuhr indeed calls him " einen tiefbelesenen tiefeingeweihten Meister." The 
present writer does not believe that the elaborate eulogy of Seianus (II. I27-128) 
is to be considered the raison d'etre of the entire publication. -One of the points 

1 Halm and Haase do not throughout agree in the paragraphing. 
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which may well be emphasized is the attitude of Velleius towards contemporary 
and preceding historians, particularly toward Livy. The brief summary actually 
published was intended chiefly as the avant courier of a " iustum opus," a regular, 
i.e. an elaborate work: cf. I. I6, I; II. 29, I; 38, I; 41, I; 48, 6; 52, 2; 55, I; 

66, 3; 86, I; 89, I; 89, 6; 96, 3; 99, 2; 103, 3; IO8, 2; 114, 4; 1 9, I; 
124, I: explicare II. 48, 6; 96, 3; ordine narrare II. 114, 4; iustis volu- 
minibus exponere 124, I. 

The following particular point demands especial attention. In II. 48, 6, Vel- 
leius says: harum praeteritarumque rerum ordo (he refers to the breach between 
Caesar and the Senate 50-49 B.C., and the beginning of the civil war) cum iustis 
aliorum voluminibus promatur (note the tense) tum ut spero nostris explicabitur. 
These volumina, if they had been Livy's, would hardly have been referred to in 
this manner: he seems to allude to a work of fairly recent publication which 
either dealt particularly, or began, with the civil wars of Caesar and Pompey; 
perhaps he had in mind the historiae of Aufidius Bassus. - The fact that he dealt, 
e.g., with the death of Cicero disposes of the assumption that he entitled his work 
"A fine Titi Livi," a title still maintained in Schaefer's Quellenkunde, but aban- 
doned in Peter's Fragmenta. When Tacitus wrote his Dialogus (c. 23), Aufidius 
had attained the rank of a standard modern historian. His " auctoritas historiae " 
is highly commended by Quintilian IO, 1, 103, " utique in libris belli Germanici." 
Whether this refers to all the German wars in the reign of Augustus and Tiberius, 
or to the calamity of Varus only, we cannot state with absolute certainty: the 
former, however, is much more probable: there was no doubt a great temptation 
for a writer who wrote under Tiberius to belittle or suppress the services of Ger- 
manicus, and perhaps the fairness and fidelity of Aufidius Bassus in this part of 
his work was that which elicited the special commendation of Quintilian. When 
dealing with the catastrophe of Varus, Velleius again alludes to the account of 
other writers, II. 119, I, iustis voluminibus ut alii ita nos conabimur exponere. 
Livy cannot be meant, for his work was concluded with the death of Drusus, 9 B.C., 
and the probability of an allusion to Aufidius Bassus is stronger still. -Taking, 
then, the attitude and aim of Velleius himself, this summary which we have was 

really a tentative first production, and at the same time, an announcement of a 
more elaborate and ambitious work that was to begin probably as that of Aufidius 
Bassus seems to have done, with the era of Caesar. We therefore are made to 
realize the following: Livy's great national history carried down to the death of 
Drusus 9 B.C., in the last 40 books out of a total of 142, dealt with the last 50 years 
of the entire work, beginning with the first Triumvirate. These last 40 books of 

Livy therefore, while they probably rendered obsolete the publications of partisans 
written in the Caesarean era itself, did not deter writers of the first and second 

generations subsequenltly from re-writing that entire period. It was after Livy 
that the sentiment of loyalty to the emperors and the consciousness of dynastic 
continuity was engendered in Rome. 

Current manuals such as Teuffel's vindicate to Velleius comparative freedom from 
the type of Silver Latinity as far as the vocabulary is concerned, T.5 II. ? 278: 
" Der Wortschatz ist der Hauptsache nach der classische." Cruttwell, p. 345, " his 

style is not unclassical as far as the vocabulary goes." Bernhardy,3 p. 615, 
" Besser als sein Geschmach befriedigt seine Sprache, denn mit Ausnahme von affec- 
tirten Woertern u. Structuren ist sie rein." Simcox says nothing about it. This 
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adherence to the Ciceronian standard would be notable in an age as to which we 
learn from the reminiscences of the elder Seneca that the masters of rhetorical 
schools who were now the prime factor in the formation of style, affected novelty 
above all things. Seneca, rhet. p. 260 Kiessling: Illi in hoc scholasticis morem 

gerebat, ne verbis calcatis et obsoletis uteretur . sed quaedam antiqua et a Cicerone 
dicta a ceteris deinde deserta dicebat." With all deference to Bernhardy's and 
Teuffel's statements the desire of Velleius to write for the sake of fine writing and 
to improve upon the diction of the Ciceronian era seems palpable enough. 

To illustrate his striving after variation: eodem temporum tractu I. 15, 3; 
circa eadem tempora II. 8, 2; per eadem tempora II. 8, 3; per idem aevi spatium 
II. 9, 3; eadem aetate II. 9, 6; per ea tempora II. 18, I; per id tempus II. 34, I; 

per haec tempora II. 34, 3; eadem tempestate II. 78, 3.-We see in Velleius 

distinctly that trend of taste which laid poetical vocabulary under contribution 
and in many ways affected "speciosa verba." Throughout V. uses moliri for 
aedificare; generally patrare for conficere, e.g. bellum patrare II. II, 2; 59, 4; 
proelium, p. II. 21, 3; facinus II. 58, I; patratio belli II. 98, 2. conflare exercitum 
II. 74, 2; speciosus is almost entirely used for pulcher: sp. classis II. 79, 2; 
supplementum II. 81, 2; inscriptio 104, 2; ministerium I I I, 3;- of a gale working 
havoc in a fleet: lacerare maiorem partem classis II. 79, 3; in ore atque oculis 

(=in conspectu) II. 84, 2, regimen classis II. 85, 2; sepelire bellum II. 75, I; 
82, I; 89, 3; 90, I; 129, 4. abditus carceri (in the fashion of poetical con- 

struction) II. 91. 4; in campum descendere (cf. Hor. Carm. III. I, II, descendat 
in campum petitor); qui iam decem et septem legionum potentes erant II. 65, I; 
ultra and infra in comparative locutions: ultra fortem temerarius II. 68, 3; infra 
servos cliens II. 83, I; -odium clementia eluctalus II. 86, 2; difficultate locorum 
luctatus II. 115, 2; a kind of double superlative: penitusque Romano nomini 

infestissimus II. 27, I; eruere f. delere: eruta Carthagine II. 38, 2; the locu- 
tion w. ductus (for abl. abs.): Metelli ductu II. 38, 6; cf. 39, I; 79, 4. quis 
satis mirari queat II. 75, 2. sustinere as an auxiliary closely related to posse, 
II. 40, 4; 8i, I; 86, 2. avia itinerum II. 75, 3; -suicide: regis morte quam 
ille conscientia acciverat II. 38, 6; vitae suae vim intulit II. 45, 5; - destruere 
aliquem II. 48, 2; magnitudinem inlibatam detulisset ad inferos II. 48, 2; poenas 
luere II. 54, I; nationibus . . . accensis (in bellum) II. 98, 2; pars exercitus 
maccrata II. 112, 3. reliqua belli II. I23, I; exercitum habilem gubernaculo II. 
I 13, 2; cum longe maximam partem absumpsisset acies II. I 19, 4; Lepidus tendens 
ad Tiberium II. 115, 2; quaeritare sedes I. 4, 3; fragmine subsellii ictus II. 3, 2. 
reor = arbitror: I. 5, 3; II. 12, 2; 92, 5. linquere I. 9, 4; compos victoriae 
I. 10, 3; rapto vivere (cf. Vergil and Ovid); II. 32, 6. aevum f. aetas II. 66, 5. 
Compared with his contemporary Valerius Maximus, Velleius does observe a 
certain moderation in this respect. 

As to the conscious manipulation of figurae, also (Xo-XAara X\ews), Velleius 
exhibits more simplicity than Valerius Maximus. Still the rhetorical training 
and taste of V. is directly and uniformly apparent. Cruttwell says, p. 345: "he 
ran through the minor offices to the praetorship (14 A.D.) and soon after set 
himself to repair the deficiencies of a purely military education by systematic 
study." But the young gentlemen of equestrian rank who became tribuni militum 
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at twenty or twenty-two had no purely military, they had no military education 
whatever when they began that career (cf. MAadvig, Die Befehlshaber und das 
avancement in dem R6mischen Heere, Kleine Philol. Schriften).- The rhetorical 
strain in Velleius is in fact due no doubt to his early training in the rhetorical 
schools, which were the only schools of Rome. 

Of metaphors we meet but few, and these are forced, e.g. when speaking of 
Caesar and Pompey at Pharsalus, II. 52, 3, conlisa inter se duo reipublicae capita 
effossumque allerum Romani imperii lumen . a mixture of two gruesome images. 

Rhythm of the period, " numerus" of technical nomenclature, has on the 
whole disappeared with the free and broad period of Cicero: it is to be looked 
for rather in more minute and petty forms, as in chiasmus. modus culpae ex 
pecuniae modo II. 22, 5; vivorum ut magna admiratio, ita censura difficilis est 
II. 36, 3; ut has armis ita auctoritate Cappadociam . . . fecit stipendiariam II. 39, 3; 
qui neque petitus honeste ab iis neque probabiliter gestus est II. 46, I; patientia 
periculorum bellique experientia II. 78, 2; qui aut otium validius diligat aut 
facilius sufficiat negotio II. 98, 3. In Valerius Maximus chiasmus abounds. 

The most striking characteristic, however, in the style of Velleius is his striving 
after effect in the coining of Sententiae, terse, epigrammatic passages which might 
become quotable perhaps. The evidence of the rhetor Seneca shows conclusively 
that the faculty of composing Sententiae was one of the main criteria by which 
rhetores and budding disciples were judged; e.g. hanc adiecit sententiam quam 
solebat mirari Latro, Contr. I. 2, 17; nobilem illam sententiam quam Fabius 
Maximus circumferebat, ib. II. 4, 9; compositio aspera et quae vitaret composi- 
tionem, sententiae vivae Contr. III. I8; Hermagoras raras sententias dicebat, sed 

argutas et quae auditorem diligentem penitus adficerent, securum et negligentem 
transcurrerent, Contr. II. 6, 13 ; oratio eius erat valens, culta, ingenlibus plena 
sententiis ib. III. 2. The Roman rhetores claimed superiority in this respect, 
exercising, as they did, their profession side by side with the Greek teachers in 
Rome: dicebat autem Agroitas incultum ut scires illum inter Graecos non fuisse, 
sententiis fortibus, ut scires eum inter Romanos fuisse. Contr. II. 6, 12; cf. Volk- 
mann Rhetorik der Griechen u. Romer2, p. 455. 

Of Carthage V. says: neque ante invisum esse desiit, quam esse desiit I. I2, 7. 
-a negotiis in olium conversa civitas II. I, I. Of the burial of the younger 
Scipio: eiusque corpus velato capile elatum est, cuius opera super totum terrarum 
orbem Roma extulerat caput II. 4, 6. Sulla, vir qui neque ad finem victoriae satis 
laudari neque post victoriam abunde vituperari potest II. 17, I. Mortem magis 
voto quam arbitrio inimicorun obiit II. 22, 4. Of Pompey's method of dealing 
with the pirates: quamquam in auctore satis rationis est, tamen ratio quemlibet 
magnum auctorem faceret II. 32, 6; - cum neuter ab altero quod arguebat men- 
titus argui posset II. 33, 2. - ('M. Cato) qui numquam recte fecit ut facere videre- 
tur, sed quia aliter facere non potuerat II. 35, 2. Of Curio: homo ingeniosissime 
nequam II. 48, 3; cf. 68, I; - (cf. Seneca rh. suas. 1. 5: propter intempestiz'e 
liberos sales; Contr. I. I, 22: tam immature magnum ingenium.) -cum et Lepido 
omnes imperatores forent meliores et multis Antonius dum erat sobrius II. 63, I; 
cum et Brutus cuilibet ducum praeferendus videretur et Vatinius nulli non esset 

postferendus II. 69, 3; neque reperias quos aut pronior fortuna comitata sit aut 
veluti fatigata maturius destituerit quam Brutum et Cassium II. 69, 6; of Sextius 
Pompey: libertorum suorum libertus et servorum servus II. 73, I; Fulvia nihil 
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muliebriter praeter corpus gerens II. 74, 3; of Agrippa: parendi, sed uni, scientissi- 
mus II. 79, i; Plancus non iudicio . . sed morbo proditor II. 83, I; Dellius 

exempli sui tenax II. 84, 2; of Antony at Actium: imperator qui in desertores 
saevire debuerat, desertor exercitus sui factus est II. 85, 3. quod vi facere voluerant, 
iure passi sunt II. 91, 2; Iuliam . . . feminam neque sibi neque reipublicae felicis 
uteri II. 93, 2; homine inter summam vitiorum dissimulationem vitiosissimo II. 

97, ; gens etiam Germana (Germanica ?) feritate ferocior II. Io6, 2; natione 

magis quam ratione barbarus II. io8, 2; quae probandae essent non quae utique 
probarentur sequens II. 113, 2; pecuniae vero quam non contemfptor Syria decla- 
ravit, quam pauper divitem ingressus dives pauperem reliquit II. I 7, 2. consilio 
belli bellum iunxit II. IIo, 5; decretis facta iungit II. 118, 3; non enim desertis 

superfuit sed desertor occidit II. II9, 4. 
One of the most notable differences (in the employment of the artifices of 

rhetoric) between Velleius and Valerius Maximus is in the use of apostrophe. The 
artium scriptores as represented in Ernesti and Volkmann seem to have dealt with 
it only as used in forensic orations, but the practice of the declamatores seems to 
have made it common enough. Velleius contents himself with a single one, an 

apostrophe to Marc Antony on account of the proscription of Cicero, II. 66, 3-5, a 

passage of real elevation. But in Valerius Maximus I have noted twenty-seven 
distinct cases of apostrophe, it being with him a mere convenient variation of pre- 
sentation. The votum to Jupiter at the end of the volumen is also a kind of apos- 
trophe, and rises from the rhetorical observance of investing the epilogue with 
particular form and dignity, as Tacitus too did at the end of the Agricola. 

Adjourned at 10.30 P.M. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, Thursday, July I2th, I894. 

The ASSOCIATION was called to order at 9.30 A.M. 
The Committee on Place of Meeting reported that the next 

regular meeting should be held at Cleveland, July 9, 1895. The 

report was adopted. 
The Committee on Officers for 1894-95 proposed the following 

list of nominations: 

President, John H. Wright, Harvard University. 
Vice-Presidents, Bernadotte Perrin, Yale University. 

Minton Warren, Johns Hopkins University. 
Secretary and Treasurer, Herbert Weir Smyth, Bryn Mawr College. 
Additional members of the Executive Committee. 

Basil L. Gildersleeve, Johns Hopkins University. 
William W. Goodwin, Harvard University. 
Abby Leach, Vassar College. 
Francis A. March, Lafayette College. 
Benjamin I. Wheeler, Cornell University. 

The report was adopted and the above officers elected. 
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i6. The Date of the Poet Lycophron,l by Dr. William N. Bates, 
of Harvard University. 

The date of the poet Lycophron has never been satisfactorily settled. Writers 
on the history of Greek literature have made him flourish in the reigns of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus (285-247 B.C.), or of Euergetes (247-222), or have simply stated 
that he flourished about the middle of the third century. This difference of 
opinion was doubtless caused by the apparently conflicting testimony of the 
evidence on which we have to depend. The scholiasts and lexicographers made 
him flourish in the time of Philadelphus, while it was argued that lines 1226-1280 
of the Alexandra, which predict the coming glory of Rome, could not have been 
written before the first Punic war.2 But in 1883 Wilamowitz showed that the 
Alexandra was probably written between 300 and 290; and Susemihl went a step 
farther and showed that it was written about 295. With this date established the 

passage in the Alexandra relating to Rome can have no bearing on the date 
of the poet. 

In the life of Lycophron by Tzetzes we are informed that he was hired by 
Ptolemy Philadelphus to arrange the comedies in the Alexandrian library at the 
same time that Alexander Aetolus arranged the tragedies and Zenodotus the other 

poetical works. This most probably occurred in the year 285-84, when the 

library was established. Zenodotus had the most important position of the three 
and was afterwards librarian. Naturally we should expect him to be older than 
either Lycophron or Alexander. And, in fact, Couat in his Histoire de la Poesie 
Alexandrine gives the date of the birth of Zenodotus as 324-320 B.C., and of 
Alexander as about 320; Susemihl gives the dates as about 325 and 315 respec- 
tively. Consequently, if Lycophron was younger than Zenodotus and as old as 
Alexander, and he could not very well have been younger if he wrote the 
Alexandra in 295, he would have been born about 320, or perhaps 325-320. 

This date is confirmed by the fact that he was one of the seven poets known 
as the tragic Pleiad. The other poets of this group can be shown to have flour- 
ished at the end of the I24th Olympiad, or about the year 281. That is, if Lyco- 
phron was born about 320, he was about forty years old when he acquired a 

reputation as a tragic poet; and this surely is a very appropriate age at which a 

literary man might be said to flourish. 
There is but one allusion to the death of Lycophron, and that is in Ovid's Ibis. 

There are very good reasons for believing that Ovid took this allusion to Lyco- 
phron from the Ibis of Callimachus, which he says he is imitating, and which was 
written about two years before the Hymn to Apollo. This latter poem was written 
either in 248 or in 263, and consequently Lycophron must have died at least 
before 250. 

To sum up briefly, Lycophron was born between 325 and 320 B.C., wrote his 
Alexandra about 295, was appointed to arrange the comedies in the Alexandrian 

library in 285-84, about 280 began to flourish as a tragic poet and, continued as 
such down to the time of his death, which must have occurred before the 

year 250. 
1 This paper will appear in substantially the form in which it was read in the Harvard 

Studies in Classical Philology for I895. 
2 Lines I446-1450 were also appealed to. 
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7. The Saturnians of Livius Andronicus and Naevius tested ac- 

cording to the Quantitative Theory, by Professor Karl P. Harrington, 
of the University of North Carolina. 

This paper does not include within its scope any attempt to settle the ancient 

dispute regarding the nature of the Saturnian verse, whether it is quantitative or 
accentual. The purpose of the writer will be accomplished if he shall have fur- 
nished some data to be used by future students of the problem. These data have 
been obtained by testing in some respects the results which Lucian Miiller, the 

champion of the quantitative theory, has himself reached in applying his own 
theory to the fragments of the two primitive Latin epics bearing the names of 
Livius Andronicus and Cn. Naevius. 

It may, perhaps, be safely assumed that, if the quantitative theory has any posi- 
tive value, it can be applied with some degree of success to these, the most 

important poems composed in the Saturnian metre, so that the exceptions and 
irregularities shall not overshadow that which is normal. Furthermore, it would 
not be unreasonable to expect to find, if anything, a slight improvement in 
metrical treatment in a poet who in other respects so far outshines Livius Androni- 
cus as does Naevius. The results here given of a few tests applied to the frag- 
ments seem neither to warrant the former assumption nor to realize the latter 
expectation. 

The fragments of the work of Livius as collected and arranged by Miiller in 
his work, " Der safurnische Vers," make up fifty-two verses or parts of verses; 
in the case of Naevius there are seventy-two. The normal Saturnian verse is 
assumed by Miiller to be composed of an Iambic Dimeter Catalectic followed by 
a Trochaic Tripody, which would be graphically expressed thus: - 

11 ' i- j -L 'i Lv j ' ' v i j 1. 

Not a single verse in either Livius or Naevius exactly corresponds to this norm. 
In seven (7) cases in Livius, Miiller makes no attempt to give a complete scansion, 
or else the verses are too fragmentary to admit of any safe venture. The same is 
true in eight (8) of the verses of Naevius. 

Various irrational substitutions abound to an extent that seems well-nigh 
ruinous to a quantitative theory: (I) Long syllable for a short, -in Livius, 80; 
in Naevius, I40 (a much larger proportion, therefore, in the better writer). 
(2) Short syllable for a long,- Livius, 20; Naevius, 19. (3) Two short for one 
short, - Livius, 19; Naevius, 24. 

Regular resolutions, on the other hand, are much less frequent than would be 
expected, there being only 3 in Livius, and 12 in Naevius. 

Loss, or suppression of a syllable, is a device to which resort must often be 
had, if the quantitative theory is correct. This occurs as follows: (I) The ante- 
penultimate syllable in the first half of the verse, - Livius, 2; Naevius, 4. 
(2) The antepenultimate syllable in the second half of the verse,-Livius, 13; 
Naevius, 20. The other two possible kinds of suppression, however, viz. the 
second half of the first trochee in the first half of the verse, and the second 
half of the first trochee in the second half of the verse, do not occur in these 
fragments. 

li 
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The caesura seems to be less regular in Naevius than in Livius. Once in 
Naevius it is out of place, viz. v. 42: - 

Sin illos deserdnt i fortissimds virdrum. 

In v. 26 of the same writer it does not occur at all: - 

Voltzrnalem, Paldtudlem, Fzrrrindlem. 

The caesura is accompanied by hiatus four (4) times in Livius, and eight (8) 
times in Naevius: e.g., Naevius v. 13:- 

ibi fords cumr auzro : ilico exibant. 

Hiatus occurs at least once in Livius besides these cases at caesura, perhaps not 
elsewhere in either writer. 

As regards pure elisions, the case stands as follows: (I) Short vowel, - Livius, 
6; Naevius, 6. (2) Long vowel,- Livius, 4; Naevius, 4. 

Ecthlipsis occurs in Livius 6 times; in Naevius, 12 times. 
Of synizesis there are in Livius at least 5 instances; in Naevius, 6. A good 

example of a verse relying strongly on this figure is Livius, v. 30:- 

venit Merc4rius cumque eo ' filius Latdnas. 

The determination of the number of instances of assonance and alliteration 
which occur has in it so large a subjective element that little can be concluded 
from the result in any case. There can be no doubt in such a verse as Livius, 8: 

matre'm medn procitum i plrimi venerunt. 

Livius, v. I9, shows rather a species of primitive rhyme: - 

igitzr cor demum Ulixi . praepavdrefrixit. 

Perhaps five (5) verses may be considered worthy of notice in this respect in 
Livius, viz. Nos. 5, 8, 9, I9, 45; and ten (o1) in Naevius, viz. Nos. 2, 9, II, 17, 
23, 32, 47, 53, 57, 62. 

Without considering, then, any further points, it appears that the quantitative 
theory fares thus in the hands of its best friend: (I) No verse can be fitted to it 

exactly. (2) An unreasonable number of irrational substitutions must be assumed. 

(3) Total loss of a syllable must be assumed in nearly forty (40) cases out of a 
whole number of but a little over one hundred (Ioo) verses. (4) The regular 
resolutions, which are so common in all the other poets of this period, are rare. 

(5) Hiatus is comparatively common. (6) In other respects there is little that 
is noteworthy in either of the two writers. (7) As regards irrational substitutions, 
suppressions, caesura, and hiatus, Naevius is even more irregular than Livius. 

It may be added that even with Miiller, it may be clearly seen, it has often 
been a purely arbitrary matter to decide which way to mark a verse according to 
the theory adopted. 

To the "Saturnian metre," whatever that is, have been referred fragments of 
Latin ranging in character all the way from those that to the naked eye -and 
ear - are prose pure and simple, to the epics that we have been considering. If 
beside this fact is placed the assurance given us at this meeting that the early 
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Greek poetry may be called "rhythmical prose," is it not possible to believe that 
scholars have been trying to read into Saturnian verse a regularity and system 
which the Romans knew nothing about? How far was the Saturnian metre from 

"rhythmical prose "? 

Remarks were made by Professors Allen and C. L. Smith. 
Professor C. L. Smith then proposed the following resolution:- 

Voted.- That the Secretary be instructed to convey the thanks of this Associa- 
tion to the Trustees of Williams College for the ample provision they have made 
for the entertainment of the Association at its present meeting; to President and 
Mrs. Carter for their generous hospitality, and to Professor Fernald for the 
thoughtful care he has given to all the arrangements for our comfort. Adopted. 

18. Time and Space in Word-Concepts, by Professor F. A. March, 
of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 

It takes a certain time to utter a word. Remembrance of the word, the word- 

concept, includes time as one of its elements. This time-element is one of the 
most persistent of the elements. We may forget all the letters of a word and yet 
remember its length, and in the history of languages, words ar found to retain 
their length thru the most varied changes of quality of sounds. 

A consonant may be dropt and the preceding vowel lengthend: gans > gos, 
Pegn > ben, benc-an > o-h'te, etc. 

A vowel dropt and preceding vowel lengthend. 
A vowel dropt and consonant lengthend, i.e. dubld: telian > tellan, cnysian > 

cnyssan, etc. 
A consonant dropt and another consonant lengthend, as in assimilation, so-calld, 

producing dubld consonants: adsimilate > assimilate, disfero > differo, etc. 
The new forms in all such exampls ar resultants of the joint action of the law 

of least effort and the law of persistence of the time-concept. 
The persistence of the time-concept is a force in separate syllabls, also pre- 

serving the quantity of every root vowel, or other significant sound thru all its 
combinations, unless sum other force destroy it. 

The time of the word-concept is not void or uniform duration, but the fysiologic 
duration of human consciousness, which has a rhythmic flow markt by hart beats 
and exspiration and inspiration. This force in the concept is exhibited most fully 
in song and poetry, but it is also activ in word-formation. As the poet fits his 
words to his meter, so man the word-maker adjusts his sounds to the rhythmic 
flow of fysiologic time, lengthening and shortening syllabls which he puts together, 
to preserv the natural morae and feet. The English speech-concept foot is three 
morae. The English pronunciation of Latin and Greek exhibits the working-of 
this concept plainly; so English derivativs: brief, briefer, brevity; admire, admirer, 
miracl. Whenever stress accent cums to dominate a language formd under the 
laws of time and pitch, a new gravitation to accentual centers is set up, and a new 
dialect arizes, the resultant of the old time-concept and the new gravitation. 

When alfabetic writing and printing appear, a space-concept is added to the 
time-concept of words. Readers and writers hav pictures of words in memory. 
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To them a word-concept in its simplest form is an outline only of a certain length 
and bredth; this may be fild up by a time-concept into a sort of pencil sketch, 
a monocrome, a fotograf, and colord finally by sound-concepts of various qualities. 

The space-concepts in a wel spelt language ar similar in frame work, number, 
and proportion to the time-concepts and sound-concepts, and make the word a 
visibl object, easy to recall and to communicate. The space-concepts ar also 
persistent in form, a powerful conservativ force to resist the fluctuations of sound, 
or, in a badly spelt language, to resist all efforts for reform. 

I9. The Eye and Ear in lerning to read, by Professor F. A. 

March, of Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 
Alfabetic writing has been often said to be the most important invention of 

man. The invention consists in using the characters addrest to the eye as signs 
of the elementary sounds of words, insted of signs of the objects named. In 

lerning to read a wel spelt language the letters would of course be lernd first as 

signs of sounds. There ar few of them. They ar interesting objects of sight. 
Twenty letters can be lernd as easily as twenty new playmates, and having lernd 
the letters, sight and sound together, the lerner can read right off any words 
familiar by sound. The attempt to substitute for this natural method a connecting 
of the printed word, the space-concept, directly with the object named, is a giving 
up of the alfabetic invention. Even English spelling is not so bad as to make 
that a necessity. 

20. On urbs aeterna, urbs sacra, and Similar Phrases, by Professor 

F. G. Moore, of Dartmouth College. 
This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were 

made upon it by Professor Sihler. 
Professor F. A. March, of Lafayette College, reported as Chair- 

man of the Committee on Spelling Reform. 

The Committee has taken no official action during the last year. It reports 

progress. There has been sum correspondence with members of the Philological 
Society of England in regard to an enlargement of the List of Words in Amended 

Spelling which was publisht by this Association in 1886. 
The first volume of a Standard Dictionary which givs vocabulary places to all 

the words of this list was publisht in New York during this year. 
The American Medical Editors' Association in June, 1893, "unanimously 

resolvd to carry out in practis" I, the use of e for cE and c, as in hemorrhage, 

fetus, etc.; 2, the rules for spelling chemic terms advised by the American Asso- 
ciation for the Advancement of Science, dropping terminal e in many words; 
3, the dropping of redundant al from adjectivs such as chemzical, biological, etc.; 

4, the spelling of meter, center, etc.; honor, color, etc.; program, etc. 
The Stenographers' Congress at Chicago, July 21, voted that papers red at the 

Congress might be printed in amended spelling. The Business Educators' meet- 

ing past a similar vote at the same date. 
In the Anthropological Section of the British Association for the Advancement 

of Science at the annual meeting in September, 1893, a report was presented on 
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Uniformity in the Spelling of Barbaric and Savage Languages and Race Names, 
recommending that the System of Orthografy adopted by the Royal Geographical 
Society, the Admiralty, the Foreign Office, the Colonial Office, the War Office, 
and the Government of the United States should be adopted so far as it is 
applicabl. 

A pamflet has been issued by the U. S. Bureau of Education, as one of its 
Circulars of Information, on Spelling Reform, giving an account of the movement 
for the reform to 1893. 

This Association wil be reminded by this report of the deth of Professor W. D. 
Whitney, who was the first Chairman of this Committee, and who has always been 
the strongest support of this reform. No one can fil his place. 

The report was accepted, and the Committee continued. 
The Executive Committee was requested to select a member for 

the vacancy occasioned by the death of Professor Whitney. Pro- 
fessor James M. Garnett was appointed. 

21. Iacio Compounds in the Present System with Prefix ending 
in a Consonant,' by Dr. Maurice W. Mather. 

It is a familiar fact that regularly in Roman poets before the Christian era, and 
sometimes also in later writers, compounds of iacio in the present tenses, having 
prefixes ending in a consonant, show that prefix syllable long. In all the poetry 
preserved to us written before the death of Augustus there are but four certain 
examples of a short prefix; viz. Naev. vs. 94, p. 23 R.: - 

Immo quos scicidi in ids conscindam atque abiciam. 

Plaut. Asin. 814:- 

Praeripias scortum amanti atque argentum obicias. 

Mere. 932: - 

Sanus non es. Quin pedes vos in curriculum cmnicitis? 

Rud. 769: 

Iam hercle ego te cont;nuo barba arripiam in ignem coniciam. 

In most of the examples in scenic poetry the prefix syllable may be scanned 
either long or short. There are, however, seventeen cases, as against the above 
four shorts, in which the meter requires a long syllable. It is safer, therefore, to 
assume all doubtful cases long. In hexameter and lyric verse, the long prefix 
syllable is universal until we come to Germanicus and Manilius, both of whom 
use it short. E.g. sibicit in Arat. 196, and adice in Astron. 44. 4. From this time 
on some poets use only the long prefix, as Valerius Flaccus; some the short 
only, as Lucan; while others, e.g. Silius Italicus, use both long and short. 

1 A fuller discussion of this paper will appear in the Harvard Studies in ClassicalPhilology, 
Vol. VI. 

Iv 
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How is this change of quantity to be understood, and how are we to explain 
the long prefix? The short syllable needs no explanation, as that is just what 
we should expect if the verb part of the compound was spelled -icis, -icit, etc.; and 
we see that it was so spelled, as early as I05 B.c., from an inscription, C.I.L. I. 577. 
I. 12. 16 (p. I63), which gives proicito. To explain the long quantity, we cannot 

suppose that the vowel of the prefix was lengthened, as was done by some in 
Gellius's time (cf. Gell. 4. 17); for, as Gellius himself states, only con and in are 
so treated when f or s follows, as in confero, consequor. Nor are we to assume 
that iacio shortened to iicio, as Quintilian (I. 4. II) and Gellius (l.c.) and Priscian 

(II. 126. I8 K) teach. For the sound of consonant i followed by vowel i is 

foreign to Latin usage; moreover, we find this spelling in no genuine inscription 
and but rarely in MSS. before the twelfth century. It is evident that the 

grammarians advocated it merely because it offered an explanation for the long 
prefix syllable in poets, and because the change of iacio to iicio was in accordance 
with analogy. As facio gave i,ficio, so iacio should give iniicio. 

If, then, we must abandon both ancient methods of explaining the long prefix, 
what are we to substitute in their place? 

An inscription of 123-2 B.C. (C.I.L. I. I98. 50) gives the clue to a solution of 
the problem in the form coniecianzt. If enough forms with iecio can be found to 
establish a theory, we may suppose that iacio in compounds first shortened to iecio, 
and that this form, being retained by poets till the close of the Augustan period, 
caused the prefix syllable to be long by position. I will first give cases of iecio 

actually preserved or hinted at in compounds of which the prefix ends in a 
consonant. 

In Plaut. Poen. 1174, adiecerit in F where A has adiceret points to an original 
adieceret. The verse is anapaestic octonarius: - 

Fuit h6die operae pretidm quoivis qui amabilitati animum ddiceret. 

In Mil. I 2: - 

Conzcit in navem miles clam matrem suam. 

Contegit of CD (contigit B) probably rose from coniecit. 
In Truc. 298:- 

Ut pereat ut eum iniciatis in malam fraudem et probrum. 

Inleciatis of A for iniciatis of BCD could easily have arisen from inieciatis. 
In Mil. 623:- 

Eam pudet me tibi in senecta obicere sollicitudinem. 

D has obveccere, very likely a corruption from obiecere. B ante ras. had 
obiceret, C has obiicere. 

In Ter. Ad. 7O1, all the MSS. and the lemma of Donatus have iniecit:- 

Itaque adeo magnam mi iniecit sua c6mmoditate curam. 

Doubtless it was taken for a perfect, but that it is present is likely, both from 
the connection and from the dependent verb, which is primary. 

A sententia quoted by Vincent of Beauvais (Ribb. Com. Frag. p. 368, 49) :- 

F6rtior qui c6piditates est quam qui hostes szbicit, 
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shows the form subecit in two MSS., a and y. While this form may be due to 
the slight distinction in sound between short i and short e (subecit having risen 
from subicit), it is just as likely a supposition that subiecit was in the original, 
and the i was omitted by mere carelessness. 

A verse by Cicero in the de Div. I. 48, Io6, appears in two tenth-century MSS. 

(AV) with abiecit.- 

Abicit efflantem et laceratum adfligit in unda. 

In Verg. Aen. 6. 42I:- 

Obicit ille fame rabida tria guttura pandens. 

Priscian appears from the testimony of two MSS. of the ninth century (LG) 
to have read obiecit. 

The best of Livy's MSS. in four passages have iecio forms in present com- 

pounds with prefixes ending in a consonant. At IO. 8. 3 and o1. 37. I4 the 
three principal MSS. of the first decade (MPU, all of tenth or eleventh century) 
have adiecit. The chief MS. of the third decade, Puteanus (P) of fifth or sixth 
century, has in 22. 19. 2 adiecit parallel with tradit, and in 26. I9. 2 (s)ubiecere 
for an infinitive. 

Lachmann in his Commentary to Lucretius, p. 128, cites conieciant from the 
Lex Servilia and obieciezmus from the Digesta Florentina, the latter being of the 
sixth or seventh century. Schuchardt in Vokalismus des Vulgarlateins II. 4, 
gives adiecientur and iniecient from the codex Gothanus of the Gospels of the 
seventh century. 

These are all the instances I have found of iecio preserved after consonant 
prefixes, except one in Pliny mentioned below. After vowel prefixes there are 
even more numerous examples. I will name only a few. In C.I.L. IX. 782, an 

inscription of uncertain date, we get proiecilad= proicito. That Lucilius and 
Varro wrote iecio is probable from eiecere and eiecit, which are written in quota- 
tions from these authors in a few of Nonius's MSS. The two Leyden MSS. 
of Lucretius at 2. 951 have eiecit, and at 3. 513 all MSS. of importance have 
traiecere. Vergil has several examples occurring in six different MSS., including 
Romanus of the fourth or fifth century with three examples, Mediceus of equal 
age with one example, and Bernensis I84 (c) of the ninth century with four 
examples. Catullus, Ovid, Livy, Caesar, and others furnish examples. There 
is one case, eiece, in one of Lachmann's MSS. of the New Testament. Also 
a few examples are cited by Schuchardt from the Florentine Digests, from 
Augustine, and from the codex Gothanus of the Gospels. 

In authors from the reign of Tiberius to 200 A.D. we find only two examples 
of iecio, one in Plin. N.H. 7. sect. I. 2, where V, a MS. of the eleventh cen- 
tury, has abiecit, rell. abicit; the other in Stat. Th. 6. 770, where eiecit is read 
in Bambergensis of the eleventh century. 

The distribution of these iecio forms, 51 in all, is as follows: 34 from the 
republic and the Augustan period, 2 from the first century A.D., and 15 from 
works later than the second century. It looks to me, therefore, safe to assume 
that iacio shortened in composition to iecio, that this form was preserved by poets 
and a few literary men, as Cicero, Caesar, and Livy, until the close of the Augus- 
tan period, that at this time the shorter icio form, which had existed in conversa- 
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tion as early as Naevius and Plautus and had become sufficiently common by 105 
B.C. to be used in a law, had totally superseded the older iecio ; except possibly in 
provincial and vulgar Latin, where the iecio form may have continued to be 

spoken, forsuch a supposition would help us to explain the iecio forms in New 
Testament codices and in Augustine. The use of iecio in Justinian's digests may 
have been due to the legal fondness for old forms. The two occurrences in Pliny 
and Statius are not apt to be from those writers themselves, for at their time icio 
was the common spelling, as we see from the use of short prefixes by many of the 

poets. Germanicus, Manilius, Lucan, Martial, Juvenal, use short prefixes alto- 

gether. Those poets of this period who used the prefix long were merely imitat- 

ing the usage of older poets. Valerius Flaccus, and Statius are of this class, but 
Statius once only fell into the usage of his time; cf. Fdici in Th. 7. 4. 

22. Notes on Certain Fragments of Hellanicus, by Professor B. 
Perrin, of Yale University. 

At the request of the author, this paper was read by title only. 
It is an attempt to establish a difference in time and scope between 

the chronicles of Hellanicus called 'Ar0it and 'I'pcat e Trs Hpas. 

23. English Words which hav Gaind or Lost an Initial Consonant 
by Attraction, by Charles P. G. Scott, Esq., of Yonkers, N.Y. 

This paper presents the conclusion of the investigation of Attrac- 
tion which has appeared in Vols. XXIII. and XXIV. It appears in 
full in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were made by Professor Garnett. 

24. A Votive Tablet to Artemis Anaitis and Men Tiamu in the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts,l by Professor John H. Wright, of 
Harvard University. 

This slab, which probably came from Kula in Asia Minor, has been for forty 
or fifty years in Boston. On the upper surface is a panel, on which are rudely 
represented, in low relief, a man, child, woman, and second child, en face, from 

right to left; their right arms are raised from the elbow, thumb separated from 
the outstretched palm, - the familiar attitude of adoration. The relief and the 

inscription do not exactly correspond. The inscription reads, restored:- 

'AprtOLt 'AvaeiTt K[al Mn-] 

vl Ttd/uov Movaais /3 [Kal] 

KaXXLyveta '1 o'tiu/t[os ab-] 
7TOV 1r'p Movoalov ro[ VIoV] 

/taprTVpOVVTeS T&rS [uVc-] 

At, TwiV eOCtv a7riTw[Ktav] 

T1v eXJVeV e7TO o.7ra,[L/(7(VbS)] 
AeIou i. 

1 This paper will be printed, with an illustration, in the Harvard Studies in Classical 

Phklology, Vol. VI. 
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'To Artemis Anaitis and M8n Tiamu: Musaes, son of Musaes, and Calligeneia, 
his consort, on behalf of Musaes their son, in testimony to the powers of the gods, 
have paid their vow. In the year 281, the ioth of the month Deius [A.D. I97, if 
of the era of Sulla].' 

In connection with the detailed interpretation of the inscription, several ques- 
tions were discussed: viz., the inflection and accentuation of 'AvdiTis, the spelling 
and accentuation of words like Movoaas (from Movo-aoos); a small corpus of Men 
Tiamu inscriptions was furnished, as also references to all the literature of the 
Ana'itis inscriptions. Corrections and emendations in Suidas, Lucian, and in 

inscriptions in Waddington-Le Bas' Asie Mineure were offered. It was urged 
that Artemis Anaitis and Men (according to Ramsay, originally Maen, Man) 
were the representatives of the very ancient Phrygian pair of divinities known 

commonly in classical literature as the Great Mother (Cybele) and Attis, and that 
Men [= Sabazius] may originally have been a solar divinity, who subsequently 
became lunar through Greek popular etymology (Miv, Akjvq, 'moon'). The pos- 
sible connection of the Tiamu in Men Tiamu (= Mqv KaraX06vtos) with Tiamat 
(Tiam-tu), the ancient Semitic (Babylonian) demon of the deep, was suggested. 
It was argued that Men was known to the European Greeks much earlier 
than has hitherto been supposed; that the Mlcvapy6pros of classical literature 
(Menander, Antiphanes) was none other than the 'priest of Men,' and that as 
early as the time of Demosthenes (cf. Cor. 260, F.L. 284; Strabo X. p. 471), 
the itinerant priests of Men, with the priests of the Great Mother, were familiar 
and striking figures in the streets of Athens. 

25. Literary Frauds among the Romans, by Professor Alfred 
Gudeman, of the University of Pennsylvania. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACrIONS. 

26. Beta in the Argive alphabet, by Professor James R. Wheeler, 
of the University of Vermont. 

This paper was a brief discussion of an inscription from the Argive Heraeum, 
which is published as No. V. Am. Journ. of Arch. IX. p. 353. Beta is repre- 
sented by this character, f, a form already found on a bronze placque from 
Hertnione (Revue Archeologique, I89I, I, pp. 50 ff., and Monumenti Antichi, 
189I, pp. 593 ff.), the Argive origin of which has been suspected, but not proved. 

27. The Prepositions in Aulus Gellius, by Dr. Charles Knapp, of 
Barnard College. 

This paper is to be found in the TRANSACTIONS. 

28. A Note on the Gnomic Aorist, by Professor H. C. Elmer, of 
Cornell University. 

The purpose of this paper was to point out what the writer conceives to be an 
error in the explanation now in vogue of the origin and force of the gnomic 
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aorist. It seems to be a belief accepted without question by nearly all gramma- 
rians that this use arose from the ordinary use of the aorist in predicating past 
occurrences. The prevailing view is, if we except certain monographs upon the 

subject, best set forth by Goodwin in his Moods anid 7enses, ?? I55, I56, 157, and 
I accordingly make the presentation there given the basis of my remarks. Good- 
win explains this use of the aorist by saying that it gives "a more vivid statement 
of general truths by employing a distinct case or several distinct cases in the past 
to represent (as it were) all possible cases, and implying that what has occurred 
is likely to occur again under similar circumstances." (For a similar explanation 
cf., e.g., the following grammars: Gildersleeve-Lodge, ? 236 note; Alien & Green- 

ough, ? 279 c, note; Hadley & Allen, ? 840; Kiihner, Lat. Gr. II., ? 33, 9, etc.). 
This view may be illustrated by saying that "a man went" was first used of a 
distinct case in the past, and then this case was used to represent all possible 
cases, and finally at times came to be felt as meaning "a man is wont to go." 

Does this seem to any one an easy transition of meaning? To make it seem a 

possible one, Goodwin has brought together in ? I56 five examples which, it is 
claimed, could form a bridge "from the common to the gnomic use of the aorist." 
The first thing that strikes one in this collection of examples is that three out of 
the five are drawn from out-of-the-way places--from mere fragments that have 
been preserved without any context to make clear in what sense they were used. 
Classen, however, in his note on Thucyd. II. 77, 4, cites three other similar 
instances: Plat. Rep. 5, p. 469 d, Soph. 0. R. 981, El. 415. Such uses fall into 
two distinct classes. Those in the first class, in order that the transition may be 
made clear to the English mind, have to be treated as though they were mere 
perfects, e.g. wroXXA& rpar6ire5a 3ih e'Treev, i.e. many cases have diready arisen, 

implying it often happens. This use of the aorist seems to belong exclusively to 
comparatively late Greek and to be extremely rare even then. But even if it were 
an early use, it would not seem to me to have much weight in the face of other 
facts. If the transitioii which the examples cited are intended to illustrate really 
took place in the case in question, how does it happen that the usage started 
with, and for a long time confined itself to, the aorist instead of the perfect? 
The gnomic aorist is already common in Homeric times, while the gnomic perfect 
is not found at all till much later. However, none of the instances with 7rOXXdKLS 
or gviore seem to me to have any bearing upon the question, though much has 
been made of them in attempting to establish the theory now in vogue. The 
gnomic aorist is a primary tense, and such words are as appropriate with it as 
they would be with the gnomic present, and for precisely the same reason. Such 
cases are like any other gnomic aorist, and the fact that 7roXXdaKL, or eviore, is 
used with it can no more be supposed to show a connection with the past than 
the frequent use of that word with the present shows that the present tense ever 
had such a connection. 

The other instances in this list (except one which I explain differently below) 
are sweeping negations in the past, " Faint heart never yet raised a trophy " (oiVrW 
rp6iratov err7o-av). It is true that if a thing never did happen there is an impli- 
cation that it does not happen and never will happen, but that is very far from 
proving that never did happen would easily come to be felt as a primary tense. 
Such passages represent the ordinary use of the aorist and refer as distinctly as 
any aorist ever did to the past, while the gnomic aorist is found already in com- 
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mon use in the earliest Greek known to us and is from the first invariably a 
primary tense taking the regular sequence of such a tense. Furthermore, there 
seems to be nothing in any of the English writers that can give support to the 
view that the use under discussion started with sweeping negations, or in fact 
with general past assertions of any sort. Indeed, one of the remarkable things 
about this list of examples given to illustrate the transition from the ordinary to 
the gnomic use of the aorist is that the examples without exception come from 
comparatively late Greek. These examples we are asked to look upon as marking 
the middle step of a transition to a usage that was already firmly established and 
in common use five hundred years before. 

Finally, there is still another peculiarity about the gnomic aorist which the 
commonly accepted theory of its origin and force leaves wholly unexplained. 
It has been noticed that the gnomic aorist is chiefly confined to animated 
passages, or used in connection with sudden occurrences (cf. Goodwin, ?? 154 
and 157). Now, if the aorist has come to indicate "what is wont to happen" 
only by implication from its original reference to " what has often happened in 
the past," how is its fondness for animated surroundings to be accounted for ? 
It is easy to understand the grammars when they say the present tense is used 
for a past tense to make the narrative more animated and vivid, but here we 
seem, if the prevailing view is correct, to have a past tense used for a present 
to bring about the same result. 

On the whole, does it not seem that Brugmann is right, when, in his Griechishe 
Grammalik, ? I6o, he refers to the gnomic aorist as a use "noch nicht befriedigend 
erklart?" Mutzbauer, also, in his Grundlagen der griechischen 7'empuslehre, pro- 
tests against this explanation of the gnomic aorist, that has been in vogue since 
the publication of Franke's article, forty years ago. The views of Mutzbauer are, 
I believe, the latest that have been printed upon the subject,1 and, strangely 
enough, they seem to represent, in sonle of their features, a return to the theory 
of Moller (Philologus, VIII. I, p. I13 ff.), which Franke had given himself so 
much trouble to overthrow. The explanation of the gnomic aorist published 
last year by Mutzbauer is, in most of its essential features, the same as that 
which I have taught my own students for the past four or five years in con- 
nection with similar phenomena in Latin. In this note I venture to point out 
some objections to the common view which he does not mention, and to call 
attention briefly to certain features of this aorist which he leaves untouched. It 
may, in general, be said of the aorist that it deals with an act as an entirety. 
By its use the beginning, the progress, and the end of an act are brought together 
and focussed in a single conception. The idea of the act is not dwelt upon, but 
merely touched for an instant and then dismissed. The speaker, as it were, 
makes short work of the thought. There is a sort of impetus about the tense. 
Now it is admitted on every hand that this tense refers sometimes to an act that 
lies in the past, sometimes (especially in moods other than the indicative) to one 
that lies in the future, and that, in either one of these cases, the ordinary force of 
the aorist, as above indicated, is to be recognized. For instance, in the past eXve 
dwells upon the progress of the act, eXvao- dismisses the same act with merely 
a lively reference to it as an accomplished thing. The expression t/A X6oa-s 
differs from kIA Xve in exactly the same way except that the conception in these 

1 Music's Gnomicki aorist u grukom, etc., published in I802, I have not seen. 
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cases is of a future act instead of one that is past. (Cf. American yournal of 
Philology, Vol. XV., p. 147.) The aorist indicative is also occasionally used 
referring to the future (see Goodwin, AMoods and Tenses, ? 6i, with the examples 
there cited). In most cases, however, where the Greek wishes to express this 
conception of a future act in the indicative, the future perfect is used. I do not 
refer now to the true future perfect, but to instances where that tense is used 
instead of a simple future merely to emphasize the certainty and promptness 
of the act, e.g. Aristoph. Plut. I027, qpdie, Kai 7re7rpdcerTt, " Speak, and it shall be 
done on the spot" (see Goodwin, ? 79). A similar use of the future perfect 
is common in Latin. It is merely a more vigorous future, and its vigor is due to 
the fact that it disregards progress and deals only with accomplishment. The 
point I wish to emphasize in this connection is that Greek and Latin are acknowl- 
edged to have two distinct methods of presenting the same act both in the past 
and in the future, involving no real difference in the temporal relations of 
the act. The one presents it with special reference to its progress, the other 

presents it as a whole, and so necessarily involves and lays stress upon its 
final accomplishment. 

Now the present indicative necessarily involves the idea of progress. In view 
of what we have found to be the different methods of expression in the past 
and the future, is it not likely that the Greek and the Latin would have sought 
some means by which an act in the present also might be presented, with the 
idea of progress left out? This, it seems to me, is the true function of the so- 
called gnomic aorist. General truths are commonly expressed by the present 
tense of the indicative. When the aorist is used, it is only because the speaker or 
writer wishes to emphasize the certainty, the promptness, or the suddenness of 
the act in question, or the readiness with which it is wont to be performed. For 
the purpose of doing this he presents it in a complete and accomplished form. 
In my paper on the Latin Prohibitives in the American yournal of Philology, 
Vol. XV., I have shown very clearly that ne feceris differs from ne facias merely 
in being a more vigorous and emotional expression. And this, as I conceive it, 
is just the difference between the gnomic present and the gnomic aorist or perfect. 
This aorist or perfect may be illustrated, though imperfectly, in English by the 

following sentence, which might be used of a desperado whose aim was unerring: 
" Whenever he shoots, his victim is dead " instead of "dies" or "is wont to be 
killed." Cf. such expressions as " if you stir, you are a dead manz (instead of 
" you will die "). If the gnomic aorist is looked upon as having this force, it will 
add much to the meaning of the passages in which it occurs. Apply this interpre- 
tation, for instance, to Hor. Od. I, 34, I6 hinc apicem rapax Fortuna cum stridore 
acuto sustulit, hic posuisse gaudet. According to the common interpretation the 

gnomic perfect sustulit has come to mean "is wont to take away" only by 
implication from the idea that Fortune has done so in former times. The 

interpretation I suggest will make the sentence mean Fortune takes away in the 

twinkling of an eye the crown from one head and delights to set it as suddenly 
(posuisse) on another. If this theory is adopted in interpreting the instances 
of the gnomic aorist given by Goodwin in ? 155, these passages will gain very 
distinctly in force and meaning. I would interpret the passages as follows: 
II. 9, 320 KdrOav' 6/u(s 6 ' T epsybr dv'p d -re 7roXXa eopoyws. Achilles uses these 
words in a very bitter speech prompted by what he looks upon as an insult. Val- 
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iant deeds, he is convinced, bring with them no reward. The man of many deeds, 
as well as the man of none, passes away and is gone and forgotten (the words 
italicized representing the force of the aorist). The conception is that the result 
sets in so promptly that the progress of the act is not noticed. The position of 
the verb in this sentence seems also to indicate such emphasis. Il. 17, I77 '"Oore 
Kal &XKiLpOv d&vpa /op/3e Kal adq0eXero viKqPv ptbLoCW . Here Hector's blood has 

just been stirred by a charge of cowardice. He repels the charge. It was not, 
he says, the din of battle nor the tramp of horses that impelled him to flight, but 

Jove, "who terrifies even a valiant man and snatches in a trice his victory away." 
Pind. Pyth. 8, 15 /Sa Kal tjyciaXavxov e'aX\e v ev p6oy, "even the very boast- 
ful man finds himself at last by violence o'erthrown." Here the aorist is used 
not because the act is conceived of as sudden, but to emphasize the inevitability 
of its accomplishment. The present tense would connote the idea of progress 
without calling attention so particularly to the final result. The interpretation 
here suggested will be found equally suited to all of the other passages. It will 
be noticed, too, that apart from the verb, expressions are often used in these sen- 
tences, which seem to show that the speaker was bent on emphasizing just the 
idea which I have pointed out as inherent in the tense, e.g. Aplows (with d0elXero); 
xl' 7jfilpa (with KaOei\Xev); X7 7rpwTrl 7rp6p aotLs Kal /LtKpBV 7rraoa'ua (with a7ravra 

dveXcairoe Kal &iXvev); vvv a'ptov (with cTrXooro'e); raxTcws (with irXovTro'T). 

Interesting in this connection is the conjecture of Brugmann (Griechische 
Syntax, p. I85) regarding the present and the future uses of the aorist, viz., " dass 
diese zeitlose und diese futurische Verwendung urspriinglich nur an die augment- 
losen Formen gekniipft waren, also an die Injunctivformen des Aoriststammes, 
und dass erst das Schwanken zwischen augmentierter und nicht augmentierter 
Form in der Mittheilung vergangener Ereignisse dazu fiihrte, dass man auch in 
jenen Fallen die augmentierte Form zuliess," With this conjecture should be 
compared the remarks of Thurneysen, regarding the injunctive, in Kuhn's Zeit- 
schrift, 27, p. 173-remarks endorsed by Brugmann in the note just referred to 
and by Delbriick on p. 360 of his Altindische Syntax. 

29. A Critical Note on Euripides, Ion I-3, by Mortimer Lamson 
Earle, Ph.D., of Barnard College. 

"ArXaS 6 XO XKIOLaTL VTOtS otpavbv 

OeGjv rraXatob oiKOv TKrpiLf3v Oe6v 

IuLias e'va-e Maiav, ' KTi. 

In these verses the following peculiarities have arrested the attention of 
critics: - 

(I) The laboured rhythm of the first verse -particularly the violation of the 
Porsonian rule of the ' final cretic '; 

(2) The remarkable use of &Krplt3wv; 
(3) The occurrence of the word Oewv at the beginning and end of vs. 2; 
(4) The construction of simple genitive, instead of genitive with Kc, with 

ef va-e. 
In order to get rid of the 'final cretic' in vs. I, Badham suggested VS7rTOr-tV 

7r6Xov, Nauck (followed by van Herwerden) v6SrotoLtv cppwv. Were we to adopt 
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the latter reading, we should assume that o'pavbv was originally a gloss on Oewv 
7raXatbv olKov. If, however, we follow Hermann's view (as expounded in his 
Elementa Doclrinae Afetricae, I. viii.), we shall regard Euripides as having 
employed an allowable license "in descriptione rei magni moliminis plenae," 
and treat vs. I as metrically sound. 

Of eKTpl3wWV Oewv Nauck says (in his annotatio critica, Teubner text-edition): 
" verba nondum emendata. sententiam si spectes, {K TrIV 'fKeavLswv U&tas requi- 
ritur." W. Dindorf (followed by van Herwerden) changes eKTfPIWV to EK TpL(v. 

Atlas had three wives. (See p. v. of Dindorf's preface to the Leipsic edition of 
his text of Sophocles, I867.) But van Herwerden, in order to make Euripides' 
Hermes quite explicit (and, incidentally, to get rid of one of the BeSv's), not only 
transfers (with Dindorf, loc. cit., p. vi.) /aLs to the close of vs. 2, but replaces it 
in vs. 3 by aXX6Xwv. Thus the disputed passage runs in van Herwerden's text as 
follows: 

'AXar, 6 XaXK\0LOt vSroItv e0/pwv 

Oewv 7raXatC v OIKOv, eK rpL(V uLatS 

aX6owv e'vo'e Ma?av, i KTr. 

This, notwithstanding the acX6Xwv, is certainly better than Dindorf's 

'ArXas 6 XaXK6vwTos obpavbv Oewv 

OdXwv 7raXatbv oKOv K TpLWCv L/uA 

Oewv epqvre MaFav, KTE. 

Let us turn now to the examination of a word that has thus far run the gaunt- 
let, though to it, in my belief, is due, in great measure, the corruption of vs. 2. 
This is the word oIKco. In vs. 15 the two MSS. of our play contain the same 
word in the same place (yaorTp6s 6glveyKc' oiKov). This, as was seen long ago by 
Brodaeus (and it did not need much penetration to see it), is a corruption of 
6-KOV (Or KON with carelessly written r misread and miscopied-perhaps partly 
under the influence of ofKoLt in vs. 16). Let us now substitute 6yKov for oKcov in 
vs. 2 and observe the result. Instead of an " ancient house " we have an " an- 
cient mass," and Oewv at the beginning of vs. 2 at once appears in the guise of 
an explanatory gloss on 7raXaL6v oiKov-an answer to the natural query: Whose 
"ancient house"? For Oewv we readily substitute ppowv, comparing &8Lve'yK' 
6yKOV in vs. 15 (we need hardly think of Nauck's emendation of vs. I). Thus we 
have Atlas described as "he that on brazen shoulders bears heaven, an ancient 
mass." This can hardly he right, unless (though it seems scarcely justifiable) we 
understand 6YKOv as precisely = tXos (" his ancient burden"). I would, there- 

fore, accepting Hermann's defence of the metre of vs. I, make a slight change in 
the last word of that verse, and read ovpavoO. It is then " he that on brazen 
shoulders bears heaven's ancient mass." 

For KTrp13Wv Dindorf's cK rpLWv seems to be quite right. eKrpliwv is due, if 

my emendation of OIKOv be sound, to somebody's attempt to construe the passage 
after Oewvb had ousted Oppwv. 

There is no need of bringing rpLwv and /zas together; for if it be urged that 
the contrast of rpiWv and /xias makes it more natural that the two words stand 
side by side, we may answer that Euripides is hinting at what he conceived to be 
the etymology of MaFa; hence uAas Evoae Maiav. 
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The whole passage, then, I would read thus: - 

'ArXas, 6 XaX\KcoL o' Vcrot o6pavoO 

Q)epwv 7raXaLbv 6yKOv, IcK rpiav Oe.vP 

JLuas E vuve Macia, 7 KTr. 

30. Crates of Mallos and the Beginnings of Philological Study at 

Rome, by Professor George L. Hendrickson, of the University of 

Wisconsin. 

The author withholds an abstract of this paper on account of some modifica- 
tion of his results by additional material. The purpose of the paper was to point 
out some hitherto unobserved instances of the influence of Crates and the Perga- 
mene school upon the earlier philological studies at Rome. 

3I. On the Meaning of nauta and viator in Horace, Sat. I. 5. i6, 
by Professor Sidney G. Ashmore, of Union College. 

Remarks were made upon this paper (which may be found in the 

Classical Studies in Honour of Henry Drisler) by Messrs. Warren, 

Knapp, Owen, and, in reply, by Professor Ashmore. 

Adjourned about i P.M. 
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College Hill, Mass.: Tufts College Library. 
Columbus, O.: Ohio State University Library. 
Crawfordsville, Ind.: Wabash College Library. 
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Easton, Pa.: Lafayette College Library. 
Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Library. 
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New York, N. Y.: Astor Library. 
New York, N. Y.: Library of Columbia College. 
New York, N. Y.: Library of the College of the City of New York (Lexington 

Ave. and Twenty-third St.). 
New York, N. Y.: Union Theological Seminary Library (12oo Park Ave.). 
Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.: Olivet College Library. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: American Philosophical Society. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: The Library Company of Philadelphia. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: The Mercantile Library. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: University of Pennsylvania Library. 
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Waterville, Me.: Colby University Library. 
Wellesley, Mass.: Wellesley College Library. 
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American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece. 
British Museum, London. 
Royal Asiatic Society, London. 
Philological Society, London. 
Society of Biblical Archaeology, London. 
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University of Christiania, Norway. 
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Russian Imperial Academy, St. Petersburg. 
Austrian Imperial Academy, Vienna. 

Anthropologische Gesellschaft, Vienna. 
Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence, Italy. 
Reale Accademia delle Scienze, Turin. 
Societ Asiatique, Paris, France. 
Athenee Oriental, Louvain, Belgium. 
Curatorium of the University, Leyden, Holland. 
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Batavia, Java. 
Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin, Germany. 
Royal Saxon Academy of Sciences, Leipsic. 
Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich. 
Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, Halle. 
Library of the University of Bonn. 
Library of the University of Jena. 
Library of the University of K6nigsberg. 
Library of the University of Leipsic. 
Library of the University of Tiibingen. 

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 

[Number of foreign institutions, 37.] 
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Academy, London. 
Athenoeum, London. 
Classical Review, London. 
Revue Critique, Paris. 
Revue de Philologie, Paris. 
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Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, Berlin. 
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung, Berlin. 

Indogermanische Forschungen (K. J. Triibner, Strassburg). 
Literarisches Centralblatt, Leipsic. 
Wochenschrift fur klassische Philologie, Berlin. 
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CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

ARTICLE I.-NAME AND OBJECT. 

I. This Society shall be known as "The American Philological Associa 
tion." 

2. Its object shall be the advancement and diffusion of philological knowl- 

edge. 

ARTICLE II. - OFFICERS. 

I. The officers shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and 
Curator, and a Treasurer. 

2. There shall be an Executive Committee of ten, composed of the above 
officers and five other members of the Association. 

3. All the above officers shall be elected at the last session of each annual 
meeting. 

ARTICLE III. -MEETINGS. 

I. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association in the city of New 
York, or at such other place as at a preceding annual meeting shall be deter- 
mined upon. 

2. At the annual meeting, the Executive Committee shall present an annual 
report of the progress of the Association. 

3. The general arrangements of the proceedings of the annual meeting shall 
be directed by the Executive Committee. 

4. Special meetings may be held at the call of the Executive Committee, when 
and where they may decide. 
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ARTICLE IV. - MEMBERS. 

I. Any lover of philological studies may become a member of the Association 

by a vote of the Executive Committee and the payment of five dollars as initiation 
fee, which initiation fee shall be considered the first regular annual fee. 

2. There shall be an annual fee of three dollars from each member, failure in 

payment of which for two years shall ipso facto cause the membership to cease. 
3. Any person may become a life memlber of the Association by the payment 

of fifty dollars to its treasury, and by vote of the Executive Committee. 

ARTICLE V.-SUNDRIES. 

I. All papers intended to be read before the Association must be submitted 
to the Executive Committee before reading, and their decision regarding such 

papers shall be final. 
2. Publications of the Association, of whatever kind, shall be made only under 

the authorization of the Executive Coimmittee. 

ARTICLE VI.- AMENDMENTS. 

Amendments to this Constitution may be made by a vote of two-thirds of 
those present at any regular meeting subsequent to that in which they have been 
proposed. 



PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

THE annually published " Proceedings" of the American Philo- 

logical Association contain an account of the doings at the annual 

meeting, brief abstracts of the papers read, reports upon the progress 
of the Association, and lists of its officers and members. 

The annually published "Transactions" give the full text of such 
articles as the Executive Committee decides to publish. The Pro- 

ceedings are bound with them as an Appendix. 

The following tables show the authors and contents of the volumes 
of Transactions thus far published :- 

1869-1870. -Volume I. 

Hadley, J.: On the nature and theory of the Greek accent. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the nature and designation of the accent in Sanskrit. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the aorist subjunctive and future indicative with oirWs and 

Ou I'. 

Trumbull, J. Hammond: On the best method of studying the North American 
languages. 

Haldeman, S. S.: On the German vernacular of Pennsylvania. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the present condition of the question as to the origin of 

language. 
Lounsbury, T. R.: On certain forms of the English verb which were used in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On some mistaken notions of Algonkin grammar, and 

on mistranslations of words from Eliot's Bible, etc. 
Van Name, A.: Contributions to Creole Grammar. 

Proceedings of the preliminary meeting (New York, 1868), of the first annual 
session (Poughkeepsie, I869), and of the second annual session (Rochester, 
1870). 

1871. -Volume II. 

Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
Allen, F. D.: On the so-called Attic second declension. 
Whitney, W. D.: Strictures on the views of August Schleicher respecting the 

nature of language and kindred subjects. 
Hadley, J.: On English vowel quantity in the thirteenth century and in the nine- 

teenth. 
March, F. A.: Anglo-Saxon and Early English pronunciation. 
Bristed, C. A.: Some notes on Ellis's Early English Pronunciation. 
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Trumbull, J. Hammond: On Algonkin names for man. 
Greenough, J. B.: On some forms of conditional sentences in Latin, Greek and 

Sanskrit. 

Proceedings of the third annual session, New Haven, 1871. 

1872. - Volume III. 

Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: Words derived from Indian languages of North 

America. 
Hadley, J.: On the Byzantine Greek pronunciation of the tenth century, as illus- 

trated by a manuscript in the Bodleian Library. 
Stevens, W. A.: On the substantive use of the Greek participle. 
Bristed, C. A.: Erroneous and doubtful uses of the word such. 
Hartt, C. F.: Notes on the Lingoa Geral, or Modern Tupl of the Amazonas. 

Whitney, W. D.: On material and form in language. 
March, F. A.: Is there an Anglo-Saxon language? 
March, F. A.: On some irregular verbs in Anglo-Saxon. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: Notes on forty versions of the Lord's Prayer in Algon- 

kin languages. 

Proceedings of the fourth annual session, Providence, 1872. 

1873.- Volume IV. 

Allen, F. D.: The Epic forms of verbs in aw. 
Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
lHadley, J.: On Koch's treatment of the Celtic element in English. 
Haldeiman, S. S.: On the pronunciation of Latin, as presented in several recent 

grammars. 
Packard, L. R.: On some points in the life of Thucydides. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the classification of conditional sentences in Greek syntax. 
March, F. A.: Recent discussions of Grimm's law. 
Lull, E. P.: Vocabulary of the language of the Indians of San Bias and Cale- 

donia Bay, Darien. 

Proceedings of the fifth annual session, Easton, I873. 

1874. -Volume V. 

Tyler, W. S.: On the prepositions in the Homeric poems. 
Harkness, A.: On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin 

finite verb. 
Haldeman, S. S.: On an English vowel-mutation, present in cag, keg. 
Packard, L. R.: On a passage in Homer's Odyssey (A 81-86). 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On numerals in American Indian languages, and the 

Indian mode of counting. 
Sewall, J. B.: On the distinction between the subjunctive and optatives modes in 

Greek conditional sentences. 
Morris, C. D.: On the age of Xenophon at the time of the Anabasis. 

Whitney, W. D.: 'VTec or O''e - natural or conventional? 

Proceedings of the sixth annual session, Hartford, I874. 
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1875. -Volume VI. 

Harkness, A.: On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin 
finite verb. 

Haldeman, S. S.: On an English consonant-mutation, present in proof, prove. 
Carter, F.: On Begemann's views as to the weak preterit of the Germanic verbs. 
Morris, C. D.: On some forms of Greek conditional sentences. 
Williams, A.: On verb-reduplication as a means of expressing completed action. 
Sherman, L. A.: A grammatical analysis of the Old English poem "The Owl 

and the Nightingale." 

Proceedings of the seventh annual session, Newport, I875. 

1876. -Volume VII. 

Gildersleeve, B. L.: On et with the future indicative and ea' with the subjunctive 
in the tragic poets. 

Packard, L. R.: On Grote's theory of the structure of the Iliad. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On negative commands in Greek. 
Toy, C. H.: On Hebrew verb-etymology. 
Whitney, W. D.: A botanico-philological problem. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On shall and should in protasis, and their Greek equivalents. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On certain influences of accent in Latin iambic trimeters. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On the Algonkin verb. 
Haldeman, S. S.: On a supposed mutation between I and u. 

Proceedings of the eighth annual session, New York, 1876. 

1877. - Volume VIII. 

Packard, L. R.: Notes on certain passages in the Phaedo and the Gorgias of 
Plato. 

Toy, C. H.: On the nominal basis on the Hebrew verb. 
Allen, F. D.: On a certain apparently pleonastic use of cs. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the relation of surd and sonant. 
Holden, E. S.: On the vocabularies of children under two years of age. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the text and interpretation of certain passages in the 

Agamemnon of Aeschylus. 
Stickney, A.: On the single case-form in Italian. 
Carter, F.: On Willmann's theory of the authorship of the Nibelungenlied. 
Sihler, E. G.: On Herodotus's and Aeschylus's accounts of the battle of Salamis. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the principle of economy as a phonetic force. 
Carter, F.: On the Kirenberg hypothesis. 
March, F. A.: On dissimilated gemination. 
Proceedings of the ninth annual session, Baltimore, 1877. 

1878. -Volume IX. 

Gildersleeve, B. L.: Contributions to the history of the articular infinitive. 
Toy, C. H.: The Yoruban language. 
Humphreys, M. W.: Influence of accent in Latin dactylic hexameters. 
Sachs, J.: Observations on Plato's Cratylus. 
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Seymour, T. D.: On the composition of the Cynegeticus of Xenophon. 
Humphreys, M. W.: Elision, especially in Greek. 

Proceedings of the tenth annual session, Saratoga, 1878. 

1879. -Volume X. 

Toy, C. H.: Modal development of the Semitic verb. 
Huniphreys, M. W.: On the nature of caesura. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On certain effects of elision. 
Cook, A. S.: Studies in Heliand. 
Harkness, A.: On the development of the Latin subjunctive in principal clauses, 
D'Ooge, M. L.: The original recension of the De Corona. 
Peck, T.: The authorship of the Dialogus de Oratoribus. 
Seymour, T. D.: On the date of the Prometheus of Aeschylus. 

Proceedings of the eleventh annual session, Newport, I879. 

1880. -Volume XI. 

Humphreys, M. W.: A contribution to infantile linguistic. 
Toy, C. H.: The Hebrew verb-termination un. 
Packard, L. R.: The beginning of a written literature in Greece. 
Hall, I. H.: The declension of the definite article in the Cypriote inscriptions. 
Sachs, J.: Observations on Lucian. 
Sihler, E. G.: Virgil and Plato. 
Allen, W. F.: The battle of Mons Graupius. 
Whitney, W. D.: On inconsistency in views of language. 
Edgren, A. H.: The kindred Germanic words of German and English, exhibited 

with reference to their consonant relations. 

Proceedings of the twelfth annual session, Philadelphia, I880. 

1881. -Volume XII. 

Whitney, W. D.: On Mixture in Language. 
Toy, C. H.: The home of the primitive Semitic race. 
March, F. A.: Report of the committee on the reform of English spelling. 
Wells, B. W.: History of the a-vowel, from Old Germanic to Modern English. 
Seymour, T. D.: The use of the aorist participle in Greek. 
Sihler, E. G.: The use of abstract verbal nouns in -cris in Thucydides. 
Proceedings of the thirteenth annual session, Cleveland, 188i. 

1882. -Volume XIII. 

HIall, I. H.: The Greek New Testament as published in America. 
Merriam, A. C.: Alien intrusion between article and noun in Greek. 
Peck, T.: Notes on Latin quantity. 
Owen, W. B.: Influence of the Latin syntax in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels. 
Wells, B. W.: The Ablaut in English. 
Whitney, W. D.: General considerations on the Indo-European case-system 

Proceedings of the fourteenth annual session, Cambridge, 1882. 
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1883.-Volume XIV. 

Merriam, A. C.: The Caesareum and the worship of Augustus at Alexandria. 

Whitney, W. D.: The varieties of predication. 
Smith, C. F.: On Southernisms. 
Wells, B. W.: The development of the Ablaut in Germanic. 

Proceedings of the fifteenth annual session, Middletown, I883. 

1884.-Volume XV. 

Goodell, T. D.: On the use of the Genitive in Sophokles. 
Tarbell, F. B.: Greek ideas as to the effect of burial on the future life of the soul 
Perrin, B.: The Crastinus episode at Palaepharsalus. 
Peck, T.: Alliteration in Latin. 
Von Jagemann, H. C. G.: Norman words in English. 
Wells, B. W.: The Ablaut in High German. 
Whitney, W. D.: Primary and Secondary Suffixes of Derivation and their ex- 

changes. 
Warren, M.: On Latin Glossaries. Codex Sangallensis, No. 912. 

Proceedings of the sixteenth annual session, Hanover, I884. 

1885.-Volume XVI. 

Easton, M. W.: The genealogy of words. 
Goodell, T. D.: Quantity in English verse. 
Goodwin, W. W.: Value of the Attic talent in modern money. 
Goodwin, W. W.: Relation of the rlpeS6poL to the rpvurdvErs in the Attic BouvA. 
Perrin, B.: Equestrianism in the Doloneia. 
Richardson, R. B.: The appeal to sight in Greek tragedy. 
Seymour, T. D.: The feminine caesura in Homer. 
Sihler, E. G.: A study of Dinarchus. 
Wells, B. W.: The vowels e and i in English. 
Whitney, W. D.: The roots of the Sanskrit language. 
Proceedings of the seventeenth annual session, New Haven, 1885. 

1886. -Volume XVII. 

Tarbell, F. B.: Phonetic law. 
Sachs, J.: Notes on Homeric Zoology. 
Fowler, H. N.: The sources of Seneca de Beneficiis. 
Smith, C. F.: On Southernisms. 
Wells, B. W.: The sounds o and u in English. 
Fairbanks, A.: The Dative case in Sophokles. 
The Philological Society, of England, and The American Philological Associa- 

tion: Joint List of Amended Spellings. 
Proceedings of the eighteenth annual session, Ithaca, I886. 
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1887.- Volume XVIII. 

Allen, W. F.: The monetary crisis in Rome, A.n. 33. 
Sihler, E. G.: The tradition of Cresar's Gallic Wars, from Cicero to Orosius. 
Clapp, E. B.: Conditional sentences in Aischylos. 
Pease, E. M.: On the relative value of the manuscripts of Terence. 
Smyth, H. W.: The Arcado-Cyprian dialect. 
Wells, B. W.: The sounds o and u in English. 
Smyth, H. W.: The Arcado-Cyprian dialect. -Addenda. 

Proceedings of the nineteenth annual session, Burlington, 1887. 

1888. Volume XIX. 

Allen, W. F.: The Lex Curiata de IJperio. 
Goebel, J.: On the impersonal verbs. 
Bridge, J.: On the authorship of the Cynicus of Lucian. 
Whitney, J. E.: The " Continued Allegory " in the first book of the Fairy Queene. 
March, F. A.: Standard English: its pronunciation, how learned. 
Brewer, F. P.: Register of new words. 

Proceedings of the twentieth annual session, Amherst, I888. 

1889.- Volume XX. 

Smyth, H. W.: The vowel system of the Ionic dialect. 
Gudeman, A.: A new source in Plutarch's Life of Cicero. 
Gatschet, A. S.: Sex-denoting nouns in American languages. 
Cook, A. S.: Metrical observations on a Northumbrianized version of the Old 

English judith. 
Cook, A. S.: Stressed vowels in ?Elfric's Homilies. 

Proceedings of the twenty-first annual session, Easton, I889. 
Index of authors, and index of subjects, Vols. I.-XX. 

1890. Volume XXI. 

Goodell, T. D.: The order of words in Greek. 
Hunt, W. I.: Homeric wit and humor. 

Leighton, R. F.: The Medicean Mss. of Cicero's letters. 
Whitney, W. D.: Translation of the Katha Upanishad. 
Proceedings of the twenty-second annual session, Norwich, I890. 

1891.- Volume XXII. 

Capps, Edw.: The Greek Stage according to the Extant Dramas. 
Clapp, Edw. B.: Conditional Sentences in the Greek Tragedians. 
West, A. F.: Lexicographical Gleanings from the Philobiblon of Richard de Bury. 
Hale, W. G. : The Mode in the phrases quod sciam, etc. 

Proceedings of the twenty-third annual session, Princeton, I89I. 
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1892. Volume XXIII. 

Whitney, W. D.: On the narrative use of imperfect and perfect in the Brah- 
manas. 

Muss-Arnolt, W.: On Semitic words in Greek and Latin. 

Humphreys, M. W.: On the equivalence of rhythmical bars and metrical feet. 
Scott, Charles P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial con- 

sonant by attraction. 

Proceedings of the twenty-fourth session, Charlottesville, Va. 

1893. -Volume XXIV. 

Sonnenschein, E. A.: The scientific emendation of classical texts. 
Breal, M.: The canons of etymological investigation. 
Streitberg, W.: Ein Ablautproblem der Ursprache. 
Osthoff, H.: Dunkles und helles I im Lateinischen. 
Shorey, Paul: The implicit ethics and psychology of Thucydides. 
Scott, C. P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by 

attraction (second paper). 
Hale, W. G.: "Extended" and "remote " deliberatives in Greek. 
Proceedings of the twenty-fifth session, Chicago, Ill. 

1894. -Volume XXV. 

Knapp, Charles: Notes on the prepositions in Gellius. 
Moore, F. G.: On urbs aeterna and urbs sacra. 
Smith, Charles Forster: Some poetical constructions in Thucydides. 
Scott, C. P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by 

attraction (third paper). 
Gudeman, Alfred: Literary forgeries among the Romans. 
Proceedings of the twenty-sixth session, Williamstown, Mass. 

The Proceedings of the American Philological Association are 
distributed gratis upon application to the publishers until they are 
out of print. 

Separate copies of articles printed in the Transactions are given 
to the authors for distribution. 

The "Transactions for" any given year are not always published 
in that year. To avoid mistakes in ordering back volumes, please 
state - not the year of publication, but rather - the year for which 
the Transactions are desired, adding also the volume-number, accord- 

ing to the following table:-- 
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The Transactions for 1869 and 
1870 form Vol. I. 

The Trans. for I87I 1 
(( "4 1872 " 

I873 " 
....( 1874 ,, 

. 

. I 875 " 

. . I1876 " 

. ... I877 " 
" . " i878 8, 

... I1879 " 
" " 188o " 
" " 188i " 

" II. 
" III. 
" IV. 

V. 
" VI. 
" VII. 
" VIII. 
' IX. 

X. 

" XI. 
" XII. 

The Trans. for I882 form Vol. XIII. 
. . I 883 " 
. . I 884 " 
... 1 885 " 
. " 1886 " 

(( 1887 " 
"i I 888 " 

18 I889 " 
<" " 1890 " 

,, ,, 1891 " 

,, ,, I1892 " 

. " 1893 " 

, 

it I 894 " 

" XIV. 
" XV. 
" XVI. 
" XVII. 
" XVIII. 
" XIX. 

" XX. 
" XXI. 
" XXII. 
" XXIII. 
" XXIV. 
" XXV. 

The price of these volumes is $2.00 apiece, except Volumes XV., 
XX., and XXIII., for which $2.50 is charged. The first two volumes 
will not be sold separately. A charge of fifty cents is made for the 
Index of Authors and Index of Subjects to Vols. I.-XX. 

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF COMPLETE SETS. 

Single COMPLETE SETS of the Transactions will be sold, until 
further notice, at a reduction of 20 %. 

It is especially appropriate that American Libraries should exert themselves to 
procure this series while it may be had. It is the work of American scholars, 
and contains many valuable articles not elsewhere accessible; and, apart from 
these facts, as the first collection of essays in general philology made in this 
country, it is sure to be permanently valuable for the history of American 

scholarship. 
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